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The passage from adolescence to adulthood can be the most challenging stage of life. This time of transition often brings an independence and new social roles that are somehow more mature than childhood, but less responsible than full-fledged adulthood. Research shows that the path from adolescence to adulthood involves moving away from the company of family to the company of peers, from the school to wider social world, and all this happens when a young person’s capacity for decision-making is still maturing. The tumult of emerging adulthood is vividly reflected in crime statistics that show risky and harmful behaviors peak in the middle and late teenage years.

Our courts, prisons, and social policy agencies are deeply familiar with the rocky path to adulthood. Throw in conditions of poverty, neighborhood segregation, underfunded schools, and overworked families, and the period of emerging adulthood can be even more perilous. Yet the design of our criminal justice institutions takes little account of how deeply unsettled life can be for young people, particularly in very poor communities. Institutional design often ignores the reality that young people are on a developmental pathway, in which their social supports will become more stable, their decision-making will improve, and successfully navigating this pivotal time of life will have long-lasting positive effects. At the same time, ignoring the developmental path and resorting to harsh punishment can be ruinous.

Over the last decade, a criminal justice policy movement has grown that begins to recognize the challenges of emerging adulthood. The hallmarks of this movement are greater leniency shown in prosecution and sentencing for young people, a greater reliance on rehabilitative programming, and an extension of the tools of family court to people under adult criminal jurisdiction. These are the first steps towards a different kind of policy philosophy in which the main goal is helping young people move along the developmental pathway of the life course even when they make mistakes. After all, this is how we respond in affluent communities, when young people can make even serious mistakes but nevertheless have tremendous potential for great success.

This report from the Columbia Justice Lab’s Emerging Adult Justice Project is the first to systematically document the existence of an emerging adult jurisdiction—hybrid systems that combine elements of the juvenile and adult criminal legal systems for youth navigating the transition to adulthood. The report highlights the key innovations in sentencing, court processing, and record protection, among others. These changes in policy are also relatively new and, as the report shows, there is still a long way to go. For advocates, policymakers and practitioners who want to support the success of young people contending with poverty, racism, and mass incarceration, this report is a critical resource. Through a careful review of statutory and institutional conditions, we can begin to define a different kind of policy paradigm that is geared towards human development and community investment rather than punishment.

Bruce Western is the Bryce Professor of Sociology and Social Justice and Director of the Justice Lab at Columbia University
Emerging adults, defined as youth between the ages of 18 through 25 in this report, are in an important developmental stage of life, sometimes referred to as an “age of opportunity.” Yet emerging adults bear the brunt of mass incarceration in the United States. Spending these critical years in a system that causes trauma, harms their development, and imposes a lifelong criminal record severely damages their prospects. Recidivism is high for emerging adults, suggesting that the current system is ineffective for their personal growth and for public safety. Further, racial disparities among emerging adults are higher than for any other age group in the criminal legal system, which research shows cannot be explained by differences in behavior among peers of different race. Though this age group is overrepresented in the criminal legal system, emerging adults are remarkably malleable and most system-involved emerging adults will age out of crime shortly if given the opportunity to do so.

For all these reasons, the past decade has seen reform efforts to more effectively and fairly deal with emerging adults accused of breaking the law. This report reviews a unique systemic reform initiative in emerging adult justice: hybrid systems that create a distinct path for emerging adults by lessening some of the harm imposed by the adult system and extending some of the rehabilitative opportunities of the juvenile system to support the healthy transition to adulthood.

Hybrid systems create a distinct path for emerging adults by lessening some of the harm imposed by the adult system and extending some of the rehabilitative opportunities of the juvenile system to support the healthy transition to adulthood.
The detailed, comparative analysis in this report excludes two categories of policy initiatives often confused with hybrid systems for emerging adults. First, we excluded legal provisions that allow the application of some of the protections of the juvenile system to adolescents who were below the upper age limit of juvenile court at the time of allegedly committing an offense but who were made subject to the harsher treatment of the adult system often due to the “seriousness” of the alleged offense (these are often called “serious youthful offender,” “extended jurisdiction juvenile,” or “blended sentencing” laws). These “reverse hybrid systems,” as we prefer to call them, can only partially mitigate the harmful effects of subjecting youth to the harsh, punitive adult criminal legal system. As it is the international standard, we believe that all youth under at least age 18 should be treated in the juvenile justice system. Second, we excluded from our detailed analysis the isolated, specialized practices or provisions for emerging adults, such as specialized sentencing, corrections, or parole, that apply within only a segment of the adult legal system and fall short of creating a true hybrid “system.”

Our national scan revealed seven jurisdictions that have hybrid systems for emerging adults: Alabama, District of Columbia, Florida, Michigan, New York, South Carolina, and Vermont. After conducting the scan, we analyzed the key provisions of each of these hybrid statutes, reviewed the existing, publicly available (but scarce) data on system-involved emerging adults, and conducted virtual and in-person interviews with key stakeholders to better understand the practical application of the law and the experience of emerging adults in these jurisdictions. Combining the information gleaned from our research with the existing body of research on emerging adults’ developmental needs and the adult criminal legal system’s effect on young people, we offer key elements of a model hybrid statute to serve as a resource for states that wish to adopt or expand hybrid systems.
### Key Provisions of Hybrid Statutes

#### Eligibility - Age

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provisions</th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>NY</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>VT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lower Age Limit</td>
<td>At least 18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Age Limit</td>
<td>Birthday up to which a youth remains eligible for the hybrid statute</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Age Tiers for Emerging Adults</td>
<td>Are different age groups within the emerging adult range treated the same under the hybrid statute?</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Eligibility - Offense

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provisions</th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>NY</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>VT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Offenses Included</td>
<td>Are all offenses eligible under the hybrid statute for emerging adults?</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Exclusion for Prior Case under Hybrid Statute</td>
<td>Can youth with a prior case under the hybrid statute be eligible again for a subsequent offense?</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Exclusion for Other Criminal History</td>
<td>Are youth with any other criminal history eligible for the hybrid statute?</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provisions</th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>NY</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>VT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile Court</td>
<td>Does the juvenile court decide whether to apply the hybrid statute?</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presumptive Application</td>
<td>Is the hybrid statute presumed to apply to youth who meet the eligibility requirements?</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge Initiates</td>
<td>Can the judge prompt application of the hybrid statute at own initiative?</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosecutor Initiates</td>
<td>Can the prosecutor initiate application of the hybrid statute?</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth Initiates</td>
<td>Can the youth (defense) request application of the hybrid statute?</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Prosecutorial Consent Requirement</td>
<td>Can the determination of whether to apply the hybrid statute be made without the prosecutor’s consent?</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Decision: Court</td>
<td>Does the court have the final decision on granting the application of the hybrid statute?</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria in Statute</td>
<td>Does the hybrid statute explicitly set the criteria for granting its application?</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Procedural Provisions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provisions</th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>NY</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>VT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Plea Requirement</td>
<td>Can youth be eligible for the hybrid statute without having to enter a plea of guilty?</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed Session</td>
<td>Are at least some proceedings for emerging adults under the hybrid statute closed to the public?</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jury Trial</td>
<td>Is a jury trial allowed under the hybrid statute?</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Sentencing Provisions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provisions</th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>NY</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>VT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Fines &amp; Fees</td>
<td>Are fines and fees prohibited or limited for youth under the hybrid statute?</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Incarceration</td>
<td>Does the hybrid statute preclude or limit the length of a term of incarceration?</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Probation</td>
<td>Does the hybrid statute limit the length of a term of probation?</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandatory Minimums Obviated</td>
<td>Does the hybrid statute obviate mandatory minimum sentences for eligible youth?</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Post-Sentencing Provisions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provisions</th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>NY</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>VT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Special Custody</td>
<td>Is there a specialized correctional unit for emerging adults incarcerated under the hybrid statute?</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile Custody</td>
<td>Can emerging adults incarcerated under the hybrid statute be committed to juvenile corrections and avoid adult corrections?</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile Probation</td>
<td>Can emerging adults placed on community supervision under the hybrid statute remain under the supervision of juvenile probation agency?</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Court Involvement</td>
<td>Does the court maintain jurisdiction and hear any alleged post-sentencing violations?</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Termination</td>
<td>Is there an opportunity to shorten the period of probation or confinement if the young person is doing well?</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Services</td>
<td>Does the hybrid statute require mandatory provision of support services to eligible youth?</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Record Protection Provisions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provisions</th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>NY</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>VT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automatic Record Protection</td>
<td>Can a youth automatically avoid a formal record of conviction if the term under the hybrid statute ends successfully?</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Record Protection</td>
<td>If it is not automatic, does the hybrid statute offer other means of record protection, such as a petition to expunge or seal records of a conviction?</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Executive Summary
Hybrid statutes vary greatly by the degree of protections they offer and present themselves on a wide spectrum between the adult criminal legal systems and juvenile justice systems. This versatile nature of hybrid systems makes them an important tool in the toolbox of policymakers that seek to transform justice responses to emerging adults. Hybrid systems are associated with enhanced public safety as indicated in some studies by lower recidivism rates of impacted youth for weapon and violent offenses. Through record protection measures, hybrid systems reduce collateral effects of a criminal record, increase employment and community engagement opportunities for youth, and can meaningfully curb incarceration. A study of gun violence in Chicago, for example, showed that employment is the most important preventative factor to keep emerging adults from carrying guns.

Though hybrid statutes present many improvements, they do have drawbacks as we found during our in-depth study of seven hybrid systems. While we define emerging adulthood as ages 18 to 25, states vary in what ages their hybrid laws address and the reach of many hybrid systems are limited. Further, the application of these statutes relies heavily on judicial and/or prosecutorial discretion and leaves many emerging adults without the benefits of the hybrid system. It is imperative that hybrid systems be used and assessed in the larger context of developmentally appropriate justice mechanisms for emerging adults and not be relied on as a single silver bullet.

As states across the country consider passing or expanding hybrid statutes, it is important to evaluate change in the context of our growing knowledge of this developmental stage.

Our overarching recommendation for these jurisdictions is to fully embrace both goals of a hybrid system for emerging adults: (1) to reduce the harm of the adult criminal legal system, especially elements that drive mass incarceration and the pervasive racial, ethnic, economic, and other inequities
that harm individuals, families, communities, and society as a whole, and (2) to support the successful transition to healthy adulthood.

Hybrid statutes should explicitly state these goals and should avoid approaches that have been proven ineffective and harmful, such as boot camps and shock incarceration. A hybrid statute should require collection, assessment, and reporting of data so that both the system actors and the public can evaluate how the hybrid systems are being implemented and whether the systems’ goals are being achieved.

Successfully applying a hybrid statute requires that all key stakeholders be well-educated in youth development. This includes defense attorneys, prosecutors, judges, probation officers, and correctional staff. In some jurisdictions, there are community service providers who have a wealth of experience and expertise working with this distinct developmental age group. The system should seek their assistance in designing trainings for the various stakeholders, as well as working as partners in delivering developmentally appropriate and effective supports, services, and opportunities.

Our recommendations for key provisions of hybrid statutes can be summarized as follows:

1. AGE
We recommend that hybrid systems serve people between their 18th and 26th birthday, a range that scientific research shows is a key stage of ongoing development. And since this is a critical and prolonged developmental stage, imposing age-based tiers within this cohort for disparate treatment are not advised. In some states children under 18 are included in these laws as a strategy to ameliorate the harm they would suffer in the adult system. We recommend that instead anyone alleged to have broken the law at least before their 18th birthday remain under juvenile court jurisdiction without exceptions and benefit from the full protections offered in the juvenile delinquency system. We also recommend that eligibility for a hybrid statute go by age at the time of alleged offense, not age at the time of conviction.
2. OFFENSE
All offenses should be eligible for disposition through the hybrid system. The type of offense does not alter a young person’s developmental stage and cannot predict future behavior.

3. APPLICATION
The decision to apply a hybrid law should be made in juvenile court, and judges should have clear criteria for applying the statute. Originating the case in juvenile court places the case with professionals better trained in youth development. Multiple parties (judge, prosecution, defense, and youth) should have the right to ask for the application of the hybrid statute. Victims should have the opportunity to be heard throughout the process.

4. PROCEDURAL PROVISIONS
Youth and emerging adults are particularly susceptible to the pressures of entering a guilty plea without adequately weighing the consequences or pursuing their due process rights. Under a model hybrid statute, eligibility is not contingent upon entering a plea, nor are young people obligated to waive their right to a jury trial. Because of the lifelong collateral consequences of system involvement, our model statute includes provisions to protect a youth’s privacy, especially at the early stages of the legal proceedings when the application of the hybrid system is being considered.

5. SENTENCING PROVISIONS
Incarceration harms youth. More developmentally appropriate responses focus on effective supports, services, and opportunities available in the community. Therefore, in our model hybrid statute, mandatory minimums cannot be applied, and incarceration is limited (both the use of incarceration and the length of incarceration). Even probation can create barriers to experiences that support desistance, growth, and maturity. The use of probation, including the terms and length of time, should be appropriate for the developmental stage. Imposing fines and fees on emerging adults is counterproductive, as most are financially dependent on their families.
6. POST-SENTENCING PROVISIONS
Emerging adults should receive developmentally appropriate supports and, whenever possible, in the community. If incarcerated, they should have access to special education, vocational training, and the opportunity to stay connected to family and other loved ones. Such access is much more likely to happen in a well-run juvenile facility or a specialized unit. Likewise, juvenile probation officers will be better prepared to meet the needs of young people than officers trained in the supervision of adults. Continued judicial oversight is essential to ensure that emerging adults are receiving age-appropriate treatment. Positive incentives, rather than technical violations or the threat of revocation of hybrid status, should be used to promote compliance and support maturity.

7. RECORD PROTECTION
One of the main objectives of hybrid systems is to spare emerging adults the lifelong consequences of a criminal record. Record protection should be automatic. This will free emerging adults from barriers to housing, employment, education and more and thereby contribute to their healthy growth and desistance from crime.
Part I of this report provides an introduction to emerging adult justice and hybrid systems for emerging adults, summarizes our general findings, and identifies the key provisions of the seven hybrid systems. In addition, this section includes concrete recommendations for a model hybrid statute for emerging adults.

Part II consists of reports for each of the seven hybrid systems with a detailed analysis of the key provisions of their hybrid statutes.

Preceding Part I and each report in Part II is a poem by a currently or formerly incarcerated emerging adult.
I broke the law and accept what I’ve done
In return I get 9 years for a lighter that looked like a gun
Listen to the outlook from one of the blessed youth
I said the blessed youth
From the blessed youth that’s been fed nothing but lies
Nowhere close to the truth
The things we took up are guns, knives and bats
Yeah, we be armed and strong
But how do you know it’s not right if you’re being taught wrong
Who cares enough to listen and slow down?
To understand the youth’s struggle?
Who really, honestly wants to help?
Is it you?
I asked, is it you?
A youth’s outlook is what I’m trying to share
A youth’s outlook is priceless and rare
A youth’s outlook should be carefully examined
A youth’s outlook is like fire from a cannon
A youth’s outlook from a young inquiring mind
A youth’s outlook while locked up and doing time
One thing I ask of you before I end this
Listen
I just ask that you hear me out
Try to understand
PART I
I. INTRODUCTION TO EMERGING ADULT JUSTICE AND HYBRID SYSTEMS

Although age 18 was once understood to signify developmental maturity, recent research suggests that brain development continues into the mid-20s, and that developmental milestones associated with independent, mature adulthood occur well past the 18th birthday for the current generation.

Neuroscience also tells us that the cognitive abilities of youth develop more quickly than their executive functioning and psychosocial skills, resulting in a “maturity gap.” This maturity gap means that “young adults are more likely to engage in risk-seeking behaviors, have difficulty moderating their responses in emotionally charged situations, or have not fully developed a future-oriented method of decision-making.” Moreover, cultural expectations around adolescence and adulthood have shifted in the last century. Whereas age 18 once corresponded to an assumption of adult roles, sociological research indicates that contemporary emerging adults experience a more extended transition to adulthood. Due in large part to economic changes, traditional markers of adulthood such as leaving the family home, getting married, and entering into the work force now rarely occur at age 18 in the United States. Accordingly, the 18- to 25-year-old age group have been recognized as a distinct developmental category—one during which adolescents “emerge” into adulthood.

The term “emerging adults,” first coined in 2000 by psychologist Jeffrey Jensen Arnett, aptly defines this critical developmental period: the transition from an adolescent who is dependent

Figure 1. Developmental factors and milestones in transition to adulthood
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on parents or guardians for supervision and guidance (as well as emotional and financial support) into a fully mature, independent adult who engages as a productive and healthy member of society. While there is no universal definition of “emerging adults” in the context of the criminal legal system, it is defined in this report as individuals transitioning from adolescence to adulthood, from age 18 to 25.

In the past decade, many professional fields have increasingly recognized the distinct developmental needs of emerging adults and crafted specific laws and policies to better address these needs. Policy discussions around the country are now focusing on transforming the justice system’s responses to emerging adults so that it similarly recognizes the distinct developmental needs of emerging adults and ends the cycle of incarceration for this critical age group.

The current age delineations of the American criminal legal system are inherited from the 19th century. Hoping to produce a model in which children could be rehabilitated and not merely punished, reformers urged the creation of a separate juvenile justice system for children. The age of demarcation between the juvenile and adult systems has differed among states over the years, but the vast majority now set it at age 18. However, many different types of statutory exceptions allow (or require) youth younger than age 18 to be prosecuted and/or sentenced as adults, regardless of the upper age of juvenile court jurisdiction.

Like younger adolescents, emerging adults are malleable and undergo significant cognitive and social changes during this critical stage of life, which is sometimes referred to as an “age of opportunity.” The vast majority of youth will mature and desist or “age out” of crime by the mid-20’s. Involvement in the adult criminal legal system can interfere with and harm this maturation process. Interactions with the system are “stickier” today than in prior times, as transgressions are more public, digital fingerprints are difficult to erase and can be fraught with error, and adult criminal records create a host of collateral consequences that further interfere with the healthy transition to adulthood.

Racial and ethnic disparities, present throughout the criminal legal system for all ages, are amplified for system-involved emerging adults. For example, in 2019, Black and Latinx 18- and 19-year-old males were 12.4 times and 3.2 times more likely to be imprisoned than their white peers, respectively. Black males ages 20 to 24, the incarceration rate was 8 times greater than for white males of the same age, while Latinx males were 3 times more likely to be incarcerated than their white peers. When looking at older adults, Black and Latinx men over age 25 are incarcerated at approximately 5 times and 2.5 times the rate of white men, respectively. As such, Black and Latinx emerging adults, especially younger cohorts, face the highest racial disparities of any age group in the adult criminal legal system. These disparities perpetuate other societal inequalities among vulnerable and minority communities, curtailing the ability to join the workforce, pursue higher education, participate in civic activities like voting, and secure housing. Racial and ethnic disparities magnify the collateral consequences of an adult criminal record for emerging adults of color, who are already experiencing challenges inherent in this period of transition to independent adulthood.

Most emerging adults in the criminal system have been victims of violence, and suffer from underlying mental, behavioral, and substance use disorders. Toxic environments, such as adult jails and prisons, further traumatize young people and cut off the opportunities and supports that are crucial to their ability to grow into healthy and productive adults.
The detrimental effects of the criminal legal system’s traditionally harmful environment affect emerging adults more than fully grown adults because they are more vulnerable to negative influence.23 This is evidenced, in part, by national rates of recidivism—emerging adults have the highest recidivism rates of any age group, cycling back into prisons the soonest and most frequently.24

Against this backdrop, a remarkable number of reform efforts focused on emerging adults have been pursued throughout the nation in the last decade. These reform initiatives can be grouped in three main categories: (1) localized/programmatic reforms; (2) isolated legislative reforms within the adult criminal legal system; and (3) systemic reforms.

Localized/programmatic reform initiatives include, for example, a specialized diversion program implemented by an elected prosecutor for a specific county, a specialized court, specialized probation caseloads, and a specialized correctional unit.25 These initiatives are often localized and may not benefit all emerging adults, even within the same local area. Since they are not statutory, they impact youth in different jurisdictions differently based on access (“justice by geography”)26 and are harder to sustain in the face of political changes of power and leadership. As such, localized, programmatic efforts can be even more vulnerable to perpetuation of racial and class inequalities.27

The second category of reforms — isolated legislative reforms within the adult criminal legal system — include initiatives such as adopting specialized parole or resentencing provisions28 and creating the opportunity for record expungement.29 These aim to ameliorate adult criminal legal system responses to all eligible emerging adults, but similar to localized programmatic reforms, they apply only to a segment of the criminal legal system.

By contrast, the third category — systemic reform efforts — have the potential to apply to all emerging adults and implicate all key system actors at once (police, prosecution, courts, corrections, etc.). These systemic emerging adult justice reform initiatives primarily consist of (1) raising the upper age of juvenile court jurisdiction,30 and (2) developing or expanding a third, hybrid system (also known as “youthful offender” statutes) for emerging adults. This report focuses on the latter, major emerging adult justice reform initiative. We use the term “hybrid” laws or systems for this group of reform initiatives throughout this report in lieu of the “youthful offender” statutes term to
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avoid perpetuating the stigma associated with the term “offender.” Also, the term “hybrid” is fitting to denote this third system of justice as it applies to emerging adults who are transitioning from adolescence to adulthood and combine elements of both the juvenile and adult criminal legal systems.

Hybrid systems enable emerging adults to be treated in a partially mitigated fashion befitting their distinct developmental attributes by applying some of the protective elements of the juvenile delinquency system, such as confidentiality and record protection provisions (e.g., court proceedings closed to the public, avoiding an adult “conviction” and substituting “adjudication” instead, and avoiding a criminal record via automatic expungement when a sentence is complete) and/or limiting confinement (with capped sentences or exceptions to “adult” mandatory sentences). These systems have the potential to play a critical role in reducing harmful impacts and racial and ethnic inequities that are caused or worsened by involvement in the adult criminal legal system. Hybrid laws are also associated with enhanced public safety, as evidenced by lower recidivism rates of impacted youth for weapon and violent offenses in some studies. Through record protection measures, hybrid laws reduce collateral effects of a criminal record, increase employment and community engagement opportunities for impacted youth, and can meaningfully curb incarceration. A study of gun violence in Chicago, for example, showed that employment is the most important preventative factor to keep emerging adults from carrying guns. The COVID-19 pandemic posed unique challenges in this context. Detachment from mainstream institutions is expected to be the highest for justice-involved youth and youth of color in the immediate future because of the pandemic. Hybrid laws are one way to help reverse the tide.

In comparison to more localized, programmatic reform efforts, hybrid laws address the needs of emerging adults in a systemic way while maintaining individualized rehabilitative goals. But hybrid systems are not without pitfalls. For instance, due to their discretionary nature, hybrid statutes may not apply evenly to all eligible emerging adults in the same jurisdiction, in contrast with across-the-board reform initiatives like raising the age of juvenile court jurisdiction. We acknowledge such inherent shortcomings and believe hybrid systems are just another tool in the toolbox of justice stakeholders to better address the developmental needs of system-involved emerging adults. **Hybrid systems should be used and assessed in the larger context of developmentally appropriate justice mechanisms for emerging adults and should not be relied on as a single silver bullet.**

Recently, jurisdictions throughout the nation have sought to enact or enhance hybrid laws: Michigan, the District of Columbia, and Vermont significantly expanded the scope of their hybrid systems by raising their upper age of eligibility to an individual’s 26th, 25th, and 22nd birthdays respectively. Similarly, as of the date of this report, New York had an active bill seeking to raise the age of its hybrid system to include emerging adults up to their 25th birthday.

While hybrid laws affect a significant number of young people and involve the use of substantial justice system resources, basic information about the location, scope, practice, and impact of hybrid laws have been unknown to the field. To fill this knowledge gap and with the support of the Joyce Foundation, we embarked on a national scan of hybrid statutes in January 2021. In Part I of this report, we summarize our findings of the national scan and present a comparative analysis of key provisions of seven hybrid systems for emerging adults in the nation along with our recommendations for a model hybrid statute. In Part II of this report, separate and detailed reports on each jurisdiction with a hybrid statute are included.
II. RESEARCH SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY

In the first phase of this project, we conducted a national scan of laws in all fifty states and the District of Columbia to identify jurisdictions with hybrid systems that combine elements of the juvenile and adult criminal legal systems and systemically extend some of the protections of the juvenile justice systems to emerging adults who exceed the upper-age threshold of juvenile court jurisdiction. This national scan was conducted as a desk review, using online legal research tools like Westlaw and LexisNexis, library collections, and other online information published by national youth justice organizations, such as the National Juvenile Defender Center. We also conducted a literature review and contacted public defender offices and/or prosecutor offices in major counties in all fifty states and the District of Columbia to confirm whether there is a hybrid statute or specialized statutory provision which applies to emerging adults in that jurisdiction. Our national scan revealed at least twenty-four jurisdictions with a “youthful offender” statute or some sort of specialized statutory provision that apply to adolescents and/or emerging adults. Out of these twenty-four jurisdictions that offer age-specific provisions, we identified seven that meet our criteria for a “hybrid system for emerging adults”: Systemic, statutory response extending some key, rehabilitation-focused juvenile justice provisions to youth above the upper age limit of juvenile court jurisdiction, in line with their distinct developmental stage. These jurisdictions are Alabama, District of Columbia, Florida, Michigan, New York, South Carolina, and Vermont. This report and our detailed analysis focus on these seven jurisdictions.

To enable an accurate and comparative legal analysis of the key provisions offered in these seven hybrid systems, we developed a data-collection instrument and coded key information in each statute in a systematic way. We expanded our research to understand the broader juvenile and criminal legal framework in each jurisdiction, noting such provisions as the upper age of juvenile court jurisdiction, sentencing guidelines, and mandatory minimums. This expansive research enabled us to accurately assess what legal difference hybrid system provisions make in the treatment of emerging adults. Additionally, we collected historic information on hybrid statutes, including the year of enactment of the original hybrid statute for each state that has one, any subsequent amendments, and substantive analysis of major changes.

In the second phase of our research, we synthesized this larger data set of key provisions in the hybrid systems in seven major categories presented as tables in this report. These categories are: 1) Eligibility – Age; (2) Eligibility – Offense; (3) Application; (4) Procedural Provisions; (5) Sentencing Provisions; (6) Post-Sentencing Provisions; and (7) Record Protection Provisions. Each category of analysis consists of a set of questions, presented in separate tables resembling a scorecard. A checkmark (✔) is a positive result and a cross (✗) indicates an area at which the hybrid system of a jurisdiction can be improved. Since there are often subtle nuances in statutory wording between jurisdictions and between the statute and its implementation in practice, we indicated major particularities of a jurisdiction by footnotes in each table in the state reports. We contacted key justice stakeholders, public defenders, prosecutors, and advocates in these seven jurisdictions to confirm our understanding of the key provisions and earlier drafts of these state reports drawing from this analysis. Based on their legislative history and robust provisions and case law, we selected three jurisdictions – Michigan, Alabama, and District of Columbia – for more in-depth research with the aim of finding existing data on the implementation of their hybrid systems. Since the pandemic...
limited our ability to travel, we conducted virtual interviews with key stakeholders in these three jurisdictions to enhance our understanding of their hybrid systems in practice. We also organized an in-person field trip to Detroit and Lansing, Michigan, and held meetings with circuit and district court judges, officials at the Michigan Supreme Court Administrative Office (SCAO), a prosecutor’s office, and probation officers. Wayne County Circuit Court (which covers Michigan’s most populous county) and SCAO shared with us some data on Michigan’s Holmes Youthful Trainee Act, which we analyzed and incorporated in our state report for Michigan. We also analyzed and incorporated in our state reports for Michigan, Alabama, and District of Columbia other public data we were able to retrieve from published reports.

III. KEY FINDINGS

Our national scan in the first phase of our research revealed at least twenty-four jurisdictions with a hybrid statute or some sort of specialized statutory provision applying to adolescents and/or emerging adults. While some among these twenty-four jurisdictions have a specific “youthful offender” statute, several others have isolated statutory provisions for adolescents or emerging adults embedded in their juvenile or adult criminal codes. Further, there is no common definition of “youth” or “youthful offender” across jurisdictions. These provisions and statutes vary greatly in scope and whom they apply to. Finally, most of these jurisdictions fall short of offering a full hybrid system for emerging adults, which is the focus of this research, for one or more of the following reasons:

First, several states (at least ten according to our national scan) have legal provisions that allow application of some of the protections of the juvenile system only to adolescents who were below the upper age limit of juvenile court at the time of committing an offense, while simultaneously subjecting them to the harsher treatment of the adult criminal legal system (with or without transfer to adult court) because of the “seriousness” of offense. We refer to these systems as “reverse hybrid systems” to distinguish them from hybrid systems that apply to emerging adults. Ohio’s “Serious Youthful Offender” law and Minnesota’s “Extended Jurisdiction Juvenile” provisions are examples of such “reverse hybrid systems” in the Great Lakes region. Other jurisdictions our national scan identified as having similar provisions are Massachusetts, Arkansas, Connecticut, Idaho, Iowa, Montana, New Mexico, and Oklahoma. Often described as “blended sentencing” or “extended jurisdiction juvenile” laws, these provisions differ from the hybrid systems that are the focus of our study. These provisions were created to mitigate harmful effects of the national “tough on crime” movement in the 1990s, which sought to prosecute and sentence more children as adults rather than to expand the rehabilitative model in the juvenile system to include emerging adults. Our detailed, comparative analysis excludes these jurisdictions.

Second, seven additional states offer only isolated statutory provisions targeting emerging adults – such as providing for specialized corrections, specialized sentencing, or specialized parole – but fall short of creating a true hybrid system for emerging adults that provide protections at the early stages of criminal prosecution through trial, sentencing, and post-release. For example, the “youthful offender” provisions in Colorado’s Criminal Code create a specialized (alternative) sentencing option for eligible youth under the custody of the Department of Corrections, but separate from the adult prison system. Other
states that offer specialized statutory provisions falling short of hybrid systems for emerging adults are California (specialized parole),\textsuperscript{46} Georgia (specialized corrections),\textsuperscript{47} Hawaii (specialized sentencing and corrections),\textsuperscript{48} Illinois (specialized parole),\textsuperscript{49} Indiana (specialized corrections),\textsuperscript{50} and Virginia (specialized sentencing and corrections).\textsuperscript{51} (See Figure 3). Most of these isolated statutory provisions for emerging adults focus on specialized sentencing and/or corrections for emerging adults and appear to draw structurally and substantively from the Federal Youth Corrections Act, which was passed in 1950 and later repealed in 1984.\textsuperscript{52}

As discussed above, our national scan revealed seven jurisdictions that have hybrid systems expanding some protections of the juvenile justice system to emerging adults: Alabama, District of Columbia, Florida, Michigan, New York, South Carolina, and Vermont. These hybrid systems for emerging adults often have been overlooked because they are mixed with jurisdictions that apply “youthful offender” statutes/provisions only to youth under the upper age limit of juvenile court jurisdiction but are treated more harshly than juveniles, usually as a result of direct filing, waiver provisions, or transfer laws.

Hybrid systems are also confused with, but different from, jurisdictions that offer some isolated statutory provision, such as specialized
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sentencing or corrections, for emerging adults. In contrast with these isolated, specialized legislative provisions, the seven jurisdictions included in our study offer comprehensive responses and create, in essence, a third justice system, in which emerging adults are spared some of the harms inherent in the adult criminal legal system and are afforded some of the protections and rehabilitative services provided in the juvenile justice system, extending from the early stages of a case to beyond sentencing.

Our in-depth legal analysis of these seven hybrid systems for emerging adults revealed that even these systems differ greatly by the degree of protections they offer, covering a wide spectrum between the adult criminal legal systems and juvenile justice systems. Some hybrid systems, like South Carolina and Florida, offer fewer systemic protections for emerging adults and focus instead on specialized sentencing or corrections; others, like Vermont and Michigan, offer more robust systemic responses, including strong confidentiality and record protection provisions, bringing them closer to juvenile justice systems. (See Figure 4). The versatile nature of hybrid systems makes them an important tool for policymakers who seek to transform justice responses to emerging adults.

It is not our intent to rank these seven hybrid systems against each other. Such ranking would not only be counterproductive to further meaningful emerging-adult justice reform, but also would be highly flawed, since the statutory provisions of these seven systems vary greatly in substance, scope, wording, practice, and impact. But our thorough analysis of these various statutes allowed us to identify key provisions and assess the hybrid systems’ strengths and weaknesses based on both the robust body of research on this distinct developmental group and the promising practices being developed in this burgeoning field. We summarize below our (A) general findings; and (B) findings on Key Provisions of these hybrid statutes.

A. General Findings on Hybrid Statutes for Emerging Adults

Our search for, and subsequent analysis of, hybrid statutes that apply elements of the juvenile and adult criminal legal systems to emerging adults revealed general findings in three areas: (1) Goals; (2) Legislative Drafting; (3) Data.

1. Goals
We observed two distinct but complementary goals of hybrid systems for emerging adults:

First, to reduce the harm caused by the adult system. The means to achieve this differ in each jurisdiction but can include adding elements of confidentiality in the proceedings with a closed session or sealing records; eliminating mandatory sentencing; and providing an opportunity for youth to avoid the lifelong consequences of an adult criminal record. Our comparative study suggests that current hybrid systems put more emphasis in this goal.
Second, to support the transition to healthy adulthood and focus on rehabilitation rather than punishment. This involves providing positive support with more developmentally appropriate services and opportunities. A good example of this is the hybrid provision in Washington, D.C., which explicitly states that “the Mayor shall provide facilities, treatment, and services for the developmentally appropriate care, custody, subsistence, education, workforce training, and protection” of youth eligible under the statute.54

Though both are important goals, we found no jurisdiction that embraced both goals holistically. Instead, we discovered a complicated patchwork of varying procedures and approaches that tended to emphasize the first goal – reducing harm caused by the adult system.

2. Legislative Drafting
We observed that some hybrid systems (e.g., Alabama) have very brief hybrid statutes that do not incorporate a comprehensive framework reflecting the distinct developmental stage of emerging adulthood and guiding decision-making by justice agents. Others (e.g., Florida and South Carolina) put excessive emphasis on regimented, military-style confinement in their YO statutes and frequently use terms like “boot camp” or “shock incarceration.” All hybrid systems except for Michigan still use the “youthful (or youth) offender” label to denote eligible youth, which comes with the stigma that follows a young person for a lifetime and contradicts the rehabilitative premise of these hybrid systems.

3. Data
Except for the District of Columbia’s Youth Rehabilitation Act, none of the hybrid systems expressly incorporates a mandate for data collection, contributing to the dearth of knowledge about how these systems work in practice, whether they alleviate or enhance racial and other disparities, and how they affect outcomes for participants as well as public safety.

B. Findings on Key Provisions
The key provisions of each hybrid system are complex and best understood in the larger context of their jurisdiction’s legal framework. To enable a meaningful comparison of these key provisions and inform policymakers and justice officials who want to improve their existing legal framework for emerging adults, we created tables for each category of key provisions and share below some of the highlights of our findings. These categories are: 1) Eligibility – Age; (2) Eligibility – Offense; (3) Application; (4) Procedural Provisions; (5) Sentencing Provisions; (6) Post-Sentencing Provisions; and (7) Record Protection Provisions. A more detailed analysis of these provisions and questions raised regarding each jurisdiction can be found in Part II – State Reports.

1. Eligibility – Age
Among the seven jurisdictions in this study, the ranges of eligibility based on age vary between 12 to 18 at the lower age threshold and 19 to 26 at the upper age limit.

Michigan has the highest upper age limit for a hybrid system for emerging adults (Holmes Youthful Trainee Act – HYTA). A youth can be
eligible for Michigan’s HYTA if they had not reached their 26th birthday at the time of the alleged offense. Michigan is closely followed by the District of Columbia, which sets the upper age limit of its hybrid system at the 25th birthday at the time of offense. Both the District of Columbia and Michigan passed major reform bills raising the eligibility age of their hybrid systems to highest in the nation in 2018 and 2020, respectively.

All jurisdictions except for South Carolina mark the age of eligibility by the time of the alleged offense (not by date of filing or conviction).

All jurisdictions except for Michigan apply their hybrid systems not only to emerging adults (youth above the upper age threshold of the juvenile court jurisdiction), but also to younger youth (children) who were transferred, direct-filed, or waived to adult court for prosecution. We use the term “split hybrid system” for such jurisdictions in our report. Although our analysis focuses on emerging adults, we use the term “youth” to denote both eligible groups in this report. As stated above, our study excludes “reverse hybrid systems” — jurisdictions that apply their “youthful offender” statutes only to children below the upper age limit of juvenile court jurisdiction and that do not extend these statutory provisions to emerging adults. It is worth noting that some jurisdictions included in our study started as reverse hybrid systems but later developed a hybrid system for emerging adults within their legal framework, as a result of legislative reforms changing age of majority or juvenile/family court. Alabama’s hybrid system is an interesting example of the dynamic nature of the line between a hybrid and reverse hybrid system, along with Vermont, which raised the upper age limit of its “youthful offender law” from age 18 to the 22nd birthday in 2018 at the same time it raised the upper age of its juvenile (family) court jurisdiction from 18th to the 20th birthday.55

While most hybrid systems treat all emerging adults of eligible age the same, two jurisdictions (Michigan and South Carolina) differ in this respect. Most notably, Michigan requires the consent of the prosecutor to assign a youth HYTA status if the alleged offense was committed after an individual’s 21st birthday.

2. Eligibility – Offense
Alabama and Vermont have the widest offense eligibility range, excluding no emerging adults statutorily solely based on the nature of the charged offense. Except for Florida, which applies only to felonies, all hybrid systems apply to both misdemeanors and felonies. However, most hybrid systems provide some statutory exclusions for certain offenses. For instance, the hybrid systems of Michigan and the District of Columbia statutorily exclude murder and sexual offenses. New York, in addition to certain serious felonies and sexual offenses, also excludes “armed felony”; however, the Court does have the discretion, after weighing mitigating circumstances, to extend eligibility to a youth
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>NY</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>VT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lower Age Limit</strong></td>
<td>Birthday at which a youth becomes eligible for the hybrid statute</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Upper Age Limit</strong></td>
<td>Birthday up to which a youth remains eligible for the hybrid statute</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Age Tiers for Emerging Adults</strong></td>
<td>Are different age groups within the emerging adult range treated the same under the hybrid statute?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gun Offenses and Hybrid Systems for Emerging Adults

Except for special treatment of armed felonies in New York, no hybrid system categorically excludes firearms offenses. However, the reality is far more complex. Application of hybrid systems relies heavily on other sentencing laws, as well as judicial and prosecutorial discretion. For example, the maximum possible penalty for the charged offense can make a youth ineligible for “youthful offender” status in South Carolina. In Michigan, revocation of HYTA status is mandatory if the youth is convicted of a firearms offense while serving a HYTA term. Additionally, our interviews with key stakeholders in several jurisdictions indicate that court and prosecutorial practices vary greatly in cases involving gun possession and other offenses committed with guns. Since data is lacking on implementation of hybrid systems in the various jurisdictions, these anecdotal observations about the relationship between gun offenses and hybrid systems of treatment for emerging adults cannot currently be complemented by empirical analysis.

charged with some of the excluded offenses. South Carolina’s hybrid system has the narrowest eligibility range in terms of charged offense, applying only to nonviolent misdemeanors and less serious felonies. Although statutory exclusions are often limited to only a few of the more serious offenses in most hybrid systems, our interviews with key stakeholders in several jurisdictions suggest that wide prosecutorial and judicial discretion provided in these hybrid statutes may de facto restrict their application for some offenses in practice.

Of the seven hybrid systems we examined, four can apply to eligible youth more than once. Only Florida, South Carolina, and New York limit application of “youthful offender” status to those who were not previously treated under the same statute. However, even when a prior case under the hybrid statute does not automatically disqualify a youth for a subsequent offense, we observed that in practice the courts may consider such history negatively while using judicial discretion.

In five of the seven hybrid systems, youth that have any criminal history other than prior case under the hybrid statute are still eligible to be treated under the hybrid statute for a subsequent offense. Youth in Michigan with a history of certain sexual offenses and youth in New York with a prior felony conviction cannot be treated in their state’s hybrid system.

Table 2. Eligibility - Offense

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>NY</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>VT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Offenses Included</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Exclusion for Prior Case under Hybrid Statute</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Exclusion for Other Criminal History</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Application

The application of the hybrid statute is determined by the adult criminal court in all hybrid systems except for Vermont, where the determination is made in the Family (Juvenile) Court. A common feature of all hybrid systems in the U.S. is that application of the hybrid statute to an eligible youth is discretionary, and the final decision on granting application of the statute is made by the court. In Florida, the Department of Corrections is also given statutory power to designate an individual already sentenced as an adult as a “youthful offender.”

Although judicial discretion is a common feature of all hybrid systems, the statutes differ greatly in terms of guidance provided to judges and other stakeholders in the use of their discretionary powers. Some hybrid statutes, such as those in Michigan, Alabama, Florida, and South Carolina, provide little to no criteria for their discretionary application, whereas those in the District of Columbia, New York and Vermont include extensive criteria. In the absence of statutory criteria, appellate courts in Michigan and Alabama have proactively developed guidelines for judicial discretion in eligible cases. The criteria we most frequently observed in case law and relevant statutes are age at the time of offense (youth or immaturity), past contact with the justice system, nature of offense, and potential for rehabilitation.

Although the court has the final decision on the application of the hybrid statute, the parties can initiate or argue for or against it. In some jurisdictions (e.g., Michigan and Alabama), consent of the youth is required for application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Application</th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>NY</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>VT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile Court</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presumptive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge Initiates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosecutor Initiates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth Initiates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Prosecutorial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consent Requirement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Decision:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Court</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria in Statute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the court has the final decision on the application of the hybrid statute, the parties can initiate or argue for or against it. In some jurisdictions (e.g., Michigan and Alabama), consent of the youth is required for application.
of the YO statute. Unique to Michigan, consent of the prosecutor is required for application of HYTA to youth ages 21 and over at the time of offense.

With minor exceptions in New York (first misdemeanor conviction) and Vermont (presumption for diversion in certain cases), in no cases are the hybrid statutes presumed to apply to eligible youth. This combination of wide judicial discretion and little to no guiding criteria elevates the risk of bias and “justice by geography,” where similar cases receive different treatment from courtroom to courtroom.

An important feature of hybrid systems for emerging adults is the procedural protections they offer to eligible youth. Most notably, Michigan, Alabama, Vermont, and New York require hybrid system proceedings to be confidential and/or closed to the public. But the degree of confidentiality protection differs among these four hybrid systems. In Michigan, for example, confidentiality kicks in only after HYTA determination is made. In New York, when a misdemeanor case appears to be eligible for treatment under the hybrid statute, proceedings (even at arraignment) start sealed with the consent of the youth. In Vermont, the hearing to determine whether the hybrid status should be granted is open to the public for youth ages 18 or over at the time of offense whereas the entire hearing is closed to the public for those younger.

Hybrid systems that closely track the adult criminal system and function more like specialized sentencing and/or corrections provisions (South Carolina, Florida and District of Columbia) offer less or no confidentiality protections of the court proceedings.

Except for Michigan, a guilty plea is not required for application of the statute in the other hybrid systems. In the District of Columbia, Florida, New York, and South Carolina, the hybrid statute can apply to a youth who was found guilty after a jury trial, whereas in Alabama and Vermont, a jury trial is not allowed under the hybrid statute.

One of the major benefits of hybrid statutes is the limits they impose on possible sentences. All seven hybrid systems technically obviate mandatory minimum sentences that normally apply to individuals in the adult criminal legal system per the jurisdiction’s sentencing laws. Except for the District of Columbia, all hybrid systems either preclude or limit the length of possible terms of incarceration for eligible youth. Under Vermont’s hybrid statute, for example, the only dispositional option for youth over age 18 is probation. Similarly, in Michigan, a youth assigned “youthful trainee” status under HYTA for a misdemeanor cannot be placed in state prison, but can be placed in county jail for no longer than one year. Further, the duration of an incarceration term cannot exceed two years in a HYTA felony case in Michigan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Procedural Provisions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Plea Requirement</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Closed Session</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jury Trial</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5. Sentencing Provisions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Limits on Fines &amp; Fees</th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>NY</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>VT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Are fines and fees prohibited or limited for youth under the hybrid statute?</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Limits on Incarceration</th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>NY</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>VT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Does the hybrid statute preclude or limit the length of a term of incarceration?</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Limits on Probation</th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>NY</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>VT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Does the hybrid statute limit the length of a term of probation?</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mandatory Minimums Obviated</th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>NY</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>VT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Does the hybrid statute obviate mandatory minimum sentences for eligible youth?</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to limits on possible incarceration, all hybrid systems, except for the District of Columbia and New York, impose limits on the length of a term of probation. Our interviews with key stakeholders revealed that probation is the typical disposition in most hybrid systems. The sentencing limits provided in hybrid statutes have the potential to reduce incarceration and harmful effects of long-term exposure of emerging adults to corrections.

Surprisingly, we found that only one hybrid system – Vermont – prohibits or limits imposition of fines and fees for eligible youth.


Currently in all hybrid systems, emerging adults sentenced to incarceration and/or probation are placed in adult corrections and probation. Michigan, South Carolina, and Florida have specialized correctional units within the adult

Table 6. Post-Sentencing Provisions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Special Custody</th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>NY</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>VT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is there a specialized correctional unit for emerging adults incarcerated under the hybrid statute?</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Juvenile Custody</th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>NY</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>VT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can emerging adults incarcerated under the hybrid statute be committed to juvenile corrections and avoid adult corrections?</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Juvenile Probation</th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>NY</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>VT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can emerging adults placed on community supervision under the hybrid statute remain under the supervision of juvenile probation agency?</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Court Involvement</th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>NY</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>VT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Does the court maintain jurisdiction and hear any alleged post-sentencing violations?</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Early Termination</th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>NY</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>VT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is there an opportunity to shorten the period of probation or confinement if the young person is doing well?</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Support Services</th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>NY</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>VT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Does the hybrid statute require mandatory provision of support services to eligible youth?</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
correctional system for emerging adults incarcerated under their YO statutes. In addition, the District of Columbia, although not mandated by its hybrid statute (Youth Rehabilitation Act – YRA), launched in 2018 the Young Men Emerging Unit, a specialized corrections program in the D.C. jail that houses a limited number of emerging adults, some of whom are sentenced under the YRA.57

In all hybrid systems except South Carolina, the Court maintains oversight of the hybrid case post-disposition to hear any alleged violation of a disposition under the hybrid statute. In Michigan, for example, the court can hear an alleged violation of the HYTA term and may revoke HYTA status, as opposed to handing over discretion to corrections or probation post-disposition. Further, all hybrid systems except New York58 offer an opportunity to shorten the period of probation or confinement if the young person is doing well. Research suggests that such early terminations and other positive incentives can be especially effective in promoting a young person’s compliance with the law.

Supportive services are critical for an emerging adult to successfully complete the terms of a hybrid case and avoid reoffending. Four of the seven hybrid systems mandate the provision of such services in the statute. The District of Columbia’s YRA, as amended in 2018, comes to the forefront in this regard. Despite not being mandated by the hybrid statute in other jurisdictions (e.g., Michigan), some developmentally appropriate services are provided in practice in collaboration with community organizations.

Arguably the greatest benefit of hybrid statutes is the record protection provisions they offer. The effects of a criminal record on the life of an emerging adult are pervasive: An adult criminal record diminishes an individual’s prospects of steady employment and higher education, restricts civic engagement, and limits access to adequate housing and public assistance, all of which are critical to an emerging adult’s healthy transition to adulthood.59 These collateral effects also disproportionately affect youth of color, deepening intergenerational poverty and racial inequities.60 Further, onerous procedural requirements for expunging criminal records can marginalize emerging adults, who often lack the resources and knowledge to navigate the legal system.

It is therefore promising that in four of the seven hybrid systems in our study (Alabama, Michigan, New York, and Vermont), youth can automatically avoid a formal record of conviction if the term of the hybrid case ends successfully. The remaining

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7. Record Protection Provisions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Automatic Record Protection</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can a youth automatically avoid a formal record of conviction if the term under the hybrid statute ends successfully?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Record Protection</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If it is not automatic, does the hybrid statute offer other means of record protection, such as a petition to expunge or seal records of a conviction?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
three hybrid systems (D.C., Florida, and South Carolina) offer other means of record protection by petition, such as “conviction set aside,” “withholding adjudication of guilt,” and “expungement” provisions, respectively. However, the legal impact of this latter group of record protection provisions is more limited than protections offered in other hybrid systems that do not consider a guilty finding under their hybrid statute as a conviction. The scope, procedures, and effects of all these record protection provisions vary between jurisdictions, as discussed in more detail in the state reports.

“Having my record set aside helped me feel like I belonged in college. The Youth Rehabilitation Act [YRA—D.C.’s hybrid statute] extends beyond employment as it plays a critical role in a young person developing into an adult altogether. YRA gave me a different identity in a way that would allow me to pursue my dreams instead of watching them run away from me. Once I fully understood the YRA, I started to realize how critical its role was and still is in the success I have today.”

Jordan, Free Minds Book Club

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS AND MODEL HYBRID STATUTE

A. General Recommendations

1. Goals
First, our overarching recommendation for jurisdictions is to fully embrace both goals of a hybrid system: (1) to reduce the harm of the adult criminal legal system, especially elements that drive mass incarceration and the pervasive racial, ethnic, economic, and other inequities that harm individuals, families, communities, and society as a whole; and (2) to support the successful transition to healthy adulthood. This means that jurisdictions should be constantly asking: Are we (intentionally or unintentionally) making things worse? And are we actively and systemically providing developmentally appropriate services, programs, and opportunities that youth need to thrive?

Successfully applying a hybrid statute requires that all key stakeholders be well-educated in youth development. This includes defense attorneys, prosecutors, judges, probation officers and correctional staff. Some jurisdictions have community service providers with a wealth of experience and expertise working with this distinct developmental age group, and the system should seek their assistance in designing training curricula for the various stakeholders.

Additionally, creating specialized practices and departments may be a way to ensure that the system is employing a developmentally appropriate approach to the emerging adults. As noted earlier, our research showed that most
of the hybrid systems (except Vermont) were operating within the regular adult criminal legal system, and specifically designated staff or facilities were rarely being used in these cases. This contrasts starkly with the juvenile justice systems, where it is common to see cases being handled by professionals (judges, prosecutors, defense attorneys, mental health clinicians, etc.) who have received training and are specifically assigned to work with youth.

Finally, as discussed in the Introduction section above, hybrid statutes are just another tool in the toolbox of justice stakeholders to better address the developmental needs of system-involved emerging adults. Hybrid systems should not be relied on as a cure-all, and should be used and assessed in the larger context of developmentally appropriate justice mechanisms for emerging adults.

2. Legislative Drafting
Embracing the two essential goals of hybrid system wholeheartedly also means that the statutes should include language that explicitly states the underlying goals. Hybrid statutes should also avoid using stigmatizing terms, such as “youth(ful) offenders.” Finally, the legislation should exclude all outdated, ineffective and harmful punishments, such as “boot camps” and “shock incarceration.” Research has found such programming to be ineffective in reducing recidivism and fostering positive life outcomes for young people.63

3. Data
As a third general recommendation, a hybrid statute should require collection, assessment, and reporting of data so that both the system actors and the public can evaluate how the hybrid systems are being implemented in practice and whether the goals of the hybrid systems are being achieved. As discussed in the

#DevelopingJustice
Emerging Adult Justice Developmental Framework

The Emerging Adult Justice Project, with the assistance of a diverse group of experts, recently created a new developmental framework specifically for emerging adults involved in the justice system.61 The model is now being test-driven in Massachusetts, Nebraska, and the District of Columbia, with the support of the Annie E. Casey Foundation.62 It is our hope that this framework, which will be further revised over the next several years according to the lessons learned from these jurisdictions, will be an important guide for jurisdictions adopting emerging adult justice reforms, including the design and implementation of hybrid systems.

Key Findings section above, basic data on hybrid systems were extremely difficult to obtain for this report. At a minimum, jurisdictions should be tracking caseloads: How many youths are eligible for the hybrid system? How many actually enter the hybrid system? Who are these youth (age, gender, race and ethnicity)? What are the charges (misdemeanor, felony, etc.)? How many
As discussed above under the Key Findings section, our thorough analysis of hybrid statutes allowed us to identify key provisions and assess these various systems’ strengths and weaknesses based on both the robust body of research on this distinct developmental group and the promising practices being developed in this burgeoning field. In this section, using the same tables we created to assist with our analysis of the key provisions of each hybrid statute, we propose a model hybrid statute with the following provisions to guide jurisdictions in improving their existing hybrid system or creating a new one.

1. Eligibility – Age

Many hybrid statutes set the lower age limit well below the start of emerging adulthood (e.g., New York at age 13), and these laws could even include youth who have not yet reached puberty. Our research showed that the jurisdictions with low age limits tend to be jurisdictions that also allow younger children to be prosecuted and sentenced as adults, either through a direct file or transfer provisions. The hybrid system in these jurisdictions is being used as a mechanism to partially ameliorate the harm caused by such transfer provisions. Of course, the better solution would be for jurisdictions to ensure all those within the age limit of juvenile court benefit fully from the protections of the juvenile system.64 If such transfer provisions are eliminated, it then makes sense for the lower age limit of the hybrid system...

### B. Recommendations on Key Provisions and Model Hybrid Statute

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 8. Model Hybrid Statute: Eligibility - Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lower Age Limit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Age Limit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Age Tiers for Emerging Adults</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*As noted in the text above, we recommend that the lower age limit of a hybrid statute be set, at a minimum, on the birthday in which all alleged offenses are automatically prosecuted in adult criminal court. For Georgia, Texas and Wisconsin, this would be age 17. This recommendation is built on the ideal that no children (those under the upper age limit of juvenile court) be denied full protection of the provisions offered in a rehabilitative juvenile justice system and subjected to the punitive adult system.
to be set at the birthday at which juvenile court jurisdiction ends. For most states, that would be 18, but as of the writing of this report, it would be 17 in Georgia, Texas, and Wisconsin, as this is the upper age limit of their juvenile justice systems. But until jurisdictions stop allowing younger youth to be prosecuted and sentenced as adults, jurisdictions can and should consider a lower age limit for their hybrid systems.

The current hybrid statutes offer a range of upper age limits, from 19 in New York to 26 in Michigan. Since research shows that the transition to adulthood extends into the mid-20s, and that youth who have experienced trauma and/or suffered from brain injuries tend to reach developmental milestones associated with adulthood at even later ages, we recommend 26 as an appropriate upper age limit for a model statute.

For a model statute, we further recommend using the age at the time of the alleged offense as the marker for eligibility rather than the age at the time of conviction. The latter can cause unfair outcomes since youth have little control over the progression of their court case.

Some jurisdictions provide age tiers for emerging adults within the hybrid statute. Generally, this has resulted from political compromise – factors that could be negotiated during the passage of the bill. For a model statute, we recommend that eligibility based on age be the same for all emerging adults.

2. Eligibility – Offense
As discussed in the Introduction of this report, most emerging adults will mature and age out of criminal behavior by their mid-20s. The types of offenses they may be charged with have no bearing on their developmental stage and cannot be used to accurately predict future behavior, criminal or otherwise. Our model statute therefore allows all offenses to be included in a hybrid system.

In particular, there is no evidence-based reason for excluding gun charges from hybrid statutes. Several recent studies in different jurisdictions showed that arrests for illegal gun possession were heavily skewed toward Black males and that enforcement focused on Black communities. Hybrid systems should not exclude or create punitive exceptions for gun offenses since this practice deepens the racial disparities that are already pervasive in the criminal legal systems’ treatment of emerging adults.

As emerging adults are maturing, they are remarkably malleable, and can change rapidly. The fact that a young person has been involved in the criminal legal system (or even a hybrid system) before, should not exclude them from being served

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 9. Model Hybrid Statute: Eligibility - Offense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>All Offenses Included</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Exclusion for Prior Case under Hybrid Statute</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Exclusion for Other Criminal History</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in a more developmentally appropriate system. Furthermore, the exclusion of youth with a prior criminal history will unfairly impact youth of color, who are disproportionately caught up in both the juvenile and adult justice systems at levels that cannot be explained by differences in their behavior, further amplifying societal inequities.

3. Application
In order to pursue the two overarching goals of a model hybrid system — ameliorating the harm caused by the adult criminal legal system and supporting transition to healthy adulthood by applying a more developmentally appropriate response and focusing on rehabilitation rather than punishment for system-involved emerging adults — it makes the most sense to rely on the juvenile court to determine whether a hybrid system should apply to youth. Juvenile judges and other juvenile system actors (such as juvenile probation officers) should have more expertise, as their caseload is focused on youth and often can include delinquency and child welfare cases, and youth may not age out of this system until 21. Ideally, professionals working in the juvenile court have also received training in adolescent development and healthy youth development, resulting in more informed decision-making.

Hybrid systems should not exclude or create punitive exceptions for gun offenses since this practice deepens the racial disparities that are already pervasive in the criminal legal systems’ treatment of emerging adults.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 10. Model Hybrid Statute: Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Juvenile Court</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the juvenile court decide whether to apply the hybrid statute?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Presumptive Application</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the hybrid statute presumed to apply to youth who meet the eligibility requirements?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Judge Initiates</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the judge prompt application of the hybrid statute at own initiative?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prosecutor Initiates</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the prosecutor initiate application of the hybrid statute?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Youth Initiates</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the youth (defense) request application of the hybrid statute?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Prosecutorial Consent Requirement</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the determination of whether to apply the hybrid statute be made without the prosecutor’s consent?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Final Decision: Court</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the court have the final decision on granting the application of the hybrid statute?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Criteria in Statute</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the hybrid statute explicitly set the criteria for granting its application?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our proposed statutory model includes a strong presumption to applying the hybrid statute. This does not prevent a later decision to be made to prosecute an emerging adult in the traditional adult criminal legal system, but while the decision is being made, the presumption protects the young person from the harms of the adult system. Otherwise, a young person can spend days, weeks, months or even a year in some circumstances, exposed to the adult system and subject to its potential trauma and other negative impacts, before being moved to a hybrid system.

Once a jurisdiction creates a hybrid system, we recommend that all parties – judges, prosecutors, and youth/defense attorneys – have an opportunity to initiate the application to a hybrid system. Providing prosecutors with the option of blocking the application, by requiring prosecutorial consent in the statute, is problematic. Often prosecutors make their decision to give or deny consent early on in a case, when significant pieces of the evidence or circumstances of the young person’s life, maturity, and alleged actions are unknown. If the default (presumed) application of the hybrid statute as we recommend for the statutory model is overridden, then having a hearing in front of a judge, a neutral party, and allowing all the parties to present relevant evidence and make arguments for or against the application of the hybrid statute is both fair and appropriate. Further, it is important that victims be included in the process. This means that victims should be able to attend the hearing (even if it is otherwise closed to the public) and to submit a statement regarding the application of the hybrid statute in this case, if appropriate.

And finally, a model statute clearly and explicitly sets forth the criteria for a judge to apply in making such a decision. Of course, the criteria should consider the two important overarching goals of the hybrid statute as discussed above, the developmental stage of emerging adulthood, and the relevant research showing their ongoing potential for growth and maturity with appropriate supports and opportunities.

Youth and emerging adults are particularly susceptible to the pressures of entering a guilty plea without thinking through all the consequences (especially future repercussions) or taking the time to adequately pursue their rights of due process. Under a model hybrid statute, eligibility is not contingent upon entering a plea, nor are young people required to waive their right to a jury trial.

Because of the severe lifelong consequences that accompany a criminal record, a model statute includes provisions to protect a youth’s privacy while proceedings are conducted. This can be achieved by holding them in a closed court session, especially in jurisdictions that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Plea Requirement</strong></td>
<td>Can youth be eligible for the hybrid statute without having to enter a plea of guilty?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Closed Session</strong></td>
<td>Are at least some proceedings for emerging adults under the hybrid statute closed to the public?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jury Trial</strong></td>
<td>Is a jury trial allowed under the hybrid statute?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
traditionally hold closed hearings in juvenile
delinquency cases, or by using initials or some
other nonidentifying information in the public
records and proceedings. If the case is ultimately
dismissed or otherwise disposed of without any
finding of guilt (or a term with the equivalent
meaning), the young person can be spared
unnecessary harm at a particularly critical stage
of their lives when they are transitioning into
adulthood. And as one interviewee explained,
it’s hard to “put the cat back in the bag” and add
record protection once a case has been made
public.

A plethora of reports address the harms
caused by the incarceration of youth and
adults, and the more general phenomenon of
mass incarceration. Jurisdictions interested
in creating or expanding a hybrid statute have
an opportunity to adopt more developmentally
appropriate responses that focus on effective
supports, services, and opportunities available
outside the prison walls and in the community. In
our model hybrid statute, therefore, mandatory
minimums cannot be applied, and the use and
length of incarceration is limited. Even probation,
which allows youth to remain in the community,
can be onerous and create barriers to experiences
that support desistance, growth, and maturity.
Both the use and length of probation should
be well reasoned and carefully tailored to the
developmental stage.

Finally, imposing fines and fees on emerging
adults who are system-involved is, in most
circumstances, counterproductive. Most
emerging adults, even those that are not system-
involved, are financially dependent on their
families for food, housing and/or transportation.
Gone are the days of good-paying jobs for
19-year-olds that allow full independence. When
the fines and fees are paid, some interviewees
told us they believe the payments are coming
from family or close friends, who have their own
financial burdens that can include supporting
younger children in the household. And if unpaid
or paid late, fines and fees can further entangle
emerging adults in a system that will continue to
make their healthy transition to adulthood more
difficult.

We propose a model hybrid statute that extends
the principles and practices outlined above to the
post-sentencing (post-dispositional) process. If
an emerging adult receives a “youthful offender”
disposition under the hybrid system, it only
makes sense that they receive developmentally

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 12. Model Hybrid Statute: Sentencing (Disposition) Provisions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limits on Fines &amp; Fees</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limits on Incarceration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limits on Probation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mandatory Minimums Obviated</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
appropriate supports when the court case is complete. This means that if an emerging adult loses their liberty, they should not be housed in a regular adult correctional unit, but rather a specialized unit that provides such developmentally appropriate services as education (including special education) and vocational training and actively supports communications and connections with family and loved ones, etc.\textsuperscript{70} In many jurisdictions, the best option will be to keep the emerging adult in the custody of the juvenile system rather than try to create a whole new correctional system. There are important federal laws that seek to separate youth from adults by sight and sound (the Juvenile Justice Delinquency and Prevention Act) and protect them from sexual abuse while held or incarcerated (Prison Rape Elimination Act). Housing youth incarcerated under a hybrid statute in the custody of the juvenile system would not violate such laws so long as youth under the hybrid statute are processed in the juvenile system and not defined and convicted as “adults.”\textsuperscript{71}

Similarly, when it comes to community supervision, it may be most beneficial to use juvenile probation departments and tap into the staff expertise on youth development, in-depth experiences working with this age group, and knowledge of appropriate resources in the community, rather than create new specialized probational services.

Research shows that positive incentives can be particularly motivating for this age group, so providing clear provisions that allow the probation period to be shortened and conditions reduced are key components for a model statute. Hybrid statutes should eliminate the ability to revoke hybrid status for technical violations during probation or parole and instead rely on positive incentives to promote compliance. Hybrid statutes should also offer an opportunity for early consideration for judicial review or parole release of emerging adults.

Continuing judicial oversight of the case is another important component of a model statute. We learned during some of our interviews more informal methods used in a hybrid system to resolve alleged violations of conditions are subject to arbitrary application.

And as noted in the “Key Findings” section above, it is counterproductive to create a hybrid statute and not provide developmentally appropriate supports. We recommend that a hybrid statute

\begin{table}
\centering
\caption{Model Hybrid Statute: Post-Sentencing (Post-Disposition) Provisions}
\begin{tabular}{|p{9cm}|p{12cm}|}
\hline
\textbf{Special Custody} & Is there a specialized correctional unit for emerging adults incarcerated under the hybrid statute? \\
\hline
\textbf{Juvenile Custody} & Can emerging adults incarcerated under the hybrid statute be committed to juvenile corrections and avoid adult corrections? \\
\hline
\textbf{Juvenile Probation} & Can emerging adults placed on community supervision under the hybrid statute remain under the supervision of juvenile probation agency? \\
\hline
\textbf{Court Involvement} & Does the court maintain jurisdiction and hear any alleged post-sentencing violations? \\
\hline
\textbf{Early Termination} & Is there an opportunity to shorten the period of probation or confinement if the young person is doing well? \\
\hline
\textbf{Support Services} & Does the hybrid statute require mandatory provision of support services to eligible youth? \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
provide a mandate for the development and support of these services. But it is important to note that it is inappropriate and unfair to have judges or others consider whether these support systems currently exist or not when determining whether to apply the hybrid statute to a particular case. Young people should never be penalized for the absence or limitations of support services; rather, the system should be held accountable for ensuring these services are available.

### 7. Record Protection Provisions

One of the most beneficial aspects of a hybrid system is record protection. By removing the lifelong collateral consequences of a criminal record, young people are given the opportunity to achieve the developmental milestones known to support desistance and promote healthy adulthood, such as safe and stable housing and meaningful employment. A model statute provides automatic record protection upon completion of the case. Providing other means of record protection through a court petition is a less beneficial alternative. Young people who have just experienced the criminal legal system will, understandably, have practical and emotional reasons not to want to return to court for this last step in the process. Adding such a bureaucratic process may be surmountable, but it will result in many more emerging adults stuck with a record against their own interests, as well as the interests of their families. And has been shown by the Criminal Justice Coordination Council’s analysis of the District of Columbia’s hybrid system, setting aside criminal records reduces recidivism, benefitting society as a whole.

---

**Table 14. Model Hybrid Statute: Record Protection Provisions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Can a youth automatically avoid a formal record of conviction if the term under the hybrid statute ends successfully?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Automatic Record Protection</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Record Protection</strong></td>
<td>If it is not automatic, does the hybrid statute offer other means of record protection, such as a petition to expunge or seal records of a conviction?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Young people should never be penalized for the absence or limitations of support services; rather, the system should be held accountable for ensuring these services are available.
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Changes

By CW

There comes a time in our lives
When we reach the point of adulthood
Where we get rid of our childish mentality
And grow up

And we're put into rough situations
That we're mature enough to think our way out of
Where we learn how to conquer those situations
And not depend on someone else to always be there
To pick us up when we fall

There are a lot of obstacles we face
That determine our maturity
And when we overcome them
We know that we’ve changed
PART II
Michigan’s Holmes Youthful Trainee Act: A Tiered Hybrid System with the Most Expansive Age Range

I. LEGAL LANDSCAPE

In the last decade, Michigan has implemented and initiated many reforms to make its youth justice system more developmentally appropriate. Effective on October 1, 2021, Michigan increased the upper age limit of its juvenile court jurisdiction from an individual’s 17th birthday to their 18th birthday at the time of an alleged offense.1 Further, Michigan has a progressive hybrid system for emerging adults, which now allows individuals up to their 26th birthday at the time of offense to benefit from protections afforded in the Holmes Youthful Trainee Act. In July 2022, Michigan Supreme Court handed down a landmark decision finding automatic-life-without-parole sentences unconstitutional under the state constitution for youth who were 18 years old at the time of an offense, as they violate the principle of proportionality and constitute cruel punishment.2 Finally, the Michigan Juvenile Justice Task Force recently recommended establishing a minimum age for juvenile court jurisdiction and setting it at age 13,3 which, if enacted, would bring Michigan in conformity with international standards.4

The juvenile court has jurisdiction over juveniles under 18 years of age,5 but retains jurisdiction for a period of two years beyond the maximum age of jurisdiction, or for certain offenses until age 21, if the alleged offense was committed before 18.6 Michigan does not have statutory provisions for mandatory transfer of juveniles to the adult system, but has a juvenile court discretionary waiver statute and prosecutorial discretion provisions permitting a child age 14 and over to be tried in adult criminal court.7
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While Michigan has no mandatory minimum sentences for many offenses including illegal gun possession or manslaughter, it still mandates minimum sentences for several offenses including first-degree murder (imprisonment for life without eligibility for parole) and possession of a firearm while committing a felony.\footnote{Michigan also has a four-strike statute.\footnote{Michigan has several statutory provisions that allow for deferred judgment of guilt, which are often referred to as “first-time offender statutes” and can apply to defendants who have not previously been convicted of the same or related offense.}}

II. AN OVERVIEW OF THE HOLMES YOUTHFUL TRAINEE ACT

Michigan’s Holmes Youthful Trainee Act (HYTA), named after its sponsoring legislator David Holmes, was first enacted in 1967 but major amendments have been made over the years. The most recent significant amendment came into force in October 2021, raising the upper age limit of HYTA to the 26th birthday, the highest age for existing hybrid systems for emerging adults in the United States.

HYTA essentially creates a hybrid system for eligible emerging adults that combines substantive and procedural provisions of the state’s juvenile justice system and adult criminal legal system. With a wide age range of eligibility, strong confidentiality and record protection provisions, and limits on available dispositions (incarceration and probation), HYTA is one of the most robust hybrid systems in the country. Figure 1 provides a flow chart of the HYTA system and highlights some of its key junctures.

Youth may be eligible for HYTA when they are alleged to have committed a criminal offense on or after their 18th birthday but before their 26th birthday and subsequently plead guilty. Some offenses are statutorily excluded from HYTA, and there is an additional prosecutorial consent requirement if the offense was committed on or after the individual’s 21st birthday.

Assignment of youthful trainee status under HYTA has important consequences. For example, a YT assignment is not considered a conviction. HYTA prescribes limits on terms of incarceration and probation separate from traditional sentencing guidelines, essentially obviating mandatory sentencing minimums. Further, as soon as youthful trainee status is granted, the proceedings are closed to the public, and records become nonpublic and remain that way unless HYTA status is revoked due to a new conviction for a listed offense or failure to comply with the conditions of the HYTA term.

With a wide age range of eligibility, strong confidentiality and record protection provisions, and limits on available dispositions (incarceration and probation), HYTA is one of the most robust hybrid systems in the country.
III. KEY PROVISIONS OF THE HOLMES YOUTHFUL TRAINEE ACT

1. Eligibility – Age

Under Michigan’s HYTA, a person who pleads guilty to a crime allegedly committed after their 18th birthday but before their 26th birthday is eligible for youthful trainee (YT) status.\(^\text{11}\) If the youth was older than 21 at the time of the alleged offense, the assignment of YT status requires consent of the prosecuting attorney.\(^\text{12}\)

Both the lower and upper age limits for determining HYTA eligibility have changed in the last decade. Michigan passed 2019 Public Act 113 increasing the upper age limit of its juvenile court from a youth’s 17th to 18th birthday, effective on October 1, 2021. Correspondingly, 2020 Public Act 396 raised the lower age limit of HYTA from 17th birthday to 18th birthday, also effective on October 1, 2021.

The original HYTA set the upper age limit to the 20th birthday at the time of committing an alleged crime.\(^\text{13}\) In 1993, the upper age limit was raised to the 21st birthday.\(^\text{14}\) In 2015, the upper age of HYTA eligibility was raised again to the 24th birthday of a young person at the time of alleged offense.\(^\text{15}\) This remarkable reform came with a compromise: introducing a prosecutorial consent requirement for granting YT status to 21- to 23-year-old defendants at the time of offense, essentially creating a tiered hybrid system.\(^\text{16}\)
In December 2020, based on the recommendations of the Task Force on Jail and Pretrial Incarceration, Michigan Legislature passed a comprehensive jail reform package, which included the expansion of the age range for HYTA eligibility. Effective on October 1, 2021, the upper age limit of HYTA was raised from the 24th birthday to the 26th birthday, while the tiered approach, requiring prosecutorial consent to apply HYTA to youth 21 and over, was maintained. The Senate Fiscal Impact Analysis report anticipated that expanding the age range for HYTA “could result in a decrease in the number of individuals sentenced to an MDOC facility. As a result, the Department of Corrections could see lower costs, but it is as yet unknown how many people will be affected under the bill’s provisions.”

### Table 1. Michigan HYTA: Eligibility – Age (Current)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lower Age Limit</th>
<th>Birthday at which a youth becomes eligible for the hybrid statute</th>
<th>18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper Age Limit</td>
<td>Birthday up to which a youth remains eligible for the hybrid statute</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**No Age Tiers for Emerging Adults**

Are different age groups within the emerging adult range treated the same under the hybrid statute?

---

**Table 2. HYTA Age Range Changes (1967–2021)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1967</th>
<th>1993</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>October 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lower Age Limit</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Age Limit (Up to birthday)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

2. Eligibility – Offense

Statutorily, Michigan’s YT status can be granted for a wide variety of offenses, but the following crimes are excluded under MCL 762.11(3):

- (a) A felony for which the maximum penalty is imprisonment for life;
- (b) A major controlled substance offense;
- (c) A traffic offense;
- (d) A violation, attempted violation, or conspiracy to violate criminal sexual conduct statutes (except when found because of the victim’s age);
- (e) A violation, attempted violation, or conspiracy to commit assault with intent to commit criminal sexual conduct.

Additionally, the defendant cannot have previously been convicted or adjudicated for a listed offense for which registration is required under the Sex Offenders Registration Act. If the individual is charged for such a crime, the individual must prove by clear and convincing evidence that he or she is not likely to engage in further listed offenses.

If a defendant is charged with an excluded offense and pleads guilty to any other offense, the prosecutor shall consult with the victim regarding...
the applicability of HYTA. However, the victim’s consent is not legally required to determine eligibility.

Although traffic offenses are generally considered less serious, the Court of Appeals of Michigan has found that the exclusion from YT status of traffic offenses is constitutional because it is rationally related to the legitimate purpose of holding all drivers to an adult standard of care.

Finally, prior assignment of YT status for another offense does not make the youth categorically ineligible for YT status for a subsequent offense under HYTA. This differentiates HYTA in an important way from Michigan statutory provisions that offer the possibility of deferred judgment of guilt for first-time offenses. While some stakeholders we interviewed seemed to treat HYTA as another deferred sentencing option along with “first time offense” statutes, HYTA and first-time offense statutes have important differences, as reflected in the table below.

As one judge we spoke with put it, “HYTA was not intended to be a ‘one and done’ provision.” While some judges we interviewed shared that they weigh a prior HYTA assignment heavily against granting HYTA status for a subsequent offense when using their discretion, other judges do not preclude youth from being granted YT status for subsequent offenses just because of their HYTA history. In fact, throughout our interviews, we heard several times that since HYTA can be applied multiple times, some prosecutors and defense counsels petition for application of HYTA if both HYTA and “first-time offense” deferred sentencing provisions are applicable, in order to reserve the latter in case the person later ages out of HYTA and commits another offense.

The judicial practice of assigning YT status to a youth more than once is in line with the underlying premise of HYTA: the distinct developmental stage and rehabilitation potential of emerging adults. A judge who used to limit YT status to only one case per young person explained to us her evolving understanding of HYTA: “A turning point was when I realized the underlying justification for HYTA is the young brain, poor decision-making. I understand that the justification is still valid when

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. HYTA vs. First-Time Offense Statutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HYTA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Focus</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth (age requirement) and rehabilitation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prosecutorial Consent</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Court Proceedings</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Record</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eligibility</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
they are at this age even if they were granted HYTA before. HYTA is giving these youth a grace period to grow up.”

“A turning point was when I realized the underlying justification for HYTA is the young brain, poor decision-making. I understand that the justification is still valid when they are at this age even if they were granted HYTA before. HYTA is giving these youth a grace period to grow up.”

While the statute excludes few offenses from YT status, the law’s wide prosecutorial and judicial discretion restricts the application of HYTA for some included offenses in practice. Differences in the use of HYTA appears to vary greatly from county to county and even from courtroom to courtroom in the same county. For example, a social worker in the Ottawa County Public Defender’s Office said prosecutorial discretion makes HYTA unreachable for kids charged with serious offenses, even though it is critically important for these youth to get HYTA status because a felony record is likely to obstruct opportunities they need in order to reach healthy adulthood. Some court officials and judges we interviewed stated that while many youths are granted YT status for concealed gun charges, youth are often denied YT status if the alleged offense is committed using a weapon or firearm, even though they are still eligible under the statute. In one county, it was expressed that courts have a general consensus that HYTA should be avoided in any gun charges, “excluding a whole community.” In another county, a judge we interviewed stated that she often grants YT status to youth charged with a gun offense but usually requires attending a gun-safety course as a condition of doing so.

Some officials we interviewed said the highest number of HYTA cases at Ingham County district courts are for retail fraud and accompany underlying addiction problems, possession of controlled substances, and intimate partner domestic violence. In Wayne County, a circuit court judge said most HYTA cases on his docket are for a concealed weapon. A Macomb County public defender, on the other hand, said that in her experience, most HYTA cases involve robberies or carjackings. Unfortunately, limited data prevent us from supporting these observations with an empirical analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Michigan HYTA: Eligibility – Offense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>All Offenses Included</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Exclusion for Prior Case under Hybrid Statute</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Exclusion for Other Criminal History</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* A defendant cannot be assigned YT status if previously convicted or adjudicated for a listed offense for which registration is required under the Sex Offenders Registration Act. MCL 762.11(4)(a).
Differences in the use of HYTA appear to vary greatly from county to county and even from courtroom to courtroom in the same county.

3. Application of HYTA

HYTA consideration and assignment are performed by the adult criminal court having jurisdiction of the criminal offense. In Michigan, district courts have jurisdiction when the underlying charge is a misdemeanor; circuit courts have jurisdiction in felony cases.

HYTA does not automatically apply to youth who meet the eligibility requirement, as discussed above. The judge, the prosecutor, or the defendant must initiate HYTA consideration.

The judge can prompt application of HYTA at their own initiative and can override a prosecutor’s objection if the defendant was younger than the 21st birthday at the time of committing the alleged offense. Michigan’s Court of Appeals has found that, because of its narrow application, HYTA does not violate the separation of powers clause (an objection based on the theory that it permits the judicial branch to exercise prosecutorial functions by allowing courts to dismiss a case without prosecutorial consent). The assignment of YT status “merely acts to suspend the criminal proceedings,” which resume if the YT violates the terms of the status and are dismissed if the YT fulfills the terms.

However, judicial practice varies greatly among counties and courtrooms. Although some judges we interviewed said they often ask the prosecution and the defense whether HYTA has been considered if it is an eligible case but not requested by the parties, other judges said they would not consider HYTA unless it is first initiated by the prosecution or defense. According to some public defenders we interviewed, defense counsel is almost always the one who asks for YT status in Michigan. On the other hand, one judge we interviewed said that in her courtroom, defense attorneys do not pursue HYTA as much as they should, adding that HYTA should be part of the plea deal early on, even if HYTA was not granted a previous time. She added, “90% of the time I ask if HYTA was considered because the defendant is under age 21,” noting that court-appointed attorneys are generally more attuned to the judge’s practices and may be using HYTA more effectively than privately retained counsels, who may be less familiar with how the HYTA system works.

An additional requirement in the application of HYTA is prosecutorial consent if the alleged offense was committed after an individual’s 21st birthday but before their 26th birthday. As explained above under the eligibility section, the prosecutorial consent requirement was enacted as a compromise to raise the upper age of HYTA above the 21st birthday in 2015. In its 2020 report, the Joint Task Force on Jail and Pretrial Incarceration had recommended that the age at which prosecutors must approve the use of HYTA should be raised to 24, along with an expansion of the age of HYTA eligibility to include young people aged 24 and 25. While raising the upper age of HYTA eligibility to 26th birthday based on the Task Force’s recommendation, Public Act 396 of 2020 kept the age after which prosecutorial consent is required for assigning youthful trainee status at a young person’s 21st birthday at the time of offense. Critics of this tiered approach raise concerns that the prosecutorial consent requirement may be used to induce youth to waive their rights as early as at arraignment. Again, no data is available to track the number of cases in which prosecutors give or withhold consent for granting YT status to 21- to 26-year-olds. But anecdotally, a circuit court judge in one county observed that in their experience, “on average, prosecutors give consent to HYTA status in 50% of the cases for youth ages 21 to 26.”
While the judge has the final decision on whether to grant HYTA, granting of YT status always requires consent of the youth.28

The statute does not stipulate specific criteria to guide court decisions on whether to grant or deny YT status. Rather, extensive case law sets the criteria. While determining HYTA status, courts consider age, seriousness of the offense, and timing of the offense.29 According to our interviews, in practice, aggravating factors can include victim statements or traumatic effects on the victim. Although prior criminal history does not categorically make a youth ineligible for HYTA except as discussed previously, in practice, judges often review prior criminal history when using their discretion to grant or deny YT status. One public defender we interviewed said that YT status is generally granted unless the youth has an extensive criminal history. As discussed under the eligibility (offense) section, although firearm offenses are not categorically excluded from HYTA, practitioners we interviewed said that courts give particularly heavy weight to offenses committed using a firearm, and prosecutors often actively object to granting HYTA status in such cases.

According to our interviews with key stakeholders, a thorough understanding of the young person’s background, past trauma, current circumstances, and underlying causes that contribute to the lawbreaking behavior is a key element that could aid the court in its HYTA decision. Probation departments are only involved after a plea and the granting of youthful trainee status through a pre-sentence investigation, and hence courts do not readily have this information at hand to help guide their decision on whether to grant or deny HYTA until later stages of the procedure. Without effective defense counsel, young people may not be able to articulate to the judge their particular and relevant circumstances or to show remorse. As one of the social workers we interviewed stated, “many of these young people have a lot of anxiety, but they are not able to express it and must ‘put on a brave face’ and may not get HYTA for that reason.” Some public defender offices effectively use social workers to assess their clients’ needs and circumstances to enhance the judge’s understanding of these factors and assist in their HYTA decision. Interviewees noted that social workers’ reports are generally well received by the courts.

As one of the social workers we interviewed stated, “many of these young people have a lot of anxiety, but they are not able to express it and must ‘put on a brave face’ and may not get HYTA for that reason.”

Since judicial and prosecutorial discretion plays a critical role in the application of HYTA, a public defender we spoke with said that obtaining HYTA status often remains an uphill battle, with some prosecutors unreceptive to even considering HYTA. This also raises concerns about the risk of bias and “justice by geography,” where similar cases receive different treatment across the courthouse and county boundaries. Our interviews with key stakeholders suggest that HYTA is used more widely in urban counties than rural ones. Even within the same county, HYTA practices can vary greatly. Some stakeholders suggested making application of HYTA presumptive in all eligible cases to address these shortcomings.

HYTA status can be granted only after the defendant enters a plea of guilty and waives the right to a jury trial. A defendant who pleas nolo contendere (accepting conviction without admitting guilt) cannot be granted HYTA.30

Critics of this plea requirement raise concerns about the due process rights of the emerging adult. To address this shortcoming, different solutions have emerged in practice and formalized in common law. For example, defense counsel sometimes get a Killibrew agreement with the prosecution to commit to HYTA status, a particular sentence, term of probation, or reduced charges.31 Defense counsel can also seek a Cobbs evaluation, which asks the judge for a preliminary evaluation of a sentence.32 Then, if the judge does not follow the sentencing agreement or preliminary evaluation and imposes a harsher sentence, the youth can withdraw the plea and proceed to trial.

After a plea is entered and HYTA is granted, court proceedings are closed to the public and the records become nonpublic.33 The confidentiality of proceedings is one of the highlights of Michigan’s hybrid system. Although it is an important benefit of HYTA compared to the traditional adult criminal procedure, emerging adults can be better protected from the harmful effects of court involvement if all proceedings pertaining to a HYTA-eligible case, including the hearing at which a HYTA determination is made, are closed to the public at the start of proceedings, similar to confidentiality protections offered in the juvenile system.34

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5. Michigan HYTA: Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Juvenile Court</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Presumptive Application</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Judge Initiates</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prosecutor Initiates</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Youth Initiates</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Prosecutorial Consent Requirement</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Final Decision: Court</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Criteria in Statute</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a* Consent of youth (defense) is required for assignment of YT status. MCL 762.11(1).

*b* Assignment of YT status requires the consent of the prosecutor if the alleged offense was committed after an individual’s 21st birthday but before their 26th birthday.
This procedure could also avoid challenges in courtroom management and communication between justice agencies in regard to HYTA cases’ changing classification from public to nonpublic — challenges that were shared by key stakeholders we interviewed. Arraignment starts in a public hearing. As a matter of practice, guilty plea and assignment of YT status can happen in the same hearing, or, as often the case, later in the proceedings during pretrial conference or even up-to the day of trial. As soon as YT status is granted, proceedings must switch over to a closed session. The practical transition from public to nonpublic can be difficult, especially in virtual hearings, which have become common courtroom practice since the Covid-19 pandemic.

Further, although the judge orders the case file and records of court proceedings to be marked nonpublic after assigning YT status, Michigan law does not automatically seal the arrest record upon assignment of YT status. Several stakeholders suggested that one solution to this is making HYTA application presumptive, which would make HYTA-eligible cases nonpublic as a default at the onset of the criminal procedure. They pointed out that it is much easier to go from a confidential proceeding to a public one than the other way around, after which keeping records confidential is like trying to “put the cat back in the bag,” with the footprint of the temporary public record never completely erased. A few stakeholders, on the other hand, opposed the idea of starting a HYTA-eligible case in a confidential hearing, on the constitutional grounds of right to due process.

A guilty finding is not considered a conviction under HYTA. The case remains in abeyance and is then dismissed upon completion of a HYTA term. A conviction is entered only if the YT status is revoked due to failure to comply with the terms imposed for the assignment of YT status, for reasons such as a new arrest or conviction for another offense. As discussed in more detail under the “Post-sentencing” subsection, revocation of HYTA status is mainly discretionary (although mandatory in certain cases) and appears to happen rarely in practice, according to those we interviewed.

Michigan’s HYTA limits the terms of incarceration and probation separately from traditional sentencing guidelines, essentially eliminating mandatory minimums.

---

**Table 6. Michigan HYTA: Procedural Provisions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No Plea Requirement</th>
<th>Can youth be eligible for the hybrid statute without having to enter a plea of guilty?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed Session</td>
<td>Are at least some proceedings for emerging adults under the hybrid statute closed to the public?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jury Trial</td>
<td>Is a jury trial allowed under the hybrid statute?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Proceedings start public and are closed to public only after a guilty plea is entered and the HYTA status is granted.*
Once YT status is assigned and the underlying charge is an offense punishable by imprisonment for a term of more than one year, the court has the following options:\(^{38}\)

(a) Commit the individual to the Department of Corrections for custodial supervision and training for not more than two years. If the individual is younger than 21, commit to an institutional facility designated by the Department for that purpose;

(b) Place the individual on probation for not more than three years; may require participation in a drug treatment court;

(c) Commit the individual to the county jail for not more than one year; or

(d) Commit the individual to the Department of Corrections or to the county jail and then place the individual on probation for not more than one year.

HYTA provides further limits to possible incarceration and probation for a list of select felonies and misdemeanors. An individual assigned YT status cannot be incarcerated in state prison if the underlying charge is for a listed offense.\(^ {39}\) These include, for example, charges for manufacturing and use of controlled substances\(^ {40}\) or carrying concealed weapons.\(^ {41}\)

Further, if an individual is assigned YT status and the underlying charge is for an offense punishable by imprisonment for no more than one year, the court shall place the individual on probation for no more than two years.\(^ {42}\)

As a practical matter, after a plea is entered and HYTA status is granted in a felony case, the Circuit Court judge refers the case to the Department of Corrections for the probation office to conduct a pre-sentence investigation and recommend an appropriate disposition. To guide the pre-sentence evaluation, the Department uses the COMPAS needs assessment tool,\(^ {43}\) which is also used for all adult defendants and is not specifically tailored to HYTA or emerging adults. The Department prepares a pre-sentence report and makes a recommendation to the court based on the COMPAS score of the individual. In a misdemeanor case, the district court may request a pre-sentence report from that court’s probation department, although this is not mandatory. Some judges we interviewed expressed the need to improve the quality of pre-sentence reports to better inform HYTA dispositions.

### Table 7. HYTA Dispositions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MISDEMEANOR</th>
<th>FELONY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Probation</td>
<td>≤ 2 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jail</td>
<td>≤ 1 year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jail + Probation</td>
<td>≤ 1 yr jail + ≤ 1 yr probation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC Prison</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC Prison + Probation</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^ a\) Except felonies listed in MCL 762.13(2).
In practice, up-front jail or prison time under HYTA is relatively rare, according to key stakeholders we interviewed. A typical disposition is probation for twelve to eighteen months, while youth charged with serious offenses or with a long prior criminal history are more likely to be incarcerated in county jail or state prison. One district court official suggested that, in line with the 2020 amendments of the sentencing provisions of Michigan’s Criminal Procedure Code, the presumption in a misdemeanor HYTA case should be a non-jail, non-probation disposition to avoid net-widening. If the disposition is probation, the court should justify it and explain in clear terms what is expected for rehabilitation.

The court may order electronic monitoring during probation for an individual that was 21 or older at the time of the alleged offense and assigned youthful trainee status under HYTA.

Each order of probation in a felony case includes a supervision fee of $30 per month to be paid to the Department of Corrections, for up to thirty-six months. If the individual is placed on probation supervision with an electronic monitoring device, the fee is $60 per month. A person must not be subject to more than one supervision fee at the same time, and the fee having the shorter remaining duration is waived. The fees can be waived for an indigent young person. HYTA does not prohibit or limit fines and fees for youth assigned YT status, other than those that Michigan law provide for court-involved individuals of all ages based on indigency. According to practicing attorneys we interviewed, most young people are required to pay fees in practice.

The limits the statute sets for possible HYTA dispositions (both on type and duration) provide the potential to reduce youth incarceration in Michigan. On the other hand, advocates have stated that the fact that a youth can even be incarcerated under HYTA is problematic, since “incarcerating them and then sending them back out into the world” is counterproductive for their transition into healthy adulthood.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limits on Fines &amp; Fees</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limits on Incarceration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limits on Probation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mandatory Minimums Obviated</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A youth incarcerated under Michigan’s HYTA is committed to the adult correctional system, either in state prison under the custody of Department of Corrections or to the county jail. As discussed above, if the underlying charge is a misdemeanor or a felony listed in MCL 762.13(2), the youth cannot be committed to the state prison for custodial supervision.

The Department of Corrections has a specialized correctional unit for male individuals incarcerated under HYTA within the Thumb Correctional Facility (TCF), in Lapeer County. Female individuals committed to the custody of the Department of Corrections are incarcerated at the Women’s Huron Valley Correctional Facility (WHV), which does not have a specialized unit for HYTA youth. Upon commitment to the custody of the Department of Corrections, the YT is subject to the direction of the Department of Corrections. According to the MDOC’s policy directive, the TCF and WHV Wardens each designate a HYTA Coordinator at their respective institutions. The HYTA Coordinator establishes written program objectives for each HYTA youth received at the institution, and programming provided to the individual shall be consistent with these objectives. MDOC officials declined to comment on specific programming offered to HYTA youth under the custody of the department; however, the policy directive stipulates that youth imprisoned under HYTA are offered the same programming as other incarcerated adults, which include academic, vocational, therapeutic, and recreational programming, with the exception that youthful trainees are ineligible to participate in community-based programs. Further, HYTA youth are permitted to commingle with other incarcerated individuals for purposes of program participation and custodial management. Youthful trainees are subject to the same disciplinary policies and rules that pertain to misconduct as older adults.

If an individual is committed to the county jail, the court may authorize work release or release for educational purposes per HYTA, but this provision is limited by whether such programs exist in that particular jail.

According to a prosecutor, “HYTA remains to be limited to a ‘protect the record’ approach and not yet in the next step to increase and coordinate community resources youth need to succeed.”

Under HYTA, a youth placed on probation must be under the supervision of a probation officer. In Michigan, individuals sentenced by a circuit court are supervised by a state probation officer from the DOC, whereas those sentenced for misdemeanors are supervised by a district court’s probation officer. Youth placed on probation under HYTA are served within the adult system with no specialized caseloads.

The statute does not require mandatory provision of community-based support services to HYTA youth. However, stakeholders we interviewed said that often youth under HYTA are referred to existing community-based programs, such as trade/vocational school, substance abuse, life skills, and financial literacy programs. According to our interviews, housing and a safe and secure home are the most urgent needs for HYTA youth. Further, the existing resources and referral practices vary greatly by county, and young people may lack knowledge and access to them without coordinated efforts among justice agencies and providers. According to a prosecutor, “HYTA remains to be limited to a ‘protect the record’ approach and not yet in the next step to increase...”
and coordinate community resources youth need to succeed.” Other stakeholders suggested establishing a well-planned infrastructure and safety nets in the community to better address developmental needs of young people under HYTA.

After a HYTA disposition, the case remains in abeyance until the HYTA term ends. During this period, the court maintains jurisdiction and can hear any alleged violations of the HYTA term. If the youthful trainee status is not revoked, the court discharges the individual and dismisses the proceedings. However, if the HYTA status is revoked, a conviction is entered, and a sentence is imposed with credit for time served as a youthful trainee. The statute provides for both discretionary and mandatory revocation of HYTA status after sentencing.

**Discretionary revocation:** The court may terminate consideration for YT status at any time or revoke assigned HYTA status any time before final release at its discretion. The statute does not set the criteria for discretionary revocation of HYTA status. In practice, revocation may be triggered by new arrest records or a poor disciplinary record during the HYTA term. According to our interviews with key stakeholders, revocation of HYTA status is not the norm, and courts revoke HYTA less frequently now compared to the past. One judge we interviewed said that in their experience, “out of 10 HYTA cases, 8 complete their probation terms with HYTA intact.” In practice, instead of outright revocation of HYTA status, many judges set graduated sanctions – for example, jail time in addition to the original probation disposition – when a youth violates conditions of the YT status.

**Mandatory revocation:** Revocation of YT status is mandatory if the youth pleads guilty to or is convicted of certain crimes while serving a HYTA term. Examples include murder, felony assault, major controlled-substance offense, and firearms-related offenses (whether or not the possession of a firearm is an element of the crime). In addition, if a YT who is required to be registered under the Sex Offenders Registration Act willfully violates that act, YT status is required to be revoked.

In practice, the court has additional discretion to decide on the early discharge of a young person who is doing well while serving a HYTA term. The 2020 amendments to Michigan’s Criminal Procedure Code established a general process for early discharge from probation for individuals of all ages. As suggested by emerging research and key stakeholders’ accounts, early discharge and other positive incentives, instead of the threat of revocation, can be instrumental in promoting a young person’s compliance with the HYTA term. Some stakeholders recommended specific inclusion of such positive incentives and early discharge grounds in HYTA.

HYTA does not stipulate the procedure and standards for review of a youth’s compliance after disposition to guide the judge’s early discharge or revocation decisions. In practice, compliance review varies by geography and is based on judicial philosophy, type of disposition, and underlying offense.

For each youthful trainee incarcerated in state prison, the HYTA coordinator conducts at least an annual review of each HYTA youth in custody to assess compliance and progress towards program objectives. If the HYTA coordinator believes that an early release from incarceration is warranted due to exceptional progress, or revocation of HYTA status is warranted due to misconduct or failure to participate in recommended programming, they can complete a formal evaluation and recommend early release or revocation of HYTA status. This recommendation is then reviewed by the Warden, Correctional Facilities Administration Assistant Deputy Director (ADD), and the ADD of the Office of Parole and Probation Services. If all deem it warranted, a recommendation to the
court is made to amend its original assessment and allow for the early release or revocation of HYTA status as applicable. The sentencing judge may, as a result, revoke HYTA status, discharge the individual, or set a probation term.

HYTA youth on probation are also evaluated at the midpoint of their probation term for early discharge or revocation of HYTA status, following which a recommendation is made to the court to decide if the youth can be discharged early or if HYTA status should be revoked.

According to our interviews with key stakeholders, in practice, the frequency of HYTA reviews by the court varies greatly by geography. Some judges review HYTA cases every three or six months, while others reopen the file only at the end of the HYTA term for discharge and dismissal. While most public defender’s offices do not actively follow up on youth serving a HYTA term, some public defender’s offices use a more holistic approach that includes continued engagement with their clients and communications with social workers to ensure they receive needed support for compliance with HYTA.

Arguably some of the most important aspects of Michigan’s HYTA are provisions pertaining to confidentiality of proceedings and record protection.

As discussed above, all records of proceedings and charges of a HYTA case are sealed and kept out of public record immediately after the plea. If the HYTA term ends successfully, the court dismisses the charges and all records regarding the disposition of the criminal charge and the individual’s assignment as a youthful trainee will remain out of the public record automatically without further action. A nonpublic record of the proceedings will be accessible to law enforcement, prosecutors, and the courts for use in the performance of their duties. If the youth does not comply with the requirements of the HYTA disposition and YT status is revoked, the record of conviction is entered into the individual’s public criminal record.

An assignment of youthful trainee status is not a conviction for a crime unless the court revokes the YT status. Therefore, the individual assigned

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Special Custody</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Juvenile Custody</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Juvenile Probation</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Court Involvement** | Does the court maintain jurisdiction and hear any alleged post-sentencing violations? | ✓
| **Early Termination** | Is there an opportunity to shorten the period of probation or confinement if the young person is doing well? | ✓ |
| **Support Services** | Does the hybrid statute require mandatory provision of support services to eligible youth? | ✗ |

*The statute does not require court involvement for continuation of YT status, but the Court can hear any alleged violation and revoke YT status at its discretion any time before final release.

Some support services/programs are offered in practice despite not being mandated by the statute.
YT status does not suffer a civil disability or loss of legal rights and privileges. Further, assignment to YT status cannot be admissible as a conviction for impeachment purposes in a court of law. However, under MCL 777.50 and U.S.S.G. 4A1.1, a prior YT assignment is considered a conviction for the purpose of scoring prior record variables and criminal history in sentencing guidelines.

The robust confidentiality and record-protection provisions of HYTA protect system-involved emerging adults from the lifelong harmful effects of an adult criminal record and promote their healthy transition to adulthood and desistance from crime.

### IV. DATA ON EMERGING ADULTS IN MICHIGAN’S CRIMINAL LEGAL SYSTEM AND IMPLEMENTATION OF HYTA

Limited data is publicly available on emerging adults involved in Michigan’s criminal legal system. In recent years, Michigan accelerated its efforts toward a statewide unified case-management system. The Supreme Court Administrative Office (SCAO) maintains a statewide judicial data warehouse (JDW) and collects raw data on caseloads but does not routinely track and analyze HYTA-specific data. The cost of creating a comprehensive HYTA dataset and time limitations limit the scope of data SCAO can retrieve from the JDW. Officials expect data accessibility and quality will improve in the future. In the absence of comprehensive statewide data, we analyzed the limited data SCAO and Wayne County Circuit Court were able to share with us to enhance our understanding of HYTA’s implementation in practice. We also reviewed aggregate juvenile and adult criminal legal system data published by various state departments and agencies for individuals under age 25.

From 2009 to 2019, the number of juveniles in Michigan’s justice system decreased by 38%, with a 48% decrease in pending adjudications, 35% decrease in supervised youths by court, and 19% decrease in supervised youths by DCI. Similarly, in the last decade, there has been an overall decrease in the number of system-involved emerging adults. For instance, arrest events for those 25 or younger in Michigan dramatically decreased from over 140,000 in 2008 to fewer than 80,000 in 2018, a reduction of approximately 43%. Despite this decline, emerging adults continue to be overrepresented in Michigan’s criminal legal system. In 2010, emerging adults constituted 9.8% of the state population and 32.3% of all arrests and 30% of commitments to Michigan’s state prisons. In comparison, by 2019, the share of emerging adults declined to 19.8% of all arrests and 17% of all commitments to state prisons in Michigan.

(Figure 2)
According to the SCAO data shared with us, the number of individuals granted a temporary HYTA disposition (“deferred HYTA”) more than tripled statewide in the last decade, from 866 in filing year 2013 to 2,792 in filing year 2022.79 The number of individuals granted HYTA increased 32% between 2014 and 2016 after Michigan raised the upper age limit for HYTA from a youth’s 21st birthday to their 24th birthday in 2015. The number of individuals granted HYTA more than doubled between 2019 and 2022, after Michigan raised HYTA’s upper age limit to the 26th birthday (Figure 3).

In Wayne County Circuit Court, the number of total HYTA dispositions increased 64%, from 718 in 2019 to 1177 in 2022, after a gradual decrease from 2010 to 2020.80 (Figure 4).

According to the data shared with us, a very high (perhaps unexpected) ratio of cases involving 18- to 25-year-olds receive a HYTA disposition in Wayne County Circuit Court. For instance, out of all cases filed in 2022, 97% of youth who met age eligibility criteria – 18 to 25 years of age at the time of offense – were granted a HYTA disposition. (Figure 4 and 5). Although HYTA is discretionary, it appears that almost all eligible youth receive
HYTA at Wayne County Circuit Court. But it could also mean that very few cases involving 18- to 25-year-olds are dismissed without a guilty plea.

The last decade appears to be a shift in the age makeup of HYTA cases, consistent with the two legislative reforms expanding the age range for HYTA eligible cases. Although 1,030 HYTA dispositions were granted for 18- to 20-year-olds in filing year 2010 (constituting 91% of all cases filed for this age group the same year), in filing year 2022 only 433 HYTA dispositions were granted for the same age group (although the proportion rose to 98% of all cases filed for this
HYTA dispositions for 21- to 23-year-olds have been steadily increasing since becoming eligible in 2015, and this age group surpassed the number of 18- to 20-year-olds granted a HYTA disposition in cases filed in 2021 and 2022. (Figures 5 and 6).

Further, the prosecutorial-consent requirement for assignment of HYTA to youth ages 21 to 25 at the time of offense does not appear to significantly affect the HYTA outcome for this age group in Wayne County. The data suggests that the Wayne County Circuit Court quickly responded to legislative changes raising the upper age limit of HYTA in the last decade.

Females made up 12% (139) of HYTA dispositions granted for cases filed in 2022 at Wayne County Circuit Court (Figure 7). As such, gender distribution of HYTA dispositions is reflective of the gender distribution in all Circuit Court cases filed for 18- to 25-year-olds in the County.

Black emerging adults (all genders) constituted 87% (1,020) of all HYTA dispositions granted for cases filed in 2022 at Wayne County Circuit Court – a rate similar to the share of Black emerging adults in non-HYTA cases filed the same year. In comparison, Black emerging adults make up only 15% of all Michigan residents between ages 18 and 24. The share of Black emerging adults in HYTA dispositions seems to have increased slightly in the last decade, from 77% in 2012 to 87% in 2022.

The gender and racial distribution of HYTA dispositions does not notably vary by age of eligible youth.

For HYTA cases filed in Wayne County Circuit Court between 2010 and 2015, the median duration of a HYTA term was 676 days. Median length of a HYTA term dropped slightly to 651 days for cases filed between 2016 and 2022. A total of 85% of all HYTA dispositions for cases filed between 2010 and 2022 were completed within three years. (Figure 8). Wayne County Circuit Court’s data set did not include the type of HYTA disposition (probation versus incarceration).

It is important to note that Wayne County Circuit Court data may not be representative of the whole of Michigan. Wayne County is the most populated county of Michigan and includes Detroit as an urban jurisdiction. Further, the circuit court has jurisdiction on felony cases and therefore the data is not representative of HYTA practices in misdemeanor cases. A better and more informative data analysis can be made when SCAO fully implements a statewide unified case management system.

In the absence of official publication of data, the Lansing State Journal conducted its own investigation in 2019 and reported some data from three Ingham County district courts with jurisdiction over misdemeanor cases that received a HYTA disposition. According to this report,
in 2018, district courts assigned HYTA status in 227 misdemeanor cases in Ingham County, and the number of total HYTA dispositions remained somewhat steady between 2014 and 2018. This corroborates with observations of court officials we interviewed, who felt raising HYTA’s eligibility upper age limit did not appreciably change the overall caseloads.

From the beginning of 2018 to the beginning of 2021, the number of youths under 18 who are not youthful trainees committed to Michigan Department of Corrections (MDOC) facilities decreased from 35 to 16, and the number of youths under 18 who were committed to MDOC as a youthful trainee decreased from 9 to virtually none. In 2019, 341 individuals ages 19 and under and 1,107 individuals ages 20 to 24 were committed to the Michigan Department of Corrections (MDOC).

MDOC does not release HYTA-specific data. However, MDOC’s general incarceration data suggest that HYTA reforms might have played a role in reducing incarceration in Michigan. In 2014, the last full year before HYTA’s upper age limit was raised from the 21st birthday to 24th birthday, 2,029 individuals ages 20 to 24 were committed to Michigan’s state prisons. By 2019, the number of individuals ages 20 to 24 committed to state prisons declined to 1,107 – an overall decline of 45%. In contrast, the number of 25- to 29-year-olds committed to state prisons declined by only 11% in the same time frame, from 1,709 to 1,518 (See Figure 9).
By another measure, the decline in prison commitments of 20- to 24-year-olds made up more than half of the overall decline in total prison commitments in Michigan for all age groups between 2014 and 2019.90 (See Figure 10). Although data limitations prevent us from establishing a causal link, it seems likely that this significant decline in incarceration of emerging adults between 2014 and 2019 was impacted by the expansion of the state's hybrid system in 2015, which increased the age range of those eligible for HYTA status (and its sentencing restrictions) from a youth’s 21st birthday to 24th birthday.
## MAJOR LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

### MICHIGAN HOLMES YOUTHFUL TRAINEE ACT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>• Passed “Holmes Youthful Trainee Act” (&quot;HYTA&quot;). MCL §§ 762.11-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Act 301 of 1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>• Amended §762.11 to expand the categories of offenses that would be ineligible for youthful trainee (YT) status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Act 4 of 1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>• Amended §762.11 to include the requirement of guilty plea to be assigned YT status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Raised the upper age limit of HYTA from 20th birthday to 21st birthday at the time of offense.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Public Act 293 of 1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>• Amended §762.12 to include mandatory revocation of YT status if “an individual who is required to be registered pursuant to the Sex Offenders Registration Act willfully violates that act.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Public Act 286 of 1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>• Amended §762.11 to expand the categories of excluded offenses, including violations of criminal sexual conduct statutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Precluded assignment of YT status to youth with a prior record of conviction for a listed offense for which registration is required under the Sex Offenders Registration Act.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Public Act 239 of 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>• Raised the upper age of YT eligibility from 21st birthday to the 24th birthday at the time of the offense.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Introduced a prosecutorial consent requirement for assignment of YT status to youth who had passed their 21st birthday at the time of offense.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Expanded the grounds for mandatory revocation of YT status to include being found guilty of any of the excluded offenses (for determining YT status) while serving a HYTA term, except for traffic violations, and with the addition of a firearm offense.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Public Act 31 of 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>• Raised the lower age of YT eligibility from 17th birthday to the 18th birthday at the time of offense.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reduced the probation supervision fee from a maximum of $135 to a fixed fee of $30 per month eliminating the determination of fees based on income and financial resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Added the possibility of placing the youth under probation supervision with an electronic monitoring device with a total probation supervision fee of $60/month.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Added the possibility of waiving the supervision fees for indigent youth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Public Act 165 of 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>• Effective on October 1, 2021, raised the upper age of YT eligibility from the 24th birthday to the 26th birthday at the time of the offense.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Added the requirement for the prosecutor to consult with the victim regarding the applicability of HYTA if a youth is originally charged with an excluded offense and pleads guilty to any other offense.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Public Act 396 of 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
25 Consent of the prosecutor in consultation with the victim is required for domestic violence cases. MCL 769.4a(1).
24 See section IV below for data on incarceration of emerging adults in Michigan. The term “post-sentencing” is used to allow for comparisons with other jurisdictions in this study. See note 36 above.
23 MCL 762.11(6). However, Michigan’s general probation statute allows electronic monitoring for 18- to 21-year-olds.
21 MCL 762.11(2).
20 2020 PA 396, amending MCL 762.11 effective October 1, 2021.
18 2020 PA 396, amending MCL 762.11 effective October 1, 2021.
16 We discuss in more detail the implications of this tiered approach under the Application subsection below.
15 2015 PA 31, amending MCL 762.11 effective August 18, 2015.
14 1993 PA 293, amending MCL 762.11.
13 1966 PA 301.
12 MCL 762.11(1).
11 MCL 762.11(2).
10 See, e.g., MCL 333.7411 (Controlled Substance); MCL 769.4a (Domestic Violence); MCL 600.1076(6) (Drug Treatment Court); MCL 600.1090-600.1099a (Mental Health Court).
8 MCL 333.7404. 41 MCL 750.227. Other offenses for which a HYTA youth cannot be incarcerated in state prison are: breaking and entering (MCL 750.110), credit card fraud (MCL 750.157n to 157v), larceny (MCL 750.356), taking possession of motor vehicles and driving away (MCL 750.413), robbery (MCL 750.530), and receiving or concealing stolen property (MCL 750.535).
34 Michigan Court of Appeals had, in fact, compared similarities of HYTA with the juvenile justice system, stating that “HYTA is essentially a juvenile diversion program.” People v. Dipiazza, 286 Mich App 137, 141, 778 N.W.2d 264 (2009).
28 MCL 762.11(1).
26 MCL 762.11(1).
25 MCL 762.11(1).
24 Consent of the prosecutor in consultation with the victim is required for domestic violence cases. MCL 769.4a(1).
23 E.g., MCL 333.7411 (Controlled Substance); MCL 769.4a (Domestic Violence); MCL 600.1076(6) (Drug Treatment Court); MCL 600.1090-600.1099a (Mental Health Court).
21 MCL 762.11(2).
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Run Away Clock

By AG

Just yesterday it seems I was a child experiencing fun
Rude awakening to the responsibilities of an adult that’s twenty-one
Being a kid is wonderful, yet I didn’t believe the hype
Now that I’m grown I dread reality, classified the immature type
Every second counts when indulged in a race
Time is of the essence, which prefers the faster pace
The day welcomes the moon, as the sun retires the night
Twenty-four hours quickly vanishes right before your sight
I need a stopwatch to put life on hold
From losing teeth to going gray the swift approach to getting old.
Cherish good moments, be sure to make them last
Months transform to years as memories come to past
Thoughts clouded by anger as I plot revenge with a rock
The task at hand is to destroy the life of the Run Away Clock
Alabama’s “Youthful Offender” Statute: From a Reverse to a Split Hybrid System

I. LEGAL LANDSCAPE

In Alabama, juvenile court has jurisdiction for youth 17 years of age and under (up to the 18th birthday). Once a child has been adjudicated dependent, delinquent, or in need of supervision, jurisdiction of the juvenile court may extend through age 20 (up to the 21st birthday) unless the judge terminates it by an order. The jurisdiction of the juvenile court ends when the child is convicted or adjudicated a “youthful offender.”

Alabama requires mandatory transfer to adult court (statutory exclusion) of juveniles who are at least 16 years old or older and charged with certain serious felonies, capital offenses, or drug trafficking. Alabama also has discretionary waiver provisions that permit a juvenile at least 14 years old to be tried in adult criminal court for any alleged offense on the motion of the prosecutor. When a transfer to adult court is followed by a criminal conviction or adjudication as a “youthful offender” under the state’s Youthful Offender Act (hereinafter “YOS”), the jurisdiction of the juvenile court over any future alleged lawbreaking by that child is permanently terminated (the “once an adult, always an adult” approach).

Alabama is a mandatory minimum state and has a multiple strike statute.

II. AN OVERVIEW OF ALABAMA’S HYBRID SYSTEM FOR EMERGING ADULTS

Alabama’s Youth Offender Act (YOS) is coded in Ala. Code 1975 § 15-19-1 through § 15-19-7. In contrast with the dynamic legislative history of some other “youthful offender” statutes, such as Michigan’s Holmes Youthful Trainee Act (HYTA) and D.C.’s Youth Rehabilitation Act (YRA), Alabama’s YOS has not been subject to major amendments since its original enactment in 1972. The statute is brief and does not include detailed provisions or guidance. Additionally, Alabama’s YOS offers a “split hybrid system” in that it applies to both children (youth below the upper age threshold of the juvenile court jurisdiction) who are transferred to the adult system per waiver provisions and emerging adults - youth over the upper age limit of the juvenile court jurisdiction at the time of offense up to 21st birthday. Our analysis below focuses on the latter group, but uses the term “youth” to denote both eligible groups.

III. KEY PROVISIONS OF ALABAMA’S “YOUTHFUL OFFENDER” STATUTE

1. Eligibility – Age

Under Alabama’s YOS, the individual’s age at the time of the alleged offense determines eligibility for the YO status. Ala. Code 1975 § 15-19-1 reads that “A person charged with a crime which was committed in his or her minority but was not disposed of in juvenile...
court and which involves moral turpitude or is subject to a sentence of commitment for one year or more shall, and, if charged with a lesser crime may be investigated and examined by the court to determine whether he or she should be tried as a youthful offender, provided he or she consents to such examination and to trial without a jury where trial by jury would otherwise be available to the defendant” [emphasis added].

The lower age limit of the YOS in Alabama is, thus, defined in terms of the jurisdiction of the juvenile court meaning if the juvenile court retains original jurisdiction, the YO act would not apply. In Alabama, the juvenile court, upon a motion of the prosecutor, can waive its jurisdiction and transfer a juvenile who was 14 or older at the time of offense to adult court for criminal prosecution (discretionary waiver). The adult criminal court judge may thus elect to apply the YOS to a transferred child who committed an alleged offense after their 14th birthday.

Use of the phrase “in his or her minority” to delineate the upper age limit of the YOS had caused confusion especially after the subsequent passage of the Alabama Majority Age Act in 1975. The upper age limit for Alabama’s YOS was drawn at the age of majority, which was 21 in 1972 when YOS was enacted. Thus, Alabama’s YOS started as a “reverse” hybrid system and arguably was initially intended to provide rehabilitative treatment to children that were transferred to the adult criminal system and to protect them, to some extent, from the harsh treatment of the adult criminal legal system and extend some developmentally appropriate responses of the juvenile system to such youth. However, Majority Age Act of 1975 reduced the age of majority to age 19 and provided that “nothing in this Act shall be deemed to repeal any provisions of the [Alabama Youthful Offender Act].” Thus the legislature, by passing the Majority Age Act and providing that the upper age limit of the YOS shall not be equated with the new age of majority, essentially carved out a hybrid system for 18- to 21-year-olds. Although the Code of Alabama currently defines an adult as an individual “19 years of age or older,” it is acknowledged that the legislature intended to retain the 21st birthday as the upper jurisdictional limit of the Alabama Youthful Offender Act: “The Youthful Offender Act is intended to extricate persons below twenty-one of age from the harshness of criminal

“The Youthful Offender Act is intended to extricate persons below twenty-one of age from the harshness of criminal prosecution and conviction. It is designed to provide them with the benefits of an informal, confidential, rehabilitative system.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Alabama YOS: Eligibility – Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lower Age Limit</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Upper Age Limit</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Age Tiers for Emerging Adults</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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prosecution and conviction. It is designed to provide them with the benefits of an informal, confidential, rehabilitative system.”

Due to the ambiguity of the wording used in the statute, some stakeholders have suggested that the Legislature clarify and/or reconsider the age limits of Alabama’s YOS. For example, age limits of the YOS could be numerically specified, as done in Michigan and District of Columbia. Further, since the Alabama Legislature separated the upper age limit of the YOS from the age of full adult responsibility with the passage of the Majority Age Act of 1975, there appears to be an opportunity for the Legislature to raise the upper age limit of the YOS higher, to the 25th or 26th birthday, in line with the recent reform initiatives undertaken in other jurisdictions with a hybrid system.

2. Eligibility - Offense

Alabama’s YOS does not limit a person’s eligibility to be granted YO status by the type of underlying offense. However, the underlying offense is taken into consideration when determining whether the court has a statutory obligation to initiate a YO examination as discussed below. YOS also allows the YO status to be applied to young people with a prior YO sentence and other history of law infringement.

The judge cannot deny YO status solely on the grounds of the severity of the underlying offense. In practice, however, it seems that the more serious the underlying criminal charge, the less inclined a trial judge will be to grant YO status. One leading practitioner we interviewed observed that about 75% to 80% of youth charged with a first-time property offense are granted YO status, whereas cases involving allegations of serious injury against persons or that include the use of a firearm are unlikely to be granted YO status.

The courts have interpreted the statute to mean that if the underlying charge was an offense that does not involve moral turpitude or that involves a maximum sentence of incarceration for less than one year, the court may, but does not have to, investigate and examine the case to determine whether the youth should be afforded YO treatment. In these cases, the option of initiating YO examination is held in the discretion of the trial court, and does not constitute a statutory right. Therefore, the court has no obligation to advise the youth (defense) with regard to the YOS if the youth is charged with an offense that does not involve moral turpitude or that involves a maximum sentence of less than one year. In all other offenses, the court has an affirmative duty to apprise the youth of the benefits of the YOS and to initiate examination for determination of YO status with the consent of the youth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Alabama YOS: Eligibility – Offense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>All Offenses Included</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Exclusion for Prior Case under Hybrid Statute</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Exclusion for Other Criminal History</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Application
Granting of the YO status is discretionary by the court and requires an application and consent of the youth/defense attorney. Therefore, assignment of YO status is not automatic when the youth meets the age eligibility requirement. Because the statute itself does not provide the criteria or other details a judge must consider when using discretion as to whether to grant YO status or how to apply YOS in general, the appellate court has had to address the issue repeatedly over the years and has created rules and guidance on an as-needed basis.

In a vast majority of cases, including felonies, serious misdemeanors, or other offenses that involve moral turpitude, the trial court must advise the youth that they might be eligible for YO status. The Alabama Supreme Court observed that “§ 15–19–1 has been interpreted to impose an affirmative duty on the court to apprise an accused youthful offender of the benefits of the Act.” However, as discussed above, if the youth is charged with an offense that does not involve moral turpitude or that involves a maximum sentence of less than one year, the court does not have an obligation to advise the youth of the benefits of the YOS and does not have to investigate and examine the youth for determination of YO status.

The Supreme Court in Petty held that “while a trial court should inform a youthful defendant of the provisions of the Youthful Offender Act prior to the plea stage, its failure to do so will not constitute reversible error if the court gives adequate notice prior to conviction, unless, of course, the defendant entered a plea of ‘guilty’ to the charges against him, without notice of the Act, or he can otherwise show that he has been prejudiced by the court’s delay.” While the court may, and in most cases, must, initiate examination for determination of whether to grant YO status at its own initiative, the youth must still consent to such examination and to trial without a jury.

There is no caselaw addressing the question of whether defense counsel’s failure to timely advise his/her client on the possibility of YO status constitutes malpractice. In general, to the extent the court is unwilling or unable to reverse the error, this could constitute a conventional instance of malpractice. To prevail on a legal malpractice claim in Alabama, “plaintiff must prove (1) that, in the absence of the alleged malpractice, the plaintiff would have been entitled to a more favorable result in the legal matter concerning which the attorney is alleged to have been negligent, and (2) that the attorney’s negligence in fact caused the outcome of the legal matter to be less favorable to the plaintiff than the outcome would have been in the absence of the alleged malpractice.” In many cases, a malpractice plaintiff (former defendant in the criminal case) could likely meet this burden.

If the youth consents to examination and trial without a jury, the YOS “requires that the court conduct a factual investigation into the defendant’s background.” In determining YO status, the judge can consider criminal record, age, seriousness of prior convictions, success of prior attempts to reform conduct, nature of current crime charged. However, there is no set method for how the judge must consider a defendant’s application. Denial of YO status does not require trial court to follow prescribed format or to articulate on record reasons for denial and is within virtually absolute discretion of trial court. The only limitations on discretion are that the judge’s decision cannot appear to be arbitrary or made without any examination or investigation. Furthermore, the judge cannot deny it “based solely on the charge in and of itself.”
Failure to object to the denial of YO status waives the issue on appeal.\textsuperscript{29}

Some practitioners have critiqued the brevity of the YOS and the lack of guidance provided by the statute to inform the wide discretion given to courts in granting or denying the youthful offender. Highlighting the disparate practices in application of the YOS, one attorney stated that “the same behavior by someone with a similar background gets very different treatment depending on luck of the draw.” Some called for automatic application of the statute to youth who meet the eligibility requirements in order to address the variance of court practices by county, the issue of “justice by geography,” and racial and ethnic disparities in application of the YOS.

To be assigned YO status, the youth must submit an “application for youthful offender status” form,\textsuperscript{30} upon which the judge orders an investigation to be conducted by the local probation office under the state Bureau of Pardons and Paroles. According to a defense attorney we interviewed, the “youthful offender” investigation is similar to a “presentence” investigation and the quality of investigation varies greatly across the state. Depending on the probation officer, the investigation may include an interview with the youth, their family, or others in youth’s network, such as an employer. The investigation report

---

### Table 3. Alabama YOS: Application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Juvenile Court</th>
<th>Does the juvenile court decide whether to apply the hybrid statute?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Presumptive Application</td>
<td>Is the hybrid statute presumed to apply to youth who meet the eligibility requirements?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge Initiates</td>
<td>Can the judge prompt application of the hybrid statute at own initiative?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosecutor Initiates</td>
<td>Can the prosecutor initiate application of the hybrid statute?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth Initiates</td>
<td>Can the youth (defense) request application of the hybrid statute?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Prosecutorial Consent Requirement</td>
<td>Can the determination of whether to apply the hybrid statute be made without the prosecutor’s consent?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Decision: Court</td>
<td>Does the court have the final decision on granting the application of the hybrid statute?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria in Statute</td>
<td>Does the hybrid statute explicitly set the criteria for granting its application?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a} Except when the youth is charged with an offense that does not involve moral turpitude or that involves a maximum sentence of less than one year, the court must advise youth regarding YOS and initiate examination for determination of whether to grant YO status provided that the youth consents.

\textsuperscript{b} Consent of youth (defense) is required for examination to determine whether the youth should be tried as YO and assignment of YO status. Ala. Code 1975 § 15-19-1.
is then filed with the court, which has the final decision on whether to grant or deny YO status.

Youth assigned YO status are tried at “court sessions separate from those for adults charged with crime.” If the youth assigned YO status does not plead guilty, the trial is held before the judge without a jury.

A youth (defendant) cannot request “youthful offender” treatment without waiving the right to a jury trial. Appellate courts ruled that the introduction of a jury into such proceedings would destroy any confidentiality with which the act attempts to clothe the proceedings and the youth’s record. As a practical matter, the provision that youth assigned YO status be tried “at court sessions separate from those for adults charged with crime” would become virtually impossible to carry out.

Further, the appellate courts ruled that the jury-waiver provision of the YOS does not render the statute unconstitutional; the adjudicatory procedures defined by the YOS do not violate due process of law; and any benefits which might result from the infusion of a jury trial into YO proceedings are greatly outweighed by the detrimental effects it would have to the orderly functioning of the YO system and to the interests of those persons the YOS was designed to protect.

If someone is adjudged a “youthful offender” and the underlying charge is a felony, the court shall:
1. Suspend the imposition or execution of sentence with or without probation;
2. Place the defendant on probation for a period not to exceed three years;
3. Impose a fine as provided by law for the offense with or without probation or commitment; or
4. Commit the defendant to the custody of the Board of Corrections for a term of three years or less.

If a sentence or fine is not otherwise authorized by law, then a disposition under this statute can be replaced or supplemented with a fine of not more than $1,000, which can be authorized in installments.

If the underlying charge is a misdemeanor, the court may assign “correctional treatment as provided by law for such misdemeanor.”

A judge cannot give pretrial diversion on a YO guilty plea without the consent of the prosecutor. A judge cannot impose consecutive probation periods or consecutive sentences if the total of either exceeds three years.

A youth sentenced to incarceration under Alabama’s YOS serves time in an adult correctional facility. The statute does not provide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Plea Requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jury Trial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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for a separate, specialized correctional unit or facility exclusively for those sentenced under the YOS. There is no specialized probation for youth sentenced under the YOS and such youth serve their probation sentence under the supervision of adult probation agency. The sentencing court maintains jurisdiction to hear any alleged post-sentencing violations. The court may also shorten the duration of probation sentence if the young person is doing well.

The Alabama YOS does not require mandatory provisions of support services to youth sentenced as youthful offenders. According to our interviews, Alabama’s YO sentencing and post-sentencing mechanisms are not by default particularly rehabilitative. If the defense counsel is creative and proactive, courts will sometimes provide more developmentally targeted approaches, seeking to connect youth to GED or trade skills programs or other age-appropriate services.

A guilty decision under the YOS is not considered a conviction, and thus does not disqualify the youth from rights or privileges as would an adult conviction. According to our interviews, if the defense counsel is creative and proactive, courts will sometimes provide more developmentally targeted approaches, seeking to connect youth to GED or trade skills programs or other age-appropriate services.
employment as a result of being adjudicated as a “youthful offender.” Courts have noted that the YOS “is intended to extricate persons below 21 from the harshness of prosecution and conviction. It is designed to provide them the benefits of an informal, confidential rehabilitative system.”

A YO adjudication (guilty decision) is not considered a strike under the state’s “Habitual Felony Offender Act” since it is not a conviction as far as future justice-involvement is concerned. But the statute provides that if the youth is “subsequently convicted of crime, the prior adjudication as youthful offender shall be considered” by the court. Further, in United States v. Elliot, the Eleventh Circuit held that state adjudications of youthful offenders qualify as convictions for the purposes of the career offender sentence enhancement under the federal sentencing guidelines. The court held that the decision did not affect Alabama’s interpretation of the YOS, only the statute’s application to federal sentencing.

YO proceedings, including investigation, are confidential. Statements made by a defendant during a YO examination and investigation cannot be used as evidence against him but can be considered at the time of sentencing after the defendant has been found guilty of a crime or adjudged a youthful offender. Youth (defendants) can be cross-examined about statements made during the investigation if it is a “harmless error.”

YO status affords confidentiality of records except for sex offense cases: “The fingerprints and photographs and other records … shall not be open to public inspection unless the person adjudged a youthful offender is treated as an adult sex offender according to Section 15-20A-35; provided, however, that the court may, in its discretion, permit the inspection of papers or records. However, such records of a person adjudged a youthful offender can be later reviewed by prosecutors.”

Some practitioners shared concerns about the ability to maintain confidentiality from both the investigations and adjudications of YO status in actual practice.

---

**Table 7. Alabama YOS: Record Protection Provisions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Automatic Record Protection</th>
<th>Can a youth automatically avoid a formal record of conviction if the term under the hybrid statute ends successfully?</th>
<th>✓</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other Record Protection</td>
<td>If it is not automatic, does the hybrid statute offer other means of record protection, such as a petition to expunge or seal records of a conviction?</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our desk review and interviews with practitioners revealed a number of key findings on implementation of the hybrid statute in Alabama.

First, it appears that some defense attorneys fail to inform or advise their client that they may be eligible for YO status. In one case where counsel failed to timely file for YO status, the court retroactively considered defendant’s application, and the lawyer was not sanctioned. The ability to apply the application retroactively can be complicated by the Alabama Rules of Criminal Procedure, which currently provides a one-year statute of limitations on applying for YO status. Further, the courts do not consider YO status a matter of subject matter jurisdiction and therefore do not accept it as constituting a reason for extending the statute of limitations. However, federal habeas corpus petitions are still potentially available: The 11th Circuit Court of Appeals held that trial court’s failure to “perform its mandatory duty” to inform youth of his eligibility to request consideration for YO treatment violates youth’s “federal due process rights,” warranting habeas corpus relief.53

Second, there is no clear or mandatory format for the proceedings to grant or deny YO status. The YOS does not require a complete or “formal” hearing in every case. Further, a judge is not statutorily required to order an investigation report by a probation officer in every case. The judge’s discretion is almost absolute. While the decision to enter into the YO process is elective and requires the consent of the youth, such a decision may remain a strategic gamble, as one does not know how thorough or fair the process will be.

Finally, when a probation report is ordered, it often carries significant weight relative to any proceedings in front of a judge. In one case, a judge adjudicated YO status without a full hearing, solely relying on the investigation report of the probation officer. According to a key stakeholder, currently most probation officers have a law enforcement background as opposed to social work background and are not specifically trained on the developmental needs of emerging adults.

According to our desk review and interviews, there is no publicly available data that specifically identifies youth sentenced under Alabama’s YOS. In the absence of YO-specific public data, we reviewed aggregate data as general background on youth in Alabama’s juvenile and adult criminal legal system.

Drug abuse violations are the single most common underlying offense category in arrests of 18- to 20-year-olds in Alabama, constituting 21% of all arrests of this age group, followed by property crimes (12%).

In 2019, an estimated 464,460 15- to-17-year-olds and 804,720 18- to 20-year-olds were arrested in Alabama, making 5% and 8% of arrests of all ages respectively. Drug abuse violations are the single most common underlying offense category in arrests of 18- to 20-year-olds in Alabama, constituting 21% of all arrests of this age group, followed by property crimes (12%). Only 5% of arrests of 18- to 20-year-olds were for “violent offenses,” including murder, robbery, and aggravated assault, according to the federal Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.
As of 2019, Alabama has a commitment rate of 90 per 100,000 juveniles in the state, as compared to the general U.S. commitment rate of 66.6. There were 2.3 times more Black and Latinx juveniles in detention than white juveniles, a figure mirroring the national average.

The incarceration rate disparity between Black and white youth decreased by 19% between 2015 and 2019. Admissions to Alabama’s Department of Youth Services (DYS) overall have been steadily declining since 2008. Female admissions to DYS had a particularly dramatic decrease, from 450 in 2008 to 167 in 2019.

On the adult criminal side, the total population sentenced to incarceration under the custody of the Alabama Department of Corrections (ADOC) was 25,186 in 2021. Alabama’s incarceration rate in 2019 was 17th in the nation at 419 incarcerated individuals per 100,000 population. This population reached a ten-year peak in 2013, at 32,523 under ADOC supervision. From 2011 to 2021, the population of incarcerated individuals in state prisons decreased by over 22%.

As of 2021, the majority of individuals incarcerated in Alabama state prisons were Black (54.6%). The imprisonment rate of Black Alabamans was 1132 per 100,000, versus 421 for white Alabamans. Between 1978 and 2017, the population of Black people in prison increased by 193%.

For the vast majority of those sentenced to incarceration in ADOC, underlying charges are drug offenses. In fact, about 3,500 Alabamans were sentenced in 2021 for drug-related offenses, while the second-most-common offense type was theft, at only 950.

Annual jurisdictional releases—including split sentence, end of sentence, and probation—from the custody of ADOC have been declining on average since 2011. Alabama imposes an outsized number of life sentences compared to other states: 24% of all sentences as of 2020 were life sentences in Alabama, compared with 3.3% in Maine.

According to ADOC annual report, the average age of incarcerated individuals in state prisons as of 2021 was 42.7. The majority (over 6,700) of those individuals were between 31 and 40 years of age, while about 4,250 were between 21 and 30. As of 2021, 1331 individuals in DOC custody were between ages 21 and 25, and 122 were between ages 15 and 20.

### MAJOR LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

**ALABAMA’S YOUTHFUL OFFENDER STATUTE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2012 | • Amended § 15-19-1 by adding a requirement of notice to family and an evidentiary hearing before determining eligibility of YO status when an element of the crime is intentional infliction of serious physical injury or intentional killing. 
| 2014 | • Amended § 15-19-7 by giving prosecutors access to records of youth sentenced as “youthful offenders.” |
| 2015 | • Amended § 15-19-7 by opening records to public if the youth sentenced under the YOS is treated as an adult sex offender. 
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Trapped

By KB

My vision obstructed by the bars on my window as I watch the sun’s incline
Regrets escape for only a moment, moving along hastily as time.
Trying to drift away from this place of hate with gates laced with knives,
but I’m trapped within a cage that holds me close while manipulating my mind.
The stone walls whispers attempting to soothe my hunger while caressing my pain.
Freedom, I strive for though some days I feel as if my struggle is in vain.
My cries for help are smothered by screams of frustration, day to day stress I live through
Yesterday was like today and tomorrow is the same I’m trapped in a realm of déjà vu
Why’s are no longer summoned while my pillow fondles my neck and head
Nights no longer filled with sweet dreams only nightmares pictures of the dead.
Tucked neatly in my coffin longing for slumber, just wanting to rest in peace
Instead I’m trapped in prison from being caged in by the streets.

District of Columbia’s Youth Rehabilitation Act: A Dynamic Hybrid System That Continues to Evolve

The District of Columbia’s hybrid system, named the Youth Rehabilitation Act (YRA), was enacted in 1985 and was modeled after the Federal Youth Corrections Act, which existed from 1950 to 1984. Though originally passed at the height of tough-on-crime federal politics, the current YRA is one of the most progressive hybrid systems in the country: It affords youth below 25 years of age such developmentally appropriate measures as exceptions to mandatory minimums, rehabilitative programming, and set-asides of convictions. The YRA has undergone significant amendments over the last two decades, transforming it from more of a specialized sentencing provision to a hybrid system.

I. LEGAL LANDSCAPE

A unique feature of the District’s criminal legal system is the jurisdictional interplay between the District’s local justice agencies and the federal system. The National Capital Revitalization and Self-Government Improvement Act of 1997 (Revitalization Act) transferred a number of adult criminal legal system functions, such as corrections, parole, and community supervision, to the control of the federal government. Since emerging adults – 18-to-25-year-olds – are subject to the adult criminal court jurisdiction in D.C. and are subject to the requirements under the Revitalization Act, most emerging adults under the YRA serve their prison sentence, parole, and community supervision under federal jurisdiction. This means that emerging adults sentenced to prison for a felony under the D.C. law, except those with only short periods of time remaining on their sentences, are in the custody of a federal prison, not in the District’s Department of Corrections. These prisons are nearly always far away from D.C. and the youths’ families and support networks. Further, not having authority to direct programming and services within the Federal Bureau of Prisons or the federal probation agency (Court Services and Offender Supervision Agency (CSOSA)) limits the District’s ability to implement reform initiatives addressing the unique needs of emerging adults, such as the District’s hybrid system, the Youth Rehabilitation Act.

Regarding the jurisdiction of the juvenile court in D.C., the court has jurisdiction for youth 17 years of age and under (up to 18th birthday). However, the juvenile court can retain jurisdiction over youth aged 18, 19, and 20 (until the 21st birthday) who allegedly committed their crime before age 18. Further, D.C. has discretionary transfer and direct file provisions that allow some youth under the age 18 to be prosecuted and treated in the adult criminal system. The District’s Department of Youth Rehabilitation Services (DYRS) has sole jurisdiction of youth under the age of 18 at the time of offense and, thus, individuals treated in the juvenile system are not subject to the jurisdictional issues between the local and federal agencies in D.C.’s adult criminal legal system.

With regard to sentencing laws, D.C. has mandatory minimum sentences for certain offenses including weapon offenses, such as gun possession. Further, D.C. has a multiple strike statute imposing a seven-year minimum sentence for repeat violent offenses.
II. AN OVERVIEW OF D.C.’s YOUTH REHABILITATION ACT

D.C.’s YRA\(^7\) was first enacted in 1985 and was modeled after the Federal Youth Corrections Act (YCA), which had just been repealed in 1984. The original YRA was nearly identical to the repealed YCA, and essentially provided sentencing alternatives and specialized corrections for eligible youth. The Sentencing Reform Amendment Act of 2000 and the Youth Rehabilitation Amendment Act of 2018\(^8\) substantively changed the YRA, turning it into a hybrid system that extends more rehabilitative aspects and protections found in juvenile justice systems to 18-to 24-year-olds.

**Turning Controversy into Reform: 2018 Amendment of D.C.’s Youth Rehabilitation Act**

An unusual turn of events preceded the passage of DC Law 22-97, which amended and improved the District’s Youth Rehabilitation Act (YRA). In 2016, *The Washington Post* published a series of hard-hitting articles on the YRA, which they claimed to be an “obscure local law” enacted in 1985.\(^9\) The reporters misattributed what they believed to be an uptick in crime committed by young people to YRA. In the process, they tried to conduct a survey across the country to determine how the YRA compared to other YO laws in other jurisdictions. In the end, The Post “was unable to find any law with provisions equivalent to those in the District’s Youth Act.”\(^10\)

The reaction to the *Post* series was unusual. Instead of a get-tough policy response that often follows high-profile news coverage of violent crime, District leaders engaged in a thoughtful process and called for a careful examination of the issues to inform the best course of action. Policy makers’ efforts were supported by District’s advocacy groups’ initiatives, led by the Justice Policy Institute, providing useful and relevant information to the stakeholders, media, and the public in general.\(^11\) The District’s Criminal Justice Coordinating Council (CJCC) conducted a detailed empirical analysis of YRA to inform policy discussions.\(^12\) The Chair of the Judiciary Committee of the DC Council, Charles Allen, convened stakeholder meetings to consider these findings. Highlighting the lack of services and developmentally appropriate programming provided under the Youth Rehabilitation Act, he aptly observed that “for years, we’ve called it the Youth Act and left out the R. It’s like the rehabilitation part was just forgotten.”\(^13\) Instead of abolishing YRA as a result of the *Post* series, legislation was drafted to build on the strengths of the existing YRA while also addressing its deficiencies.\(^14\)

In a remarkable turn of events, the YRA was not only kept, but a more robust and expanded version of the statute passed in 2018.\(^15\) The District’s experience serves as a striking lesson for policy makers, practitioners, and advocates that seek to enhance the existing legislative framework of hybrid systems for emerging adults in other jurisdictions across the United States.
The YRA provides a split hybrid system as it applies both to children (youth below the upper age limit of the juvenile court jurisdiction) treated in the adult system as a result of either “direct file” or discretionary transfer and to emerging adults (youth above the upper age limit of the juvenile court jurisdiction). Despite its recent amendments, the key provisions of the YRA remain mainly focused on postconviction and post-sentencing phases of the criminal procedure, and the protections YRA offers for the trial stage are much more limited than the hybrid systems of other jurisdictions, such as Michigan’s HYTA that provides extensive confidentiality protections. On the other hand, D.C.’s YRA stands out from among other hybrid systems with its robust conviction set-aside provisions and post-sentencing provisions, specifically those that permit early termination of a YRA sentence and require mandatory provision of developmentally appropriate programming and support services.

III. KEY PROVISIONS OF THE DISTRICT’S YOUTH REHABILITATION ACT

1. Eligibility – Age
The YRA applies to youth who allegedly committed a crime before their 25th birthday and are charged as adults. YRA-eligible youth include both emerging adults – youth over the upper age limit of the juvenile court jurisdiction at the time of alleged offense (18- to 24-year-olds) – as well as children who were under the upper age threshold of juvenile court jurisdiction at the time of alleged offense but were prosecuted in the adult criminal court as a result of either direct file or discretionary transfer provisions. Under D.C. law, 16- to 17-year-olds charged with certain felonies or traffic offenses are directly prosecuted in the adult court. Further D.C. permits juveniles, who are 15 years old or older at the time of offense and who meet certain criteria based on underlying offense and criminal history, to be transferred to adult court.

In 2018, two important changes to age consideration for determining YRA eligibility took place: First, the upper age was raised from the 22nd to the 25th birthday. Second, instead of using the date of the conviction or guilty plea as the marker for eligibility, the amended YRA uses the age at the time of the alleged offense.

2. Eligibility – Offense
While YRA can apply to a wide array of offenses, including both misdemeanors and felonies, some offenses are statutorily excluded. Individuals charged with “murder, first degree murder that constitutes an act of terrorism, second degree

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. D.C.’s YRA: Eligibility – Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lower Age Limit</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birthday at which a youth becomes eligible for the hybrid statute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Upper Age Limit</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birthday up to which a youth remains eligible for the hybrid statute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Age Tiers for Emerging Adults</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are different age groups within the emerging adult range treated the same under the hybrid statute?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
murder that constitutes an act of terrorism, first degree sexual abuse, second degree sexual abuse, and first-degree child sexual abuse” are ineligible for YRA.21 These are statutorily mandatory exclusions, which the judge cannot override.

A prior YRA sentence or other previous contact with the juvenile and criminal legal system do not automatically render an individual ineligible under YRA for a subsequent offense. However, YRA includes prior YRA sentences and other previous contacts with juvenile and criminal legal system in the list of criteria that the court shall consider while using its discretion in sentencing a youth under the Act.22

The list of excluded offenses in the YRA has been expanded over the years. When originally enacted, the YRA applied to all offenses other than murder. In 200223 and 201824, the YRA was amended to exclude youth charged of terrorism offenses and certain sexual offenses respectively.

3. Application of YRA
Differing from other hybrid systems analyzed in this study, a youth who meets YRA’s threshold eligibility criteria (age and offense) discussed above is automatically considered a “youth offender”25 and, thus, can benefit from some of the YRA provisions without a discretionary decision. The YRA provisions that are the most impactful in practice, however, require a discretionary decision by the court.

Non-discretionary application of some YRA provisions: The statutory wording of the YRA technically allows a youth that meets the basic age and offense eligibility requirements listed in § 24-901(6) to benefit from some of the YRA provisions automatically, without a discretionary decision by the court. These include, for example, support services/developmentally appropriate programming afforded under YRA.26 As discussed in more detail under subsection 6 on post-sentencing provisions below, the application of these provisions is currently restrained in practice due to jurisdictional issues and limited programming available for emerging adults.

Discretionary Application of YRA Provisions: Application of the most impactful provisions of the YRA, including the special sentencing and discretionary set-aside provisions requires a discretionary decision by the court. While using its discretion to determine whether to apply these provisions of the YRA, the court must consider the following, non-exhaustive criteria listed in the statute:27 (1) individual’s age at the time of the alleged offense; (2) nature of the offense including whether the youth was acting along with an adult in committing the offense; (3) prior YRA sentence, if applicable, (4) compliance with supervision and pretrial release, and the rules of the facility.
to which the young person has been committed; (5) youth’s current participation in rehabilitative programing, if any; (6) youth’s previous contact with the juvenile and criminal justice systems; (7) youth’s family and community circumstances at the time of the offense, including history of abuse, trauma, or involvement in the child welfare system; (8) youth’s ability to “appreciate the risks and consequences” of the conduct; (9) medical reports of physical, mental, or psychiatric examinations of the individual; (10) unlawful use of controlled substances; (11) youth’s capacity for rehabilitation; and (12) statements by victims or families of victims. Finally, the court can consider any other information that it deems relevant to its decision.

The court is required to make a written statement on the record summarizing the reasons why it sentenced, or denied to sentence, a youth under the YRA (or set aside, or denied to set aside the conviction of a youth regardless of being sentenced under the YRA). The youth is also entitled to present to the court facts that would affect the court’s decision on the discretionary application of the YRA.

So long as the court considers and weighs the option of sentencing under the YRA, the court has met its requirements. The rigor with which the trial court applies the criteria listed in YRA in deciding whether to apply the special sentencing provisions of the YRA is reviewable on appeal. Appellate courts were satisfied when “the court’s sentencing decision reflect[ed] a thoughtful and conscientious discharge of his sentencing responsibilities.”

The detailed criteria that guide the court’s use of discretion was incorporated in the YRA during its major amendment in 2018. Together with the statutory mandate imposed on the court to explain the reasons for applying, or denying to apply the discretionary sentencing and set-aside provisions of YRA, these statutory provisions set a good model for other jurisdictions that provide little to no guidance for use of judicial discretion in granting “youthful offender” status and applying protections offered in their YO laws to eligible youth. Stakeholders we interviewed in D.C. highlighted, however, the wide variance in YRA practices across the District. Since there is no special caseload for YRA cases, they observed that some judges and defense attorneys may encounter a YRA case for the first time and be unfamiliar with the YRA’s nuances. For more equitable outcomes, some stakeholders recommended more training to legal system actors, including defense attorneys, prosecutors, and judges, on adolescent development, how to work with an emerging adult, how to deal with young persons with trauma, and how to apply the eligibility and mitigating factors in the YRA statute (such as past behavior, demonstration of rehabilitation potential, etc.).

A 2017 analysis conducted by the Criminal Justice Coordinating Council (CJCC) prior to the 2018 amendments reviewed the implementation status of the YRA between 2010 and 2012. After collecting data on the fourteen different factors courts considered in practice to determine sentencing under the YRA — including, age, prior offense, and offense currently in question — the CJCC report found that four of the fourteen factors tested were particularly important: “age, number of non-DC arrests, number of times committed to the Department of Youth Rehabilitation Services (DYRS), and number of past DC convictions.” Older individuals within the eligible age range were less likely to receive YRA sentences, notwithstanding set-asides. The CJCC did not find that the type of offense charged played such a significant role in the court’s determination: “[C]rimes of violence, felony, and weapon offenses [were] no more or less likely to receive YRA sentences, notwithstanding set-asides.”

While the prosecutor can ask the judge to apply discretionary provisions of the YRA, prosecutors
have been historically opposed to the YRA. One stakeholder we interviewed stated that while there were occasions where the prosecutor did not adamantly oppose the YRA for a defendant, she cannot “think of one time when the government recommended YRA.”


In contrast with other hybrid systems, such as Michigan’s Holmes Youthful Trainee Act (HYTA) and Alabama’s Youthful Offender Act (YOA), D.C.’s YRA mainly focuses on postconviction provisions (sentencing and post-sentencing treatment/programming) for eligible youth. Therefore, procedural protections and provisions offered to youth under the YRA are limited.

A youth can be sentenced as a “youth offender” under the YRA after a guilty verdict, a guilty plea, or a plea of no contest. The youth is not required to enter a guilty plea or waive their right to a jury trial in order to benefit from the YRA provisions.

A youth who was found guilty and sentenced under the YRA receives a conviction, but this can be “set aside,” as explained under the record protection provisions subsection below. The YRA does not offer confidentiality provisions for the court proceedings prior to sentencing, such as those offered in Michigan’s HYTA and Alabama’s YOA, with one exception: a court’s consideration of any records related to the individual’s contacts with the juvenile justice and child welfare systems and/or medical and mental health records are conducted at the bench and placed under seal.


A key sentencing provision of the YRA statute in D.C. is that it allows the court to issue, at its discretion, an imprisonment sentence less than any mandatory minimum term otherwise provided by law. However, YRA does not

---

Table 3. D.C.’s YRA: Application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Juvenile Court</th>
<th>Does the juvenile court decide whether to apply the hybrid statute?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Presumptive Application</td>
<td>Is the hybrid statute presumed to apply to youth who meet the eligibility requirements?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge Initiates</td>
<td>Can the judge prompt application of the hybrid statute at own initiative?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosecutor Initiates</td>
<td>Can the prosecutor initiate application of the hybrid statute?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth Initiates</td>
<td>Can the youth (defense) request application of the hybrid statute?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Prosecutorial Consent Requirement</td>
<td>Can the determination of whether to apply the hybrid statute be made without the prosecutor’s consent?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Decision: Court</td>
<td>Does the court have the final decision on granting the application of the hybrid statute?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria in Statute</td>
<td>Does the hybrid statute explicitly set the criteria for granting its application?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Youth who meet the threshold eligibility requirements (age and offense) are automatically considered a “youth offender” and can benefit from some provisions of the YRA without a discretionary decision (e.g., support services/developmentally appropriate programming). However, the most impactful YRA provisions in practice, such as special sentencing and discretionary set-aside provisions, require a discretionary decision of the court.
automatically obviate mandatory minimums in that the court may, but does not have to, set a sentence less than the mandatory minimum.42

The statute also provides sentencing alternatives. The court has the discretion to suspend the imposition or execution of an incarceration sentence and place the youth under probation on the grounds that the youth would be better served by community supervision instead of confinement.43 Further, if the offense for which the youth is convicted is punishable by imprisonment, the court may use its discretion to sentence the youth pursuant to §24-903 (i.e., probation and community service, or imprisonment less than mandatory minimums) up to the maximum penalty of imprisonment otherwise provided by law.44 In contrast with other hybrid systems, D.C.’s YRA does not provide statutory limits on the duration of probation or imprisonment sentences for youth sentenced under the statute.

A youth placed on probation under YRA is statutorily required to perform at least 90 hours of community service.45 The mayor is mandated to develop a community service plan with a list of agencies where an eligible youth may be assigned for community work, a description of such service, and related procedures.46

In using its discretion for sentencing a youth under the YRA, the statute requires that a court consider the criteria listed in §24-903(c)(2) as discussed in the Application subsection above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Plea Requirement</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Closed Session</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jury Trial</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5. D.C.’s YRA: Sentencing Provisions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limits on Fines &amp; Fees</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limits on Incarceration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limits on Probation</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Mandatory Minimums Obviated** | Does the hybrid statute obviate mandatory minimum sentences for eligible youth? | ✓

* Under the YRA, the Court, at its discretion, may, but does not have to, set a sentence less than the mandatory minimum. D.C. Code § 24-903(b)(2).

D.C.’s YRA stands out from other hybrid systems with its robust post-sentencing provisions, specifically those that permit early termination of a YRA sentence and require mandatory provision of developmentally appropriate programming and support services.

Under YRA, youth sentenced to imprisonment or probation serve their sentence in adult corrections or under the supervision of the adult probation agency. This limits the ability of the District to implement YRA’s robust post-sentencing provisions fully, since the Revitalization Act transferred a number of adult criminal legal system functions from the District’s local agencies to the control of the federal government. In fact, currently, most emerging adults under the YRA serve their prison sentence, parole, and community supervision under federal jurisdiction and not under the jurisdiction of District’s local agencies.

For example, the Revitalization Act requires any individual sentenced to incarceration for a felony (longer than one year imprisonment) in the District to serve their sentence within the legal custody of Federal Bureau of Prisons (FBOP). Thus, emerging adults sentenced to incarceration for more than one year under the YRA are not housed in the D.C. Department of Corrections (DCDOC) facilities, but in FBOP facilities, which are often far away from their homes, families and support network.

This creates a gaping legal loophole: Due to jurisdictional limitations, the District of Columbia does not have direct enforcement power over the federal Bureau of Prisons or Court Services and Offender Supervision Agency (CSOSA, the federal probation and parole agency). Although the YRA authorizes the FBOP to provide such developmentally appropriate programming and care as required of D.C. agencies for eligible emerging adults under the YRA, provision of such programming and resources cannot be enforced in practice. As a result, an emerging adult under the YRA who was placed in a non-DC facility, as is often the case cannot, in practice, benefit fully from the YRA provisions and receive the support services and developmentally appropriate programming that would otherwise apply to them under the statute. Furthermore, the youth held in non-District facilities is unable to file a habeas petition in the D.C. courts.

While emerging adults sentenced to less than one year of incarceration under YRA can remain in local jail under the custody of DCDOC, those who are committed to the custody of FBOP are mainly housed in other states. Even youth who are awaiting trial in jail are often housed outside the District, which can impact their ability to get a speedy trial for YRA-eligible youth. On any given day, there are approximately 2,000 people (including those detained pending trial and those who are sentenced) in D.C. jail, approximately one in four of whom are emerging adults.

For this small subset of emerging adults under YRA that are incarcerated in the D.C. jail, a new, promising initiative was launched in February 2018 before the revised YRA took effect: The D.C. Department of Corrections created a new specialized corrections program, the Young Men Emerging (YME) unit, for youth ages 18 to
25 including some who are sentenced under the YRA. A second YME unit was opened the following year. The YME program is built on a rehabilitative, rather than punitive, model and held in a separate housing unit that provides education, counseling, mentoring, and a measure of self-governance. Restorative justice principles and a “credible messenger” model are at the core of this promising initiative. Due to limited space and jurisdictional limitations of DCDOC imposed by the Revitalization Act, currently only a small subset of emerging adults under YRA can participate in this promising initiative. As of April 2021, the capacity of the YME unit was twenty-five male emerging adults (mentees) in addition to five mentors, chosen from among the older incarcerated individuals serving life sentences and living on the unit. From April 2019 to May 2020, a total of seventy-eight emerging adults have been on the YME unit. Since the YME program is placed within a jail setting (instead of prison settings designed for longer term incarceration), it serves a more transient population, as the emerging adults can either be transferred to the federal prison or released back to the community. Between April 2019 and May 2020, the participants in the YME spent an average of 84 days, with a maximum length of stay of 387 days. In the same period, nineteen emerging adults were transferred to a federal facility, two were released to the custody of Maryland and Virginia state facilities, and sixteen were released back into the community.

One of the interesting provisions of the YRA is the opportunity to shorten the period of probation and/or confinement when a youth fully complies with all the requirements of the sentence. The question of who has the authority to decide on such early termination depends on the commitment (incarceration) / probation distinction of the original sentence and the time of offense:

(a) Youth sentenced to incarceration and committed to custody under YRA for an offense committed before August 2000 may be released and placed in supervision (probation) conditionally “whenever appropriate” by a decision of the (federal) United States Parole Commission (USPC). At the end of one year from the date of such conditional release, youth may be unconditionally discharged before the expiration of the original sentence. Youth sentenced to incarceration under the YRA for an offense committed after August 2000 are not eligible for release on “parole” by a decision of the USPC, but may be terminated from a term of supervised release by a decision of the USPC.

(b) For youth sentenced to probation under YRA, the court may, in its discretion, unconditionally discharge the youth from probation before the end of the maximum period of probation previously fixed by the court. As discussed in detail under the record protection provisions subsection below, whether the unconditional discharge happens before or after the expiration of the original sentence has important consequences on the procedure for setting aside the conviction.

The sentencing court maintains jurisdiction for hearing any alleged violation of the conditions of the YRA sentence and can decide to revoke it for a technical or substantive violation. However, the statute excludes a positive test for use of marijuana from consideration as a violation of probation unless the use of marijuana (as opposed to controlled substances generally) was included as an express condition of probation. A significant change in YRA’s post-sentencing provisions came in 2018 when §24-905 was repealed by the Youth Rehabilitation Amendment
The repealed section provided that youth who were sentenced to incarceration under the YRA could be removed from the “youthful offender treatment program” by a decision of the director of the Department of Corrections if the department determined that the youth would “derive no further benefit.” Before this provision was repealed in 2018, the D.C. Court of Appeals had extended the “no further benefit” criterion to the revocation of a YRA probation sentence by the sentencing court by requiring the court to first make a determination that the youth would derive “no further benefit” from the YRA sentence before revoking a probation sentence. Since §24-905 is now repealed, it is unclear from case law whether the court must make a similar determination to revoke a YRA sentence.

**Programming**

A hallmark of D.C.’s YRA is its detailed provisions on developmentally appropriate support services. The YRA provides that “the Mayor shall provide facilities, treatment, and services for the developmentally appropriate care, custody, subsistence, education, workforce training, and protection” of youth eligible under the statute. The statute defines “treatment” as “guidance for youth offenders designed to improve public safety by facilitating rehabilitation and preventing recidivism.” It is noteworthy that the statute requires that these provisions be made available to youth both while pending trial and after conviction. Further, this mandate for the provision of specialized, developmentally appropriate services applies automatically to youth who meet the threshold age and offense eligibility requirements of the statute, regardless of whether the youth is ultimately sentenced under the YRA.

These requirements for extensive and developmentally appropriate support services were included in the YRA during its most recent amendment in 2018, after a thoughtful legislative process that was informed by a detailed analysis of the implementation of the statute by the District’s Criminal Justice Coordinating Council. As aptly noted by Councilmember Charles Allen regarding YRA before the amendments, “there was no ‘R’ in the YRA.”

The 2018 amendments to the YRA have provided D.C. with an important opportunity to invest in a wide range of effective, developmentally appropriate treatment programs and services geared specifically for this age group. However, one of the biggest challenges to successful implementation is the District’s lack of jurisdiction of the federal Bureau of Prisons, as discussed above. “Young adults who are sentenced under the Youth Act often serve their sentences in prisons far away from the District where they receive little to no services. Thus, despite the intent of the Youth Act, there is currently little if any meaningful rehabilitation being provided,” according to a Justice Policy Institute report published before the revised YRA took effect.

---

**The 2018 amendments to the YRA have provided D.C. with an important opportunity to invest in a wide range of effective, developmentally appropriate treatment programs and services geared specifically for emerging adults.**

The revised YRA mandated the mayor to develop and submit to the council a strategic plan for providing these rehabilitative facilities, treatment, and services for youth under the YRA, including “recommendations for
adopter et mettre en œuvre des programmes inter-agences” mise en œuvre par les agences du District pour répondre à:

(A) Les besoins éducatifs, de travail, comportementaux et de soins de santé physique, de logement, de famille, et de réinsertion des jeunes délinquants avant le placement, pendant le placement dans le District ou le placement dans un service de justice fédéral, et pendant la réinsertion;
(B) La disponibilité d’un continuum de services appropriés, de développement approprié, de services communautaires pour les délinquants jeunes avant le placement, pendant le placement dans le District ou le placement dans un service de justice fédéral, et pendant la réinsertion;
(C) Les meilleures pratiques en justice restorative pour les victimes, les délinquants jeunes, y compris pour les délinquants jeunes condamnés pour des délits violents, et les personnes à risque de devenir délinquants jeunes;
(D) L’expansion des programmes de divertissement pour les personnes à risque de devenir délinquants jeunes; et
(E) Le soutien par le District aux délinquants jeunes dans le District ou le placement dans un service de justice fédéral.

In November 2021, a team from the Justice Policy Institute and the D.C. Emerging Adult Justice Action Collaborative comprised of local policymakers, justice system stakeholders, community service providers, researchers, and people with lived justice system experience, delivered to D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser a final Strategic Plan in accordance with the statute. This Strategic Plan identified diversion, housing/education, education/workforce development, and family as key priority areas for implementation. Notably, to address D.C.’s unique jurisdictional challenge to successful implementation of support services mandated by the YRA, the Strategic Plan recommended reestablishing local control of adult criminal legal system functions and raising the age of juvenile justice jurisdiction to age 25 to move the authority for prosecution, detention, and supervision of all emerging adults to District agencies. Short of both options, the Strategic Plan recommended

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6: D.C.’s YRA: Post-Sentencing Provisions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Special Custody</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Juvenile Custody</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Juvenile Probation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Court Involvement</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Early Termination</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Support Services</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* A limited number of YRA youth are held in the Young Men Emerging (YME) unit, a specialized corrections program for youth ages 18 to 25, launched by the D.C. Department of Corrections in 2018.
that all other legal and regulatory framework should be explored to bring all emerging adults serving their sentence in a FBOP facility to D.C. to serve out their sentence at the D.C. jail and expanding the YME units’ offerings to all eligible emerging adults held within DCDOC custody.77

One of the stakeholders we spoke with, and who was closely involved in the preparation of the Strategic Plan, referred to the plan as an effective “blueprint,” explaining that the next step is to aggregate the ongoing and planned efforts in the community into a more specific plan for implementation.

As of the date of writing of this report, the YRA Strategic Plan has not been implemented.78

Under the YRA, a guilty finding enters as a conviction in a youth’s criminal record, but the conviction may be, or in case of early termination shall be automatically (without a discretionary decision), “set aside” after the youth successfully completes at least a part of the sentence.

While YRA’s robust “set-aside” provisions provide stronger record protection than some other hybrid systems included in this study (e.g., Florida), they remain weaker than some others in large part due to the complex procedures required by the statute for setting aside a conviction and the relatively limited legal effect. Set-asides can play a significant role in alleviating collateral consequences of a public criminal record, including stigma and discrimination in social and economic contexts. However, the legal impact is more limited than record protection provisions offered in other hybrid systems that do not consider a guilty finding under their YO statute a conviction (e.g., Michigan and Alabama).

When a conviction is set aside under YRA, all public records of the conviction are removed and the youth does not have to disclose that conviction to a potential employer or in housing applications and the like, but that conviction can still be viewed and used by courts when considering future sentencing if the individual reoffends.79

For instance, the YRA statute allows a conviction set aside to be used for imposing an enhanced sentence if the person commits a second or subsequent offense; in determining whether an offense is a second or subsequent violation under sentencing provisions for individuals who recidivate drug offenses; or for impeachment if the person testifies in his or her own defense at trial.80 Further, a conviction set aside may be used for “gun offender registration,”81 or in determining whether a person’s possession of a firearm is unlawful because of a previous conviction.82 YRA’s set-aside provision covers only the conviction. Individuals still need to file a motion to have arrest records sealed.

As in record protection and confidentiality provisions offered in other hybrid systems, the public policy rationale behind set-asides provided in the YRA is rehabilitation: A set-aside gives a youth a clean slate in employment and all other areas of life while retaining some leverage for courts to respond differently to an alleged future offense.83

YRA’s set-aside provisions can be applied in two distinct ways:

Automatic (non-discretionary) set-aside: A conviction of a youth is set aside automatically (without a discretionary decision) upon unconditional discharge before the expiration of the sentence imposed (early termination).84

Discretionary set-aside: A conviction of a youth may be set aside by a discretionary decision after
the expiration of the originally imposed sentence. The decision to set aside the conviction is determined by the court if the person is incarcerated or on probation at the end of their term.\textsuperscript{85} The YRA provides that the federal U.S. Parole Commission (USPC) can make the set aside decision for youth on parole or supervised release at the end of their term.\textsuperscript{86} Even though YRA gives USPC discretion to set aside a conviction during parole or supervised release (and after a period of incarceration), the D.C. Appeals Court has found that the USPC does not have sole and exclusive authority to do so—DC courts may do so as well—if the youth was originally sentenced to probation for a misdemeanor.\textsuperscript{87} A public defender explained that in the current practice a motion is always filed with the court for a set-aside decision. With regard to factors that are considered in discretionary set-aside decisions, the 2017 CJCC report found that younger youth with less of a criminal history, females, as well as those convicted of illegal gun possession were more likely to have their conviction set aside while felony convictions were less likely to be set aside.\textsuperscript{88}

An additional important and unique feature of D.C.'s YRA is the provision that allows an eligible youth, regardless of whether being sentenced under the YRA or not, to file a motion to the court to have their conviction set aside upon completion of their sentence.\textsuperscript{89} Upon a youth’s motion, the court may, in its discretion, set aside the conviction. In evaluation of such a motion, the statute requires that the court consider the same criteria listed in §24-903(c) (2) for determining the application of the YRA’s alternative sentencing options (see subsection 3: “Application of YRA” above). This extension of discretionary set-ases to youth who were not originally sentenced under the YRA took effect at the most recent major revision of the statute in 2018.\textsuperscript{90}

Perhaps as a testament to the intrinsic complexity of the YRA, and its set-aside provisions in particular, the statute also mandates the Office of Victim Services and Justice Grants to provide grants annually to organizations to assist victims of crime and eligible young people in understanding and navigating its sentencing and set-aside provisions.\textsuperscript{91}

---

### An important feature of D.C.'s YRA is the provision that allows an eligible youth, regardless of whether being sentenced under the YRA or not, to file a motion to the court to have their conviction set aside upon completion of their sentence.

---

### Table 7. D.C.'s YRA: Record Protection Provisions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Automatic Record Protection</th>
<th>Can a youth automatically avoid a formal record of conviction if the term under the hybrid statute ends successfully?</th>
<th>(\times) \textsuperscript{a}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other Record Protection</td>
<td>If it is not automatic, does the hybrid statute offer other means of record protection, such as a petition to expunge or seal records of a conviction?</td>
<td>(\checkmark) \textsuperscript{a}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\textsuperscript{a}\) A conviction is entered in the criminal record of youth but is “set aside” automatically (non-discretionary) when the sentence is terminated early (“upon unconditional discharge […] before the expiration of the sentence imposed”). After expiration of the sentence imposed, a conviction may be set aside by a discretionary decision of the court (or of the U.S. Parole Commission if the youth was on parole or supervised release at the end of their term). D.C. Code § 24-906. A “set aside” means that information about the conviction is not publicly available, but it can be used by the court when considering future sentencing if the individual reoffends, or for firearms and sex offense registration.
A unique feature of D.C.’s YRA as compared to hybrid systems of other jurisdictions is the mandatory and detailed monitoring and evaluation requirement built into the statute. This provision was included in the statute during its most recent major amendment in 2018. Under the current YRA, the CJCC is mandated to analyze and submit to the mayor and the legislature a detailed report biannually, starting on October 1, 2022. The report shall include:

“(1) The number of cases and persons eligible for sentencing and to have their convictions set aside under [the YRA], and how many persons were sentenced or had their convictions set aside under [the YRA];

(2) The factors that affected the likelihood of receiving a sentence under [the YRA], such as assessed offense type, prior arrests, prior juvenile commitment, or age;

(3) The extent to which cases eligible to be sentenced under [the YRA] were subject to mandatory-minimum terms, and if so, the extent to which mandatory-minimum terms were imposed;

(4) The type and length of sentences for those sentenced under [the YRA], compared to those not sentenced under [the YRA];

(5) The factors that affected the likelihood that those sentenced under [the YRA] would have their convictions set aside;

(6) A comparison of recidivism of those sentenced under [the YRA] who had their convictions set aside, compared to those sentenced under [the YRA] who did not have their convictions set aside;

(7) A comparison of the recidivism of those sentenced under [the YRA] to similarly situated persons not sentenced under [the YRA]; and

(8) The impact of programming provided to youth offenders under [the YRA].”

The YRA also mandates sharing of information by the Department of Corrections, the Metropolitan Police Department, the Department of Youth Rehabilitation Services, and the D.C. Sentencing Commission, upon request of the CJCC to enable the above detailed biannual report.

The Corrections Information Council (CIC) is also statutorily required to report on the conditions of confinement and programming provided to youth committed to the custody of the Bureau of Prisons under YRA.

In fiscal year 2020, the CIC published a brief annual report concerning the facilities, treatment, and services for YRA youth in the care of the Department of Corrections (DOC) and Bureau of Prisons (BOP). They highlighted a number of concerns regarding the implementation of the amended YRA: (1) There are currently no programs provided by the DOC specifically designed for youth committed under YRA; (2) While the mayor is statutorily responsible for providing specialized facilities, treatment, and
services, most of the youth sentenced under YRA are outside the mayor’s jurisdiction; (3) The amended YRA authorizes BOP to provide services for eligible youth, but it does not mandate the BOP to provide these services; and (4) There is no record of current programs specifically designed by the BOP for youth sentenced under YRA, and no specific requirements for such future treatment or programs. To overcome these jurisdictional issues and extend developmentally appropriate programming to all eligible youth under the YRA, the Strategic Plan submitted by D.C. Emerging Adult Justice Action Collaborative recommended, among other measures we discussed under the post-sentencing provisions section above, transferring jurisdiction of system-involved 18-to 24-year-olds to the Department of Youth Rehabilitation Services (DYRS).

The data provided at CIC’s report on youth incarcerated under YRA is prohibitively limiting to make any meaningful analysis. It reports only the total population of YRA youth in BOP custody according to their placement. Accordingly, as of March 2019, 246 young people were in the custody of BOP serving a YRA sentence, and the majority of them were housed in medium security federal correctional institutions (127). No other demographic data (race, age, etc.) or other information (e.g., offense, duration of custody etc.) was provided.

Of course, even if more detailed data on youth in the custody of BOP and/or DOC were published, this would have helped only with a partial understanding of the implementation of the YRA in practice. A meaningful analysis of YRA’s implementation requires comprehensive and cross-agency reporting, including information from courts, probation, and community-based programs, in addition to corrections. In the absence of specific data on emerging adults from all these key justice actors, stakeholders have to extrapolate numbers from different data sets.

To date, the most comprehensive empirical analysis of the implementation and outcomes of YRA is CJCC’s 2017 report, commissioned by the Council of the District of Columbia to inform legislative discussions that culminated in the enactment of the Youth Rehabilitation Amendment Act of 2018. CJCC’s 2017 report uses data for the years 2010 to 2012.
According to this report, cases eligible for YRA sentencing represented 7% (5,166) of the total number of disposed cases, and 53% (2,726) of the eligible cases were sentenced under YRA. Another study by the Justice Policy Institute found that fewer than half (45%) of those receiving felony sentences issued between 2010 and 2015 and eligible for the YRA were sentenced under the Youth Act. Only about 4% of the eligible youth had both a conviction for a crime of violence and a weapon offense. Most youth sentenced under YRA were Black (71%) and male (86%). CJCC report found that the youth are most commonly sentenced to probation under the YRA. From among the youth sentenced under YRA, 59% were initially sentenced to supervised probation and 34% initially received an imprisonment sentence (and 18% of those were eventually held by BOP).

CJCC also reported that nearly half of the eligible persons who had completed their sentence successfully had their conviction set aside. There was no measurable difference between YRA and non-YRA recidivism rates (for similarly-situated defendants). However, among those sentenced under the YRA, set-asides had a meaningful effect on recidivism: “persons whose convictions were set aside were less likely to be re-arrested and/or reconvicted than persons who were sentenced under the YRA but whose convictions were not successfully set aside.”

The report concluded that the set-aside is the key benefit that was shown to reduce recidivism. Echoing the CJCC report’s findings, DC Councilmember Charles Allen stated that when evaluating the older version of YRA, “the evidence shows recidivism doesn’t improve whether or not the young adult was sentenced under the YRA – it’s the potential of having their conviction set aside later that makes the real difference in public safety outcomes.”

Implementation of the strategic plan and increased resources in community programming as required by the amended YRA are expected to improve overall recidivism outcomes for YRA youth.

“The evidence shows recidivism doesn’t improve whether or not the young adult was sentenced under the YRA – it’s the potential of having their conviction set aside later that makes the real difference in public safety outcomes.”

Other, non-YRA specific criminal legal system data illustrate the disproportionate number of emerging adults represented in D.C.’s legal system and the stark racial disparities.

For instance, according to the D.C. Sentencing Commission (SCDC) data, 22- to 30-year-olds accounted for the largest share (37.4%) of the felony sentences handed down in the District in 2020. In the same year, 18- to 21-year-olds accounted for 22% of all felony sentences. Further, one in three (32%) individuals between 18 and 21 years old at the time of offense were sentenced to prison.

SCDC also reported that in 2020, Black males ages 18 to 30 constituted more than half of the individuals sentenced at the case level, with 46% of this group receiving a prison sentence. Thus, if successfully implemented, the revised YRA has the potential to not only improve life outcomes for eligible youth, but also to increase public safety and advance racial equity and justice.
## MAJOR LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
### D.C.’S YOUTH REHABILITATION ACT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Events</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Enacted “Youth Rehabilitation Act of 1985” (“YRA”)</td>
<td>DC CODE § 24-901 through 24-907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Repealed § 24-905, which had previously allowed the Department of</td>
<td>D.C. Law 13-302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corrections to remove a youth from the treatment program by a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>determination that youth will derive “no further benefit.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amended § 24-906(c) clarifying circumstances under which a set-aside</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>can be used by the Courts and by the US Parole Commission.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Removed the requirement that youthful offenders must serve their</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sentences within DC.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Changed the definition of a “youth offender” to specifically exclude</td>
<td>D.C. Law 14-194, part of the Omnibus Anti-Terrorism Act of 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>youth charged of “terrorism” offenses, where previously the only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>offense excluded was murder.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amended § 24-901 raising the maximum age until which youth can be</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eligible for YRA from 22 to 24 (up to 25th birthday) and providing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>that age at time of commission of an alleged crime, rather than age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>at time of conviction shall be used to determine eligibility under</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YRA.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Excluded more offenses from YRA, including first-degree sexual abuse,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>second-degree sexual abuse, and first-degree child sexual abuse.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amended § 24-902 Subsection (a-1)(1) to require that the mayor shall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>develop a Strategic Plan for providing facilities, treatment, and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>services for the developmentally appropriate care, custody, education,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>workforce training and protection of youth under YRA.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amended § 24-903 making it possible for the court to sentence any</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eligible youth (ages 15 to 24)—at its discretion—to probation and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>community service rather than incarceration. Previously only those</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>under 18 were eligible for non-incarceration sentences under the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YRA.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amended subsection § 24-903(b)(2) to allow the court to issue a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sentence lower than the mandatory minimum, at the court’s discretion.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amended subsection § 24-903(c), requiring the court to consider</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>several factors (e.g., age, previous criminal history, physical,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mental, or psychiatric examinations etc.) when deciding whether to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sentence a youth under the YRA.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amended § 24-906, to allow the court (at their discretion) set aside</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the conviction of any eligible youth (meeting age and offense</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>requirements), regardless of whether the youth was originally</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sentenced under the YRA, upon successful completion of their</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sentence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Added section § 24-906.01 providing grants to organizations to assist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>victims of crime and eligible youth in understanding and navigating</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the sentencing and set-aside provisions of YRA.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Added a new section §24-906.02 requiring mandatory data collection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and biannual analysis and review of the YRA.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Youth Rehabilitation Amendment Act of 2018, D.C. Law 14-197</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Confined as a Youth

By Antwon

When you think about childhood
You ‘posed to be able to smile
But never in my life was I taught how
I was always around anger that led to pain
I was always confined
At least that’s how it felt to my brain
The streets not only took me, but they took my mother too
Confined as a youth, so tell me what I ‘posed to do?
Some people say they love the streets because the game is all they know
I will never label myself until I give myself time to grow
And sometimes I wonder why do it always have to be me?
Then I hear my great grandma’s voice saying
“You wasn’t the only one that wasn’t free”
It’s crazy how people put lies in our heads
Trying to get us to believe this is who we are
When, for real, every living thing was made to be a star
I hope one day we will see there’s no limit to what we can do
But until that day comes, I’m here on earth, “confined as youth”
Florida’s “Youthful Offender” Act: A Split Hybrid System with a Focus on Specialized Corrections

I. LEGAL LANDSCAPE

In Florida, the juvenile court has jurisdiction for any person under the age of 18 at the time of an alleged offense.¹ The minimum age of transfer to the adult criminal court for a felony offense is in most cases 14; however, there is no minimum age for the indictment of a juvenile as an adult for a “capital” offense carrying a life sentence or the death penalty.²

Florida has a range of mandatory minimum sentence provisions, including for drug offenses, sexual battery, and firearm offenses, among others.³ Florida also has a three-strikes law known as the “10–20-Life” law.⁴ Offenses falling under the three-strikes statute are largely violent offenses and serious property crimes.

II. AN OVERVIEW OF FLORIDA’S YOUTHFUL OFFENDER ACT

Florida enacted a hybrid statute known as the Florida Youthful Offender Act (YOA) in 1978.⁵ The adult criminal court may, at its discretion, apply the YOA to young people who committed a crime prior to 21 years of age at the time of the offense.⁶ The YOA affords specialized sentencing and corrections and limited record protection provisions.

Florida’s YOA differs from other youthful offender statutes that provide a hybrid system for emerging adults — youth ages 18 to 25 — in two important ways: First, Florida’s YOA emphasizes specialized corrections/sentencing component over the holistic approach provided by other hybrid systems for emerging adults that start with procedural protections offered at the early stages of criminal proceedings and extend beyond sentencing via more robust record protection provisions. Second, the YOA contains a provision for the adult sentencing of children transferred to the adult system.⁷ The latter provision makes Florida’s YOA a split hybrid system: extending some protective measures to emerging adults (youth above the upper age threshold of the juvenile court jurisdiction) as a hybrid system and extending some protective measures to children (youth below the upper age threshold of the juvenile court jurisdiction, yet) who are transferred to the adult system per waiver provisions. This study focuses on the first group, but uses the term “youth” to denote both eligible groups.

Since its enactment, the YOA has undergone several major amendments, including most notably, the age for eligibility and the enumerated criteria for judges to consider when determining whether to classify an individual a “youthful offender.”
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III. KEY PROVISIONS OF FLORIDA’S YOA

1. Eligibility – Age

An emerging adult must be at least 18 years old to be eligible for judicial assignment of youthful offender status under Florida’s YOA. Alternatively, a child as young as 14 years old can be transferred to the adult system per Florida’s waiver provision and, then, sentenced under the YOA.

The statute sets the upper age limit for YOA eligibility to an individual’s 21st birthday at the time of the alleged crime.

In addition to YOA sentencing in court, the Department of Corrections may request “youthful offender” classification of individuals in its custody who are under age 24 and meet the eligibility criteria in § 958.04 to participate in a “youthful offender basic training program.”

The original YOA had the same age range as the present YOA. In 2008, the Florida legislature essentially restricted eligibility of young people by changing the upper age limit from the 21st birthday at the time of offense to the 21st birthday at the time of sentencing. However, in 2019, the legislature reinstated the original language, qualifying young people by their age (21st birthday) at the time of offense, not when the sentence was imposed.

The age paradigm in the Florida YOA between 2008 and 2019 withstood 14th Amendment Equal Protection Clause challenges under a rational basis scrutiny, because, the appellate courts reasoned, the statute was tailored to ensure that the program remained “truly youthful,” and YOA sentencing was not guaranteed even if defendant meets the eligibility criteria (i.e., YOA sentencing is discretionary). The 2019 amendment resolving this age paradigm in favor of the use of the individual’s age at the time of the crime as an eligibility requirement brought Florida’s YOA more in line with the vast majority of hybrid statutes in other jurisdictions and deters the potential abuse of prosecutorial discretion by postponing proceedings in YOA-eligible cases.

2. Eligibility – Offense

YOA sentencing applies to all felonies except when a person has been found guilty of a “capital or life felony.” Armed robbery is considered a first-degree felony (not a life felony) for the purposes of the YOA, meaning that youth sentenced for this crime are eligible for YOA. Youth sentenced for sexual battery are eligible for the YOA, but are ineligible for release from custody under § 958.09 (“extension of the limits of the place of confinement”) discussed in the post-sentencing provisions subsection below.

Further, youth are ineligible if they have been previously sentenced as a “youthful offender” under the YOA. However, YOA does not preclude youth with other prior criminal/delinquency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Florida YOA: Eligibility – Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lower Age Limit</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Upper Age Limit</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Age Tiers for Emerging Adults</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
history. For instance, a child charged as an adult per waiver provisions but sentenced as a juvenile by the court is still eligible to be sentenced under the YOA for a new offense.\textsuperscript{20} Additionally, young people who simply served some part of a previous sentence in a “Youthful Offender” facility, but were not adjudicated or sentenced previously under the YOA, can still be sentenced under the YOA for a subsequent offense.\textsuperscript{21}

3. Application
There are two ways that an individual can be granted youthful offender status under the YOA in Florida. First, the trial court may sentence a youth who meets the eligibility requirements discussed above as a youthful offender under the YOA (“judicial disposition”).\textsuperscript{22} Second, the Department of Corrections may designate an individual already sentenced as an adult as a youthful offender.\textsuperscript{23} Both the judicial and DOC dispositions of youthful offender status are discretionary and not automatic or presumed.

As to the judicial disposition, lower courts are not required to sentence a person as a youthful offender (under the YOA) unless they deem such a designation appropriate.\textsuperscript{24}

In 1980, the Florida legislature made a significant amendment\textsuperscript{25} to YOA pertaining to judicial disposition: It changed the text from a \textit{mandatory requirement} that some defendants be classified as youthful offenders in the original enacted text of YOA to a \textit{discretionary classification with listed considerations}.\textsuperscript{26} While this 1980 amendment made assignment of YO status discretionary, the Legislature added an extensive list of criteria for a judge to consider when designating a person as a youthful offender in order to guide this decision-making process. These criteria included seriousness of crime, violent nature of crime, prior violations, sophistication and maturity of the youth, and whether the classification would enable meeting the youth’s educational needs. A further amendment to the statute in 1985 eliminated these enumerated criteria for judges regarding whether a defendant should be classified a “youthful offender.”\textsuperscript{27} Currently as it stands, the YOA provides little-to-no structure or statutory mandate for judges to designate a defendant a youthful offender.

There appears to be no additional or comprehensive criteria expounded in caselaw beyond what the statute provides for basic eligibility as threshold requirements (age and offense).\textsuperscript{28}

Appellate courts have held that the trial court judge is in the best position to determine whether the YOA is the most appropriate/beneficial sentence to hand down, but “[t]he trial court’s sentencing discretion under the Youthful Offender Act is not unbridled.”\textsuperscript{29} The court in Pressley noted that “the trial court may, after reviewing the criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All Offenses Included</th>
<th>Are all offenses eligible under the hybrid statute for emerging adults?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Exclusion for Prior Case under Hybrid Statute</td>
<td>Can youth with a prior case under the hybrid statute be eligible again for a subsequent offense?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Exclusion for Other Criminal History</td>
<td>Are youth with \textit{any} other criminal history eligible for the hybrid statute?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[basic threshold eligibility requirements for age and offense], decline to sentence a statutorily qualified person as a youthful offender” but that “[l]ike any other exercise of judicial discretion, the trial court’s sentencing decision must be supported by logic and reason and must not be based upon the whim or caprice of the judge.”

In addition to the court initiating YO consideration at its own discretion, both the youth (defendant) and the prosecutor can request application of the YOA. The youth is entitled to an opportunity to present to the court facts which would materially affect the decision of the court to adjudicate the person as a youthful offender.

According to information provided by public defenders familiar with the statute, judges do not reference any mandatory considerations when designating a person as a youthful offender. Common arguments made by defense attorneys focus on the immaturity of their client and/or the domination of another older person or influence of a peer (often a co-defendant) that diminished the youth’s ability to appreciate the severity of their actions.

As to youthful offender disposition by the Department of Corrections, the statute stipulates that “[t]he Assistant Secretary for Youthful Offenders shall continuously screen all institutions, facilities, and programs for any inmate who meets the eligibility requirements for youthful offender designation specified in s. 958.04, whose age does not exceed 24 years. The department may classify and assign as a youthful offender any inmate who meets the criteria [referring to threshold eligibility requirements for age and offense] of s. 958.04.” According to the data released by the Department of Corrections, the majority of those who are incarcerated as youthful offenders are designated as such not judicially, but by the Department.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Table 3. Florida YOA: Application</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Juvenile Court</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Presumptive Application</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Judge Initiates</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prosecutor Initiates</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Youth Initiates</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Prosecutorial Consent Requirement</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Final Decision: Court</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Criteria in Statute</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The Department of Corrections may also designate an individual already sentenced as an adult as a youthful offender; but participation in the basic training program requires the court’s approval. Fla. Stat. § 958.045 (2) & (8).

As stated above, there are two major ways that a youth can be sentenced or classified as a youthful offender: judicial designation per § 958.04, and designation by the Department of Corrections. Only the YOA’s procedural provisions for the judicial designation will be explained here; however, a discussion of some procedural aspects of the designation by the Department of Corrections will be included in the post-sentencing provisions subsection below.

For judicial designation of “youthful offender” status in Florida, a guilty verdict, a guilty plea, or a plea of nolo contendere is required. Therefore, the individual does not need to waive their right to a jury trial in order to benefit from the provisions offered under the YOA. A public defender informed us that in most cases, judges will informally require a guilty plea or verdict as a means of showing remorse and a commitment to reform, but a plea of nolo contendere (accepting conviction without admitting guilt) is statutorily sufficient. The statute does not provide for other procedural protections such as confidentiality of proceedings at any stage, including after designation of youthful offender status.


If the court elects to impose a YOA sentence, then the (reduced) sentence applies in lieu of the statutory mandatory minimum provided for the underlying offense in Florida’s Criminal Punishment Code or the “10-20-Life” statute. The court has four sentencing options under YOA § 958.04(2): (1) Probation or supervision in a “community control program” for a period of not more than six years; (2) Probation and a period of incarceration in county jail not exceeding 364 days as a condition of probation; (3) incarceration in state prison in the custody of Department of Corrections for a period not more than six years; or (4) a “split” sentence of incarceration and probation/community supervision.

For split sentences, the term of incarceration in any facility other than probation or community correction must be between one and four years. The combined maximum sentence of incarceration, probation, and community restitution is six years. In all cases, the length of probation and incarceration sentences granted under YOA cannot exceed the maximum statutory sentence for the underlying offense.

While permitting the state to reimpose incarceration if the individual violates their probation, Florida’s YOA, as a hybrid system, still appears to reduce incarceration by the limits it imposes on the duration of both probation and incarceration sentences. For example, per § 958.14, if the individual completes the sentenced year(s) of incarceration under YOA and then commits a low-level technical violation while on probation and is reincarcerated as a result, the total duration of incarceration (original incarceration sentence + reincarceration for technical violation of probation sentence for the original offense) cannot exceed six years.
Under Florida’s YOA, the Department of Corrections must designate separate institutions and programs for youth sentenced as youthful offenders and provide a special training program for staff to operate these institutions and programs.\(^{41}\) Currently, Florida has separate institutions for both juveniles sentenced as youthful offenders under YOA per waiver provisions (ages 14 to 17) and emerging adults sentenced under YOA or designated by the Department as youthful offenders (ages 18 to 24). The emerging adults sentenced under YOA (or designated by the Department as “youthful offenders”) are housed in special facilities within the adult correctional system with the exception of special circumstances.\(^{42}\)

Florida law also requires the Department of Corrections to develop and implement a “basic training program” (BTP) for youth designated by the court or the Department as youthful offenders under the YOA.\(^{43}\) The stated purpose of BTP is “diversion from lengthy incarceration when a short ‘shock’ incarceration could produce the same deterrent effect.”\(^{44}\) The BTP is a structured disciplinary program that lasts a minimum of 120 days and is based upon a military basic training model with marching drills, a strict dress code, manual labor, and physical training with obstacle courses. Florida’s YOA, thus, models its specialized corrections for emerging adults mainly after the juvenile “boot camp” model that research has found to be ineffective in reducing recidivism and fostering positive life outcomes for young people.\(^{45}\)

In addition to the military basic training program, the statute requires provision of training in decision making and personal development, high school equivalency diploma and adult basic education courses, drug counseling, and other rehabilitation programs.\(^{46}\)

When youth start their YOA incarceration sentences, the Department of Corrections screens them for the basic training program, using the following criteria: having no physical limitations that preclude participation in strenuous activity, not being impaired; not having been previously incarcerated in a state or federal correctional facility; and potential to benefit from the rehabilitative aspects of “shock” incarceration. If the department selects the youth for the basic training program, it must request formal approval from the sentencing court for placement in the program. This formal approval is required even if the person is designated a youthful offender judicially at the sentencing. We were told anecdotally that in practice many judges indicate that they will not allow for BTP participation in their initial YOA disposition and sentencing decision. If the youth is classified as a youthful offender by the department (as opposed to by the sentencing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5. Florida YOA: Sentencing Provisions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limits on Fines &amp; Fees</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limits on Incarceration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limits on Probation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mandatory Minimums Obviated</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Limits on Fines & Fees: \(\times\)
Limits on Incarceration: \(\checkmark\)
Limits on Probation: \(\checkmark\)
Mandatory Minimums Obviated: \(\checkmark\)
court) and selected to participate in BTP, the department must also notify the state attorney.\textsuperscript{47} The statute also allows the court to sentence an emerging adult under the YOA to a county-operated “youthful offender boot camp” separate from juveniles.\textsuperscript{48}

Under the YOA, a youth in the custody of the Department of Corrections “shall be required to participate in work assignments, and in career, academic, counseling, and other rehabilitative programs,” including educational programs, career and job training, life and socialization skills training, and prerelease orientation and planning.\textsuperscript{49} Despite these statutory provisions, a public defender we interviewed noted that these youthful offender facilities are not altogether different from adult facilities. Colloquially called “Gladiator Camps,” these facilities are often viewed as dangerous and violent places, where “tough-guy mentality” dominates.

A positive feature of Florida’s YOA is the possibility of “extension of limits of confinement,” which allows the Department to authorize youth assigned youthful offender status to leave the place of confinement for a prescribed period of time to arrange for employment or for suitable residence for use upon release, to work at paid employment, participate in an educational or training program, or to serve in a public service program.\textsuperscript{50} If effectively implemented, this provision can be instrumental in preparing youth for reentry and transition to adulthood in their communities. The statute excludes youth convicted of sexual battery from this discretionary “extension of limits of confinement.”\textsuperscript{51}

According to the 2021-2022 annual report of the Department of Corrections, out of several youthful offender facilities, Lake City Correctional Facility has the highest number of youths in custody who are designated as youthful offenders. In fiscal year 2021-2022, out of the total of 1,104 youth who were assigned as youthful offenders in these facilities, 402 (36%) were designated as youthful offenders by the court, while the remaining were assigned by the Department of Corrections.\textsuperscript{52} In comparison, in 2009, out of the 2,697 young people who were admitted to the custody of Department of Corrections, 696 (26%) were sentenced as a youthful offender by a trial court and 2,001 (74%) were designated as a youthful offender by the Department of Corrections after admission.\textsuperscript{53} According to the same report, there were a total of 4,225 individuals serving sentences as youthful offenders in the custody of Department of Corrections as of June 30, 2009.\textsuperscript{54} The significant decrease (59%) in the total number of individuals incarcerated as youthful offenders in Florida between 2009 – 2022 is promising.\textsuperscript{55}

\textbf{The significant decrease (59\%) in the total number of individuals incarcerated as youthful offenders in Florida between 2009 – 2022 is promising.}

YOA requires the Department of Corrections to develop a system for tracking recidivism, including, rearrests and recommitment of individuals designated youthful offenders and report it annually. According to its most recent annual report (2021–22), of 622 individuals who were less than 21 years of age at admission and were less than 24 years of age at their release in 2018 with a youthful offender provision, 74.4% were rearrested and 30.1% were returned to prison within three years of release.\textsuperscript{56} In comparison, on average 21.2% of adults of all ages who were released in 2018 returned to prison within three years of release. The inefficacy of the boot camp model YOA adopts and the lack of meaningful record protection provisions in the YOA to enable
impacted youth to achieve key milestones of adulthood (e.g., employment, safe housing, civic engagement) without the burden of criminal records upon release appear to be important factors contributing to the higher recidivism rate for youth incarcerated as youthful offenders.

If a youth allegedly violates the terms of their YO sentence, they can be prosecuted for such violation, or alternatively (if the violation was also a stand-alone crime), be brought up on new charges applying to that crime. If an individual allegedly commits a low-level technical violation of the terms of their probation under YOA, then the sentencing court can decide to commit the youth to the custody of the Department of Corrections for additional incarceration, for a period no longer than six years (or up to the statutory maximum sentence for the original offense if it is less than six years). However, any substantive legal violation — including any new criminal charge of any level — could result in being sentenced up to the statutory maximum for the original offense (exceeding six years).

On the other hand, successful participation of the individual in the youthful offender program may result in a recommendation to the court for modification or early termination of probation, community control, or the imprisonment sentence at the discretion of the court. Further, under § 958.06, “the court, upon motion of the defendant, or upon its own motion, may within 60 days after imposition of sentence suspend the further execution of the sentence and place the defendant on probation in a community control program upon such terms as the court may require.” Appellate courts found that the court has “no authority to deny release on probation” to an individual who has successfully completed the youthful offender program. The Department of Corrections adopts rules defining criteria for successful participation including academic and vocational training and “satisfactory adjustment.” Based on the recommendation of the Department of Corrections, the modification of the sentence may include termination of incarceration and imposition of a term of probation, which, including the term of incarceration served, may not exceed the original sentence imposed. These post-sentencing provisions allow a Florida youthful offender sentence to be determinate in its overall length, but indeterminate in exactly how much incarceration time it involves.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6: Florida YOA: Post-Sentencing Provisions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Special Custody</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Juvenile Custody</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Juvenile Probation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Court Involvement</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Early Termination</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Support Services</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Once the sentence is completed, the statute requires development of a comprehensive transition and post-release plan by a team consisting of a transition assistance officer, a classification officer, an educational representative, a health services administrator, a probation and parole officer, and the young person.62

The adjudication of guilt is entered as a conviction by default in a YOA case in Florida. However, the statute gives the court discretion to withhold adjudication of guilt if the youth is sentenced to probation or “community control” program, and not to incarceration.63

When the Court withholds an adjudication of guilt, the youth avoids a conviction and the negative consequences that flow from a criminal conviction. However, a withhold of adjudication still appears on a criminal record unless the youth gets the record sealed after the conclusion of the sentence. In this way, a withhold of adjudication is similar to the “set-aside” provision in District of Columbia’s Youth Rehabilitation Act, but more limited in its scope.

It is worth noting that rules of criminal procedure in Florida generally allow the sentencing judge to withhold an adjudication of guilt, whether or not YOA applies, if the judge sentences the defendant to probation.64 However, the Florida law imposes additional limitations on this general judicial sentencing discretion for certain offenses.65

The benefit of YOA is that it expands the courts’ sentencing discretion to withhold an adjudication of guilt by circumventing these additional limitations. For instance, while driving under the influence and vehicular manslaughter offenses are ineligible for withholding adjudication under the Florida law, appellate courts affirmed that the trial court can withhold adjudication when sentencing a youth under the YOA for such offenses.66

As a general rule, adjudication cannot be withheld if the court imposed a sentence of incarceration. However, adjudication can be withheld if incarceration is imposed under YOA as a condition of probation sentence in cases when probation is revoked and the term of possible incarceration does not exceed 364 days.67

Other than the enhanced discretionary withholding of adjudication provision for young people designated youthful offenders and sentenced to probation, the YOA does not provide any specific record protection provision for youth sentenced under the statute. Therefore, for the most part, records of youth under YOA receive the same treatment of records as would otherwise apply in a non-YOA case: “[t]he records relating to the arrest, indictment, information, trial, or disposition of alleged offenses of a person adjudicated a youthful offender under this act shall be subject to such sealing, expunction, and control of dissemination as are the criminal justice records of other adult offenders under applicable provisions of law.”68

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7. Florida YOA: Record Protection Provisions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Automatic Record Protection</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Record Protection</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* YOA provides for the same treatment of records as would otherwise apply in a non-YOA case except for an enhanced discretionary withholding of adjudication provision when the young person is sentenced to probation. Fla. Stat. § 958.04(2)(a); §958.13.
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Painter

By Yester

Painter, change the color of my painting
Give it a little bit of color ‘cause it’s dark
Put some sky blue so I can have a taste of liberty
Erase these walls that hold me down
And add some wings to me
To fly far away from my captivity
‘Cause my daily living is sad and full of darkness
And many rain clouds gather around me
Leaving me wet with pain and cold in my soul
Paint a brilliant sun in my life so I can get dry
Because I’ve been trying to get dry with this cold breeze
But instead of getting dry, I get more cold
Add the word home in my road
And the word family in my future
And I’ll be grateful the rest of my entire life
New York’s “Youthful Offender” Law: A Potential for Expansion of the Hybrid System for Emerging Adults

I. LEGAL LANDSCAPE

New York’s criminal legal system is infamous for the “Rockefeller Drug Laws,” enacted in 1973 under then-Governor Nelson Rockefeller, that mandated harsh prison terms for possession and sale of even relatively small amounts of drugs. These laws became a national model that shifted the response to drug use disorders from the medical and public health systems to the criminal legal systems. It also set the stage for the expansion of mandatory minimum sentences to a broad range of criminal offenses that exists today.1

In recent years, New York has accomplished some significant criminal legal system reforms. Although the Rockefeller Drug Laws technically remain on the books, significant changes have been made over the years, most notably in 2009 with statutory revisions that allow for judicial discretion.2 Other justice reforms include changes in policies and practices regarding cash bail3 as well as technical parole violations (known as the “Less Is More Act”).4

New York has also achieved significant reforms specifically to the youth justice system: First, New York implemented the “Close to Home” initiative in New York City, removing youth from adult-type prisons far from where they lived, and creating more developmentally appropriate residential placements in the city so that youth can be near their families and communities.5 Second, the State raised the upper age of juvenile jurisdiction for most cases (but not all) from the 16th to the 18th birthday and the lower age from 7 up to 12 (for almost all offenses).6

There is now a push to expand and improve New York’s Youthful Offender (YO) Law, with pending legislation entitled The Youth Justice and Opportunity Act (YJ&O).7 This proposal seeks to: (a) create a new “young adult status” with benefits similar to the YO law that expands eligibility from the 19th to the 26th birthday; (b) expand the types of cases where YO law would be automatically applied; (c) expand the mitigating factors that judges can consider when deciding whether to grant YO and Young Adult Status in serious cases; (d) allow young people to receive YO and Young Adult Status (YAS) more than once in felony cases and (e) provide judges the discretion to waive fees and surcharges.8 YJ&O also includes a provision that would permit retroactive re-sentencing to YO and YAS.

II. AN OVERVIEW OF NEW YORK’S YOUTHFUL OFFENDER LAW

New York’s Youthful Offender Law (YO) impacts only the youngest emerging adults, by providing an opportunity to be sentenced under this special provision if the youth is accused of committing a crime before their 19th birthday. In addition to age, eligibility is limited by both certain types of offenses and criminal history. The YO status is granted by the judge at the time of sentencing and there are both automatic and discretionary provisions. When judges are authorized to use their discretion (in cases that do not involve first-time, misdemeanor offenses), the statute explicitly
lists criteria to guide a judge’s determination. There are no YO incarceration sentences that can exceed 4 years.

A few of the distinguishing elements of the New York YO Law are that a youth sentenced as a YO is not convicted, but rather adjudicated with the conviction “set aside,” and further, court proceedings can be closed to the public. The official records are sealed for civil circumstances, including housing and employment background checks, though they are visible to some educational institutions. These provisions help alleviate the lifelong collateral consequences that flow from an adult criminal prosecution and conviction.

The New York YO Law has one new feature: As amended in 2021, people who were eligible but previously denied YO status and who have not been convicted of another crime in at least five years since their original sentence or incarceration, may reapply retroactively for YO status. This enables them to have a conviction vacated and replaced with a youthful offender finding (an adjudication) and avoids disqualifications that flow from a criminal conviction for certain jobs, appointments, and licenses.

### III. KEY PROVISIONS

1. **Eligibility – Age**

   The New York Youthful Offender Law can apply to youth who allegedly committed a criminal offense from their 13th to the 19th birthdays and is applied to youth being prosecuted as an adult in adult court. For the younger youth (under age 17), who are typically prosecuted and sentenced as a juvenile for less serious offenses, the YO statute provides some relief from the harsh sentencing that can be imposed by the adult court for the most serious offenses. So, for example, the YO Law can apply to a 13-year-old designated a “Juvenile Offender” who has been convicted of murder in the 2nd degree or for sexually motivated felonies. For 14- and 15-year-olds, YO can also apply in Murder in the 2nd degree cases as well a list of other serious offenses. The subsection below will provide details on the types of cases which apply to youth who commit an offense between the 16th and 19th birthdays.

2. **Eligibility – Offense**

   For youth who are convicted of a criminal offense that occurred when they were at least 16 years old but under age 19, there are two categories of circumstances in which they are ineligible for YO:

   (1) **Type of alleged offense:** The statute lists certain offenses as exceptions to eligibility, namely, class A-I or A-II felony, armed felony, rape in the 1st degree, criminal sexual act in the 1st degree, and aggravated sexual abuse. But the statute provides the court some discretion to still

---

**Table 1. New York YO Law: Eligibility – Age**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Age Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lower Age Limit</strong></td>
<td>Birthday at which a youth becomes eligible for the hybrid statute</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Upper Age Limit</strong></td>
<td>Birthday up to which a youth remains eligible for the hybrid statute</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Age Tiers for Emerging Adults</strong></td>
<td>Are different age groups within the emerging adult range treated the same under the hybrid statute?</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
find a youth eligible even when charged with some of these offenses (all but A-I and A-II felonies), when determining that either there are mitigating circumstances that bear directly on the manner in which the crime was committed or that the youth was not the sole participant, and their participation was “relatively minor.” If the court decides a youth is eligible after this determination, the court must make a statement on the record for the reasons and a transcript must be forwarded to the state division of criminal justice services.

(2) **Prior criminal history:** The YO statute cannot be applied in cases where a youth has a prior conviction and sentence for a felony or a prior adjudication as a youthful offender following a conviction of a felony. There is no discretion provided to the court under these circumstances involving prior felony convictions.

### Table 2. New York YO Law: Eligibility – Offense

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All Offenses Included</th>
<th>Are all offenses eligible under the hybrid statute for emerging adults?</th>
<th>✗</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Exclusion for Prior Case under Hybrid Statute</td>
<td>Can youth with a prior case under the hybrid statute be eligible again for a subsequent offense?</td>
<td>✗ a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Exclusion for Other Criminal History</td>
<td>Are youth with <em>any other</em> criminal history eligible for the hybrid statute?</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* A prior misdemeanor does not have an impact on eligibility, but a prior felony makes a youth ineligible for YO status.

If the youth is convicted of more than one crime at once and the court determines to grant YO for any of the convictions, the court must determine that it is in the interest of justice to apply the YO law for all the convictions.

The YO law does not mention the role of the prosecutor or youth/defense attorney in the description of how the YO determination is made but, since it occurs at the time of sentencing, the parties have an opportunity to argue for or against the YO sentencing when there is judicial discretion.

In the case *People v. Rudolph,* the NY Court of Appeals held that judges must make a YO determination in *every* case in which the youth is eligible, even if a youth/defense attorney failed to request it or forgoes it as part of a plea bargain.

In 2021, the YO law was amended and now provides an opportunity to apply for YO status retroactively, for anyone otherwise eligible who had previously been denied YO status and has not been convicted of any other crimes in at least five years since either the imposition of the sentence.
or release from incarceration. Under these circumstances, the statute provides a robust list of factors that a judge must consider, including:

- Whether relieving the individual from the onus of a criminal record would facilitate rehabilitation and successful reentry and reintegration in society;
- The manner in which the crime was committed;
- The role of the individual in the crime;
- The individual's age at the time of the crime;
- The length of time since the crime was committed;
- Any mitigating circumstances at the time of the crime;
- The individual's criminal record;
- The individual's attitude toward society and respect for the law; and
- Evidence of rehabilitation of living a productive life including, but not limited to, participation in educational and vocational programs, employment history, alcohol and substance use treatment, and family and community involvement.


The New York YO Law does not require youth to plead guilty, and it also does not prohibit youth from requesting a jury trial. As noted above, the judge makes the determination of YO status after a conviction.

There are some confidentiality provisions that apply in YO cases but only if those cases do not involve an alleged felony:

- In cases where a youth appears to be eligible for YO status and who has not previously been adjudicated a YO or...
convicted of a crime, any accusatory instrument filed with the court is sealed.

b) Court hearings involving youth who appear to be eligible for YO status (e.g., at arraignment) may be conducted in private at the discretion of the court and with the youth’s consent.

The YO law authorizes different dispositions in YO cases depending on the type of case: In misdemeanor cases, the court must impose a sentence authorized for the offense in non-YO cases but, when this is the youth’s first offense, the court must not impose a definite or intermittent sentence of imprisonment with a term for more than six months.\(^{21}\)

In YO felony cases, the court must impose a sentence available in class E felony cases, capping the period of incarceration to the maximum of four years.\(^{22}\)

The YO statute does not limit or eliminate the imposition of fines or fees but a separate sentencing reform legislation passed in 2020 applies to YO cases. This new provision authorizes a judge to waive fees for youth who committed an offense under age 21 if the court finds that the fine “would work an unreasonable hardship on the defendant, his or her immediate family, or any other person who is dependent on such defendant for financial support or,…the imposition of such surcharge or fee would adversely impact the defendant’s reintegration into society, or [the waiver is in] the interests of justice.”\(^{23}\)


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No Plea Requirement</th>
<th>Can youth be eligible for the hybrid statute without having to enter a plea of guilty?</th>
<th>✓</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Closed Session</td>
<td>Are at least some proceedings for emerging adults under the hybrid statute closed to the public?</td>
<td>✓(^{a})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jury Trial</td>
<td>Is a jury trial allowed under the hybrid statute?</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\) Only misdemeanor cases are closed to the public.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Limits on Fines &amp; Fees</th>
<th>Are fines and fees prohibited or limited for youth under the hybrid statute?</th>
<th>✗</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Incarceration</td>
<td>Does the hybrid statute preclude or limit the length of a term of incarceration?</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Probation</td>
<td>Does the hybrid statute limit the length of a term of probation?</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandatory Minimums Obviated</td>
<td>Does the hybrid statute obviate mandatory minimum sentences for eligible youth?</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Younger youth sentenced as a YO, such as what is defined as a “Juvenile Offender” and “Adolescent Offender” under New York law, are supervised and/or housed in juvenile facilities. But older youth (emerging adults) sentenced as a youthful offender in New York are served by the adult criminal legal system departments in terms of community supervision and incarceration, without any special provisions regarding early termination\(^{24}\) or mandated support services, and there is no designated correctional facility for youth adjudicated as YOs in the State. The courts remain as involved post-conviction as in any other adult case (e.g., conducting hearings if there are alleged violations of community supervision).

When a youth is adjudicated as a YO, the conviction is automatically substituted by a “Youthful Offender Adjudication.”\(^{25}\) A youthful offender adjudication is not deemed a conviction and therefore does not adversely affect a youth’s access to public employment, professional licensure, housing, and public services.\(^{26}\)

As discussed above, all official records, including those filed with the court and the police, relating to a case in which the youth has been adjudicated a YO are confidential (sealed) and may not be made available to the public (outside of law enforcement and the criminal legal system). There are provisions that allow some records to be visible to certain educational institutions but for limited purposes, such as to further the student’s educational plan, successful school adjustment and reentry into the community.\(^{27}\)

These provisions help alleviate the lifelong collateral consequences that flow from an adult criminal prosecution and conviction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Automatic Record Protection</th>
<th>Can a youth automatically avoid a formal record of conviction if the term under the hybrid statute ends successfully?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other Record Protection</td>
<td>If it is not automatic, does the hybrid statute offer other means of record protection, such as a petition to expunge or seal records of a conviction?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ENDNOTES - NEW YORK


6 Children between the ages of 7 and 11 charged with any homicide offense remain subject to family court prosecution.


8 Youth Justice NY, the coalition of organizations supporting The Youth Justice and Opportunity Act, has a website which provides a description of each of the proposed changes to the current YO Law: See https://actforyouthjusticeny.org.

9 S. 282 / A. 6769.

10 N.Y. CPL § 720.10.

11 N.Y. CPL § 720.10(2)(a).

12 N.Y. CPL § 720.10(3).

13 N.Y. CPL § 720.10(3).

14 N.Y. CPL § 720.10(2)(b) and (c).

15 N.Y. CPL § 720.20(1)(b).

16 N.Y. CPL § 720.20(1)(a).

17 N.Y. CPL § 720.20(2).


19 S. 282 / A. 6769.

20 N.Y. CPL § 720.20(5).

21 N.Y. YPL § 60.02(1).

22 N.Y. YPL § 70.

23 N.Y. CPL § 420.35(2-a).

24 While there is no special provision in New York’s “Youthful Offender” statute to shorten the period of probation or confinement if the young person is doing well, all individuals placed on probation in New York can be discharged early by a petition to court. N.Y. CPL § 410.90.

25 N.Y. CPL §720.10 (4).

26 N.Y. CPL §720.35 (1).

27 N.Y. CPL §720.35 (2) & (3).
Resilient

By Antoine

Resilient is a strong word like education
A young man from Southeast
That’s resilient in the making
Don’t judge me on my past or my future situation
Judge me on my character
And not the hard times that I’m facing
I’m strong
I’m wise
I’m independent
I’m smart
My future is bright
My past looks dark
I read
I write
Go to class and succeed
My body is incarcerated
But my mind is totally freed!

South Carolina’s Hybrid System for Emerging Adults:
An Emphasis on Specialized Corrections

I. LEGAL LANDSCAPE

South Carolina was, until recently, one of only a small number of states in the country that capped the juvenile justice system at the 17th birthday, automatically prosecuting and sentencing all 17-year-olds in the adult criminal legal system. This changed when Governor Nikki Haley signed a “Raise the Age” bill into law on June 6, 2016, expanding the juvenile court jurisdiction to many of the cases involving offenses that allegedly occurred before a youth’s 18th birthday. South Carolina’s Raise the Age Law includes some exceptions: Class A, B, C or D felony cases and any felony case that provides for 15 years or more of incarceration. When enacted, the Raise the Age law was applied prospectively to youth whose date of offense was on or after July 1, 2019.

South Carolina law provides no minimum age of juvenile jurisdiction.

II. AN OVERVIEW OF SOUTH CAROLINA’S YOUTHFUL OFFENDER LAW

South Carolina first enacted a Youthful Offender (YO) Law in 1968, making it one of the oldest hybrid systems in the country, and the current law can be applied to youth ages 17 to 24 (up to the 25th birthday) at the time of a conviction. In 2018, South Carolina was chosen as one of the “Restoring Promise” sites, an initiative of the Vera Institute of Justice and MILPA that seeks to improve conditions of confinement for emerging adults by “creating [correctional] housing units grounded in dignity.” Vera and MILPA work in the South Carolina prisons where youth serve their YO sentences.

South Carolina has mandatory minimum sentences for adults, and the State also imposes a “three strikes” regime: For example, anyone convicted of a third “serious” offense or a second “most serious” offense (as those terms are defined in the statute) can receive life in prison without parole. YO sentences are indeterminate in all cases except for burglary in the 2nd degree. The YO law provides significant discretion to the Department of Corrections to determine the length of the sentence served, if youth violated any terms of a conditional release and, if so, the punishment to be imposed.

Youth serve YO incarceration sentences at “minimum security institutions,” and are generally separated from others serving non-YO sentences. The Department of Corrections lists...
four different institutions that currently house or serve youth sentenced as YOs: Turbeville, Trenton and Allendale for males, and Camille Graham for females.⁵

Youth are sentenced as a YO in adult criminal court without any confidentiality protections, but there are provisions in the law that allow some records to be expunged five years after the sentence is completed.

Youth can only be sentenced as a YO once in their lifetime.

III. KEY PROVISIONS

1. Eligibility – Age

Unlike most hybrid systems, South Carolina marks the age of eligibility by the time of the conviction, not when a criminal offense occurred. So, if a youth is sentenced for committing a crime at age 21 but is not convicted until age 25 (for reasons that may or may not be in the youth’s control), then the youth is ineligible for YO status.

The YO statute can be applied to youth as young as 14, when youth are “bound over” or transferred from the juvenile system to adult court and are otherwise eligible under the YO statute.⁶ In this regard, South Carolina is following in the footsteps of other states, such as New York, by providing some relief from the harsh sentencing that would be imposed by the adult court on such young children. But our analysis of South Carolina’s YO statute will focus on the older youth, and, except for cases involving Burglary in the 2nd degree (as described below), the age eligibility requirements remain the same for all emerging adults.

2. Eligibility – Offense

Youth can be sentenced as a YO in South Carolina for only non-violent misdemeanor and felony offenses with a maximum potential sentence that does not exceed 15 years in prison. There are two exceptions, with the following felony offenses still eligible for a YO sentence: (1) Criminal Sexual Conduct with a minor with the 3rd degree⁷ (which can describe a consensual sexual act between a person 18 and over with a victim over age 14 and under age 16); and (2) Burglary in the 2nd degree,⁸ although the youth must be under age 21 at the time of the conviction (instead of under 25, as applied for all other offenses) and must serve a minimum sentence of incarceration of three years.

Having prior justice-system involvement does not bar a youth from being sentenced as a YO but a youth may only be sentenced as a YO once.

---

**Table 1. South Carolina YO Law: Eligibility – Age**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lower Age Limit</th>
<th>Birthday at which a youth becomes eligible for the hybrid statute</th>
<th>14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper Age Limit</td>
<td>Birthday up to which a youth remains eligible for the hybrid statute</td>
<td>25 a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Age Tiers for Emerging Adults</td>
<td>Are different age groups within the emerging adult range treated the same under the hybrid statute?</td>
<td>x b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁵ A youth is eligible to be sentenced as a YO if convicted before the 25th birthday.

⁶ Cases involving Burglary in the 2nd Degree are only eligible for YO when youth are convicted before age 21 (rather than 25th birthday).
3. Application
In South Carolina, a decision about YO occurs after a conviction has entered and at a sentencing hearing in the adult criminal court. A prosecutor and youth/defense attorney can argue for or against a YO sentence, and include it as part of a plea deal, but the judge ultimately decides whether to sentence a youth as a YO. For older youth, at least 21 years old but younger than 25, a judge cannot impose a YO sentence to the custody of the Department of Correction for an indefinite period without their written consent. Otherwise, consent of the youth to a YO sentence is not required.

The YO statute does not provide specific criteria for sentencing a youth as a YO. But the statute is generally understood to focus on rehabilitation, and as one law firm explains to potential clients on the firm’s website, “[w]hen we are young we...”

Table 2. South Carolina YO Law: Eligibility – Offense

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All Offenses Included</th>
<th>Are all offenses eligible under the hybrid statute for emerging adults?</th>
<th>☒</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Exclusion for Prior Case under Hybrid Statute</td>
<td>Can youth with a prior case under the hybrid statute be eligible again for a subsequent offense?</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Exclusion for Other Criminal History</td>
<td>Are youth with any other criminal history eligible for the hybrid statute?</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. South Carolina YO Law: Application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Juvenile Court</th>
<th>Does the juvenile court decide whether to apply the hybrid statute?</th>
<th>☒</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Presumptive Application</td>
<td>Is the hybrid statute presumed to apply to youth who meet the eligibility requirements?</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge Initiates</td>
<td>Can the judge prompt application of the hybrid statute at own initiative?</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosecutor Initiates</td>
<td>Can the prosecutor initiate application of the hybrid statute?</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth Initiates</td>
<td>Can the youth (defense) request application of the hybrid statute?</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Prosecutorial Consent Requirement</td>
<td>Can the determination of whether to apply the hybrid statute be made without the prosecutor’s consent?</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Decision: Court</td>
<td>Does the court have the final decision on granting the application of the hybrid statute?</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria in Statute</td>
<td>Does the hybrid statute explicitly set the criteria for granting its application?</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* If a youth is at least 21 years of age but less than age 25, the judge can impose an indeterminate YO incarceration sentence (not to exceed 6 years) only if the youth provides written consent. S.C. Code Ann. § 24-19-50(3).
may make a poor judgement call and, thankfully, the South Carolina legislature recognized that those mistakes should not necessarily define the rest of our lives. Hence, the Youthful Offender Act, or ‘YOA’ in South Carolina.”¹⁰ The YO statute indicates that a goal of a YO sentence is to provide “treatment,” which is defined as “corrective and preventive guidance and training designed to protect the public by correcting the antisocial tendencies of youthful offenders; this may also include vocational and other training considered appropriate and necessary by the division.”¹¹

The YO law requires that the youth be convicted before being eligible to receive a YO sentence, but this conviction can occur through a plea of guilty or nolo contendere (choosing not to contest the conviction but without admitting guilt).¹² The proceedings are held in adult criminal court and are open to the public.

If sentenced as a YO, the court has the following options:

1) Suspend a prison sentence and place the youth on probation.¹³

2) Send the youth to the custody of the Department of Corrections for “an observation and evaluation period of not more than sixty days,” for “findings and recommendations for sentencing.”¹⁴

3) Sentence the youth indefinitely to the Department of Corrections for “treatment and supervision” for a period not to exceed six years. But as explained above, youth must consent to this sentence in writing if ages 21 through 24 at the time of the conviction. Also, if the youth is convicted before their 21st birthday of Burglary in the 2nd Degree and sentenced as a YO, the youth must be incarcerated for at least 3 years.

Alternatively, the Court can decide that the youth “will not derive benefit from treatment” and may impose any other sentence allowed under South Carolina’s penalty provisions (outside of the YO provisions).¹⁵ The one alternative penalty provision that appears to be used most often and can apply to young people between the ages of 17 to 29, regardless of the YO statute, is a “SHOCK” incarceration sentence:¹⁶ This is a 90-day program designed as an “alternative to traditional incarceration” that appears to be heavily focused on intensive and regimented physical activities (which raises concerns noted elsewhere in this report about what may be boot-camp-type programming or similarly outdated, ineffective, and traumatic programming).¹⁷

The South Carolina Department of Corrections is authorized under the YO Law to “regularly assess a reasonable fee to be paid by the youthful offender who is on conditional release to offset the cost of his supervision.”¹⁸

### Table 4. South Carolina YO Law: Procedural Provisions

| No Plea Requirement | Can youth be eligible for the hybrid statute without having to enter a plea of guilty? | ✔️ |
| Closed Session | Are at least some proceedings for emerging adults under the hybrid statute closed to the public? | ✗ |
| Jury Trial | Is a jury trial allowed under the hybrid statute? | ✔️ |

There is a special division within the South Carolina Department of Corrections that is responsible for both the institutional and community-based services of youth sentenced as YOs, called the Division of Youthful Offender Parole and Reentry Services (YOPRS).19 One of the hallmarks of the South Carolina YO statute is the imposition of an indeterminate term sentence. This conveys an unusual amount of discretion to YOPRS and leaves the Court with little oversight of the YO case post-disposition.

If sentenced to the custody of the Department of Corrections, the youth is sent to the Reception and Evaluation Center and a report is then provided to the Division’s director with recommendations. These recommendations can be that: (a) the youth be released conditionally under supervision; (b) the youth be transferred to an agency or institution for “treatment” or, more broadly, (c) the youth can be confined and afforded treatment under such conditions as he believes best designed for the protection of the public.”20

If released to the community, youth are supervised by a “Intensive Supervision Officer” (ISO), who is to act “in a proactive manner in the life of each offender “and have a more limited caseload (20 to 25 young people) than the traditional parole officer.21 In most cases, youth being supervised in the community are required to agree in writing to warrantless searches and seizures. Further, any victims must be notified when a youth is conditionally released back into the community and recommendations from a victim are considered in community release decisions.22 The statute sets a cap of four years after the date of the conviction when the youth must be released conditionally.23

The YOPRS also determines if a youth has violated any terms of their release and, if so, whether to revoke the conditional release and incarcerate them or impose additional terms to the conditional release. Defense attorneys in South Carolina have shared concerns about the high rates of violation decisions, especially for “technical violations.” According to information shared by the Department of Corrections at a Legislative Oversight Committee, a data outcome sample from November 1, 2018, showed that 10.8% of youth paroled in the YO system returned to DOC’s custody (over the life of the program) because of new convictions while slightly more, 13.7%, returned for a technical violation.24

The Department of Corrections can order a youth be “unconditionally discharged” one year after being conditionally released. But in all cases, unconditional discharge must occur within six years of the start date of the Court’s sentence.25

The YO statute specifies that sentences of incarceration be served in “minimum security institutions.”26

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5. South Carolina YO Law: Sentencing Provisions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limits on Fines &amp; Fees</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limits on Incarceration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limits on Probation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mandatory Minimums Obviated</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A youth sentenced under South Carolina’s YO statute is considered convicted and therefore cannot automatically avoid a formal record of conviction.

While the original YO statute did not include a specific record protection provision, subsequent amendments of the South Carolina statutes starting in 2003 created an opportunity for expungement. Under current law, a youth and/or representative may petition the circuit court to have the arrest and conviction records pertaining to many YO cases expunged if the individual has not been convicted of any other offense while serving the YO sentence and for a period of five years from the date of completion of the YO sentence.27 The exceptions are: It must be a first offense conviction and cannot be a YO conviction for motor vehicle offenses, violent crimes (as defined under § 16-1-60), domestic violence offenses, or offenses required to register with the sex offender registry.28 In the 2023 legislative session, a House bill was proposed to narrow the scope of excluded offenses eligible for expungement, in particular by allowing a YO conviction for driving under suspension offense to be expunged.29 Despite these developments, South Carolina’s YO law remains limited in record protection provisions compared to other hybrid statutes that include more robust provisions to prevent the life-long collateral effects of an adult criminal record.

Table 6: South Carolina YO Law: Post-Sentencing Provisions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Special Custody</td>
<td>Is there a specialized correctional unit for emerging adults incarcerated under the hybrid statute?</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile Custody</td>
<td>Can emerging adults incarcerated under the hybrid statute be committed to juvenile corrections and avoid adult corrections?</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile Probation</td>
<td>Can emerging adults placed on community supervision under the hybrid statute remain under the supervision of juvenile probation agency?</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Court Involvement</td>
<td>Does the court maintain jurisdiction and hear any alleged post-sentencing violations?</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Termination</td>
<td>Is there an opportunity to shorten the period of probation or confinement if the young person is doing well?</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Services</td>
<td>Does the hybrid statute require mandatory provision of support services to eligible youth?</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. South Carolina YO Law: Record Protection Provisions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automatic Record Protection</td>
<td>Can a youth automatically avoid a formal record of conviction if the term under the hybrid statute ends successfully?</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Record Protection</td>
<td>If it is not automatic, does the hybrid statute offer other means of record protection, such as a petition to expunge or seal records of a conviction?</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a South Carolina Code, in another chapter, allows the records of a first offense conviction as a YO (excluding certain offenses) to be expunged upon petition if the individual is not convicted for another offense while serving the YO sentence and for a period of five years from the date of completion of the YO sentence. S.C. Code Ann. § 22-5-920.
1 “Restoring Promise: An Initiative Creating Housing Units Grounded in Dignity for Young Adults in Prison,” Vera Institute of Justice, n.d., https://www.vera.org/spotlights/restoring-promise. South Carolina is the only one of the six Restoring Promise sites that has a hybrid system that extends to youth who are accused of committing an offense after their 18th birthday.


7 S.C. Code Ann. § 16-3-655.

21 “Young Offender Parole and Reentry Services.”

Turn on the Lights

By Thomas

Looking for that star in the sky
Reaching for my dreams
Wishing to be the best at what I do
Motivating me with a twinkle of light
In a world of haters
Turn on my light brighter
So my people, my family and friends
Can see me shine bright in a life of hell
Where I beat the devil
By accomplishing my dreams
Even though people told me
I wouldn’t be anything
I proved them wrong
So turn up the lights so that we can all
Shine bright like diamonds in that sky
Freeing us to be all that we can be
Our kids, our future, our friends, our families
Turn them up so that we can all see them
Shining bright

Vermont’s Hybrid System for Emerging Adults:
A Model That Taps into the Strength of the Juvenile System

I. LEGAL LANDSCAPE
In the last ten years, Vermont has adopted significant youth justice reforms, including the enactment of two statutes that place the State on the cutting-edge in the burgeoning field of emerging adult justice:

(1) Vermont raised the upper age of juvenile jurisdiction from the 18th to the 20th birthday. The new law, known as “Act 201,” was enacted in 2018 and the implementation is gradual. Starting on July 1, 2020, 18-year-olds were included in the juvenile system. Although the statute set the date for 19-year-olds to be included two years later, on July 1, 2022, Vermont delayed the implementation to July 1, 2023, largely because of the pandemic.  

(2) Vermont expanded their “Youthful Offender” statute (hybrid system) to include youth up to the 22nd birthday at the time of the offense.

II. AN OVERVIEW OF VERMONT’S YOUTHFUL OFFENDER LAW
Vermont’s original Youthful Offender Law (YO) took effect on January 1, 2009, and only applied to youth under age 18. Then, in 2017, Vermont passed a law that expanded eligibility of YO to include youth from age 12 up to the 22nd birthday, and the implementation of this expanded version began on July 1, 2018. The YO provides an opportunity for emerging adults to have their cases processed in the Family Court (juvenile division) and their treatment overseen by the Department for Children and Families and the Department of Corrections (with one agency designated as the “lead”). While a YO case is pending, a criminal conviction is deferred and, if the case is completed successfully, no conviction is entered, and the records of the YO case are automatically expunged (for records from the adult system) and sealed (for records from the juvenile system). If the YO case is not completed successfully, the case is transferred to the adult Criminal Division, a conviction is entered, and the youth is sentenced as an adult.

III. KEY PROVISIONS
1. Eligibility – Age
The YO law can be applied in cases involving a youth as young as age 12 who allegedly committed an offense as well to an emerging adult who allegedly committed a crime before the 22nd birthday. However, the eligibility of the YO statute differs slightly for different age groups, with YO law only being applied to younger youth charged with the most serious crimes while it can be applied to youths ages 19 to 21 charged with any offense (with more details below). It is worth noting that although Vermont raised the upper age of juvenile jurisdiction over the 18th birthday, the YO law retains the 18th birthday as a key distinction in a number of important aspects, such as the eligibility by offenses and whether a court proceeding is open or closed to the public (as described below).
As would be expected, the expansion of the hybrid system up to the 22nd birthday in 2018 caused a dramatic increase in YO court filings: In Fiscal Year (FY)18, before implementation, Vermont reported only 33 YO court filings while in FY19, the number of filings jumped to 324. But after initial concerns that the caseload might continue to increase over time, it appears to have stabilized and even decreased: In FY20, there were 295 YO case filings and then slightly less, 248, in FY21.3

2. Eligibility — Offense
For youth ages 12 to 15, YO law can be used only in what Vermont calls the “Big 12” cases, generally the most serious charges. These include: (1) arson causing death; (2) assault and robbery with a dangerous weapon; (3) assault and robbery causing bodily injury; (4) aggravated assault; (5) murder; (6) manslaughter; (7) kidnapping; (8) unlawful restraint; (9) maiming; (10) sexual assault; (11) aggravated sexual assault; (12) burglary into an occupied dwelling.4 For youth ages 16 to 18, eligibility for YO law extends to both Big 12 and felony cases. For older youth, ages 19 to 21, eligibility for YO law extends to any offense.

Prior criminal history, including a prior YO sentence, does not preclude an emerging adult from being eligible for YO law.

3. Application
While the adult criminal court has original jurisdiction on youth ages 19 to 21, all cases that are being considered for YO status are decided by the Family Court (juvenile division).

A prosecutor, youth (and defense attorney), and judge can all request that an eligible case be designated as a YO case. The burden of proof is on the moving party to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that a youth should be granted YO status. If the court makes the motion, the burden shall be on the youth.5

### Table 1. Vermont YO Law: Eligibility – Age

| Lower Age Limit | Birthday at which a youth becomes eligible for the hybrid statute | 12 |
| Upper Age Limit | Birthday up to which a youth remains eligible for the hybrid statute | 22 |
| No Age Tiers for Emerging Adults | Are different age groups within the emerging adult range treated the same under the hybrid statute? | ✓ |

### Table 2. Vermont YO Law: Eligibility – Offense

| All Offenses Included | Are all offenses eligible under the hybrid statute for emerging adults? | ✓ |
| No Exclusion for Prior Case under Hybrid Statute | Can youth with a prior case under the hybrid statute be eligible again for a subsequent offense? | ✓ |
| No Exclusion for Other Criminal History | Are youth with any other criminal history eligible for the hybrid statute? | ✓ |
If the motion for YO status is contested, “[h]earsay may be admitted during the hearing and may be relied on to the extent of its probative value.” Otherwise, the Vermont Rules of Evidence apply.

To determine whether YO status should be granted, “the court shall first consider whether public safety will be protected by treating the youth as a youthful offender.” The statute, as amended most recently in 2021 with an effective date of June 1, 2022, sets out a series of specific factors that must be completed and/or considered when considering eligibility for YO status for all ages:

A. The youth must complete a risk and needs assessment (Vermont uses the Youth Assessment and Screening Instrument or “YASI”), completed by the Department for Children and Families (DCF).

B. DCF must provide a report to the court that includes a recommendation as to (1) whether diversion is appropriate because the youth is a low to moderate risk to reoffend, (2) a recommendation as to whether YO status is appropriate and (3) a description of the services that may be available for the youth.

C. Diversion is then presumed in all cases that do not involve a “Big 12” offense and in cases where the youth scores as a moderate to low risk on a risk and needs assessment conducted by DCF. To bypass the presumed diversion, a prosecutor must state on the record “why a referral would not serve the ends of justice.”

D. At the YO Consideration Hearing, the statute requires the court to consider the following questions and factors:

   a. Will public safety be protected by treating the youth as a YO? In the most recent changes made to the statute in 2021, a list of criteria that the court should consider was added and include:

      i. nature and circumstances of the charge and whether violence was involved;

      ii. youth’s mental health treatment

---

Table 3. Vermont YO Law: Application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Juvenile Court</th>
<th>Does the juvenile court decide whether to apply the hybrid statute?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Presumptive Application</td>
<td>Is the hybrid statute presumed to apply to youth who meet the eligibility requirements?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge Initiates</td>
<td>Can the judge prompt application of the hybrid statute at own initiative?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosecutor Initiates</td>
<td>Can the prosecutor initiate application of the hybrid statute?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth Initiates</td>
<td>Can the youth (defense) request application of the hybrid statute?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Prosecutorial Consent Requirement</td>
<td>Can the determination of whether to apply the hybrid statute be made without the prosecutor’s consent?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Decision: Court</td>
<td>Does the court have the final decision on granting the application of the hybrid statute?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria in Statute</td>
<td>Does the hybrid statute explicitly set the criteria for granting its application?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Although there is not a presumption of YO status, there is a presumption for diversion in certain cases. 33 V.S.A. § 5280(e).

Court proceedings related to determining whether YO status should be granted are closed to the public for youth who committed an offense under age 18. For youth ages 18 and over, the public safety portion of the hearing is open to the public. In all cases, there are provisions for victims to be notified of the proceedings, attend hearings, and provide a victim’s impact statement.

In cases where the YO status is denied, the case can be prosecuted in the adult Criminal Division. Any information disclosed during the YO proceeding (such as information collected by the risk and needs assessment) is inadmissible in subsequent proceedings in the Criminal Division.

If YO status is granted, the case proceeds in Family Court to determine the “merits,” the equivalent of a finding of guilty or not guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. There is no right to a jury. If merits are found, and the youth later successfully completes all requirements imposed by the court at disposition, then no conviction is entered into the record. Further, all records relating to the case in the adult criminal division are automatically expunged and all records in the family court are sealed.

5. Sentencing (Disposition) Provisions

In Vermont, a youth is not “sentenced” in the Family Court for either delinquency or youthful

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Plea Requirement</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Closed Session** | Are at least some proceedings for emerging adults under the hybrid statute closed to the public? | ✔
| **Jury Trial** | Is a jury trial allowed under the hybrid statute? | ✗ |

* For youth ages 18 and above, the proceedings are closed to the public only after the determination of public safety has been made.
offender cases. Rather, if “merits” are found, the court determines a “disposition.”

In YO cases, the first step in this process is for DCF to submit a disposition case plan that contains proposed services and condition of probation, a description of the services that may be available, and a recommendation of the lead agency (either DCF and DOC, although both agencies will remain involved in the case). The lead agency has final decision-making authority of the case plan and the provision of services, and the lead agency can change, without court intervention, if the agencies believe it is in the best interest of the youth. In most cases involving a youth aged 18 and older, DOC is designated as the lead agency.

Vermont’s YO provides only one dispositional option for youth over age 18: probation. Both housing and residential placement are currently unavailable. Electronic monitoring is allowed, and probationary services are organized and supervised by either juvenile (DCF) or adult (DOC) agencies. But for youth under 18, the disposition can include a change in legal custody (to a parent, relative or DCF) and placement in a residential treatment or secure facility.

The Department for Children and Families and the Department of Corrections have adopted principles of engagement with youth placed on probation as a YO as articulated in DCF’s Family Service Policy Manual 164. These principles include: partnering with youth in taking responsibility and developing competency using restorative justice practices; collaborating with the youth to identify services, provide supervision, and assist in successful completion of probation; promoting partnership with service providers, state agencies and community organizations; treating each youth as an individual; and protecting the community with risk and need-based interventions.

In cases where the youth has completed all terms of probation, the DCF Family Services Worker and the DOC Assigned Officer can recommend a discharge and the prosecutor and youth (and defense attorney) may file a motion or stipulation requesting that the court determine whether the youth should be successfully discharged, and the court may so move on its own motion as well. The statute requires the court to consider four factors: the degree to which the youth fulfilled the terms of the case plan and probation order; the youth’s performance during treatment; reports from the treatment personnel; and “any other relevant facts associated with the youth’s behavior.”

| Limits on Fines & Fees                        | Are fines and fees prohibited or limited for youth under the hybrid statute? | ✔ b |
| Limits on Incarceration                      | Does the hybrid statute preclude or limit the length of a term of incarceration? | ✔   |
| Limits on Probation                          | Does the hybrid statute limit the length of a term of probation? | ✔   |
| Mandatory Minimums Obviated                 | Does the hybrid statute obviate mandatory minimum sentences² for eligible youth? | ✔   |

² Vermont does not “sentence” a youth in Family Court. Rather, if “merits” are found, then a court orders a “disposition.” The term “sentencing” is included in this table and this report to allow for comparisons with other states.

³ There are no fines and fees imposed on youth in the Vermont Family Court, where YO cases are supervised.
YO case every six months. In cases where completion or compliance is an issue, DCF and DOC will employ “graduated sanctions” and the DCF Family Services Policy notes that “the DCF Family Service Worker/DOC Assigned Officer should encourage creativity in determining how youth can repair the harm.” DCF and DOC can file a violation of probation with the court.

Youth who are over age 18 and are accused of violating a disposition plan can be detained in an adult correctional facility operated by DOC while awaiting a hearing. If the court finds that a violation occurred, it can (i) maintain the YO status and modify (including extending) the conditions of probation; (ii) revoke the YO status and send the case to the Criminal Division for sentencing as an adult; or (iii) transfer supervision of the youth to the DOC “with all the powers and authority of the Department and the Commissioner... including graduated sanctions and electronic monitoring.”

If the YO status is revoked, the case is transferred to the adult Criminal Division, a conviction of guilty is entered, and an adult sentence is imposed. The Criminal Division has access to all the Family Division records from the YO proceedings but, as noted elsewhere, the uses of these YO records are limited.

In all cases, YO status terminates when a youth reaches the 22nd birthday.

Vermont provides some important protections to youth who both pursue and/or are granted YO status. This includes the information gleamed “directly or indirectly” from the risk and needs assessment (a requirement for YO status) or “other conversations with the Department or community-based provider.” This information cannot be used against the youth in either a juvenile or criminal case “for any purpose, including impeachment or cross-examination.” Only “…the fact of the participation in the screening may be used in subsequent proceedings.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Special Custody</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Juvenile Custody</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Juvenile Probation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Court Involvement</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Early Termination</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Support Services</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Both the VT Department for Children and Families (juvenile agency) and the Department of Correction (adult agency) are involved in YO cases and can provide probationary supervision, with one agency designated as the lead.

b Specific services are not listed in the statute but “youth shall be eligible for appropriate community-based programming and services.” 33 V.S.A. § 5284(d).
The actual hearing to determine whether YO status should be granted is open to the public for youth who allegedly committed a crime at age 18 or older when the court is determining whether public safety can be afforded if given YO status. The entire hearing is closed to the public for the younger youth. But once YO status has been granted, the subsequent proceedings are confidential for all ages.

If the YO case ends successfully, then a conviction is not entered, and the case is dismissed. For the YO cases that were at some point heard in the adult Criminal Division, “all records relating to the case” in that Division are expunged. In all YO cases, the records from the Family Court are sealed pursuant to 33 V.S.A. § 5119.

### Table 7: Vermont YO Law: Record Protection Provisions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Automatic Record Protection</th>
<th>Can a youth automatically avoid a formal record of conviction if the term under the hybrid statute ends successfully?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other Record Protection</td>
<td>If it is not automatic, does the hybrid statute offer other means of record protection, such as a petition to expunge or seal records of a conviction?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ENDNOTES - VERMONT**

1 For more detailed information about the inclusion of emerging adults in Vermont’s juvenile justice system, see Karen Vastine et al., *Report on Act 201 Implementation Plan Report & Recommendations* (Vermont Agency of Human Services, Department for Children and Families, 2019), https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5c6458c07788975d6d586d90/t/5 dd2ebfcd2b1425d33ae1e1f1/1574104062934/Vermont-RTA-DCF-Report-Final_EAJP.pdf. During the writing of this report, there were discussions at hearings in the Vermont’s Legislature regarding the possibility pushing back the implementation date of the second phase of the Raise the Age Law (including 19-year-olds into the juvenile justice system) to a later date.
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